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摘   要 
     

我們在前三年中建議做兩個子題：第一子題是要討論奈米系統的超輻射現

象，內容包括提議研究在有或無微空腔的情形下，奈米系統的超輻射激子的光

學及傳輸現象，包括考慮量子線、量子井、量子點及量子環上超輻射激子的

AB(Aharanov-Bohm)效應及其輻射衰變率随著系統大小或形狀的變化情形。我

們也提議在量子點或環上注入電子及電洞產生再重合，以探討其超輻射受微空

腔之影響。探討超輻射激子在微空腔情形下的 Purcell 效應，研究此種奈米微

空腔系統的量子電動力學效應，以及建立量子糾纏態之可能性，探討這種量子

糾纏態之純化、維持及測量之機制，以及研究有關一個及兩個量子點系統中，

光子協助傳輸的效應，並探討強關聯之情形；另外也研究偶極分子受脈衝雷射

激發引起轉動及對準效應，並探討產生量子糾纏態之可能性，以及找出這量子

糾纏態與熵值之關連性之可能性。我們在過去三年中也提議研究有關研究在有

或無微空腔的情形下，奈米系統的 shot noise 現象，並探討以我們的系統完

成量子隱形傳輸(quantum teleportation)的可能性。除了上述的理論探討

外，我們也著手從實驗來驗証我的想法。在這三年中我們已建立一套 Pump-pro

時間解折光譜系統，並對一些小量子點集團做了研究，目前正改善樣本製作技

術及加上低溫量測設備，進行單量子點及單光子測量。 
本計畫的第二子題是要建立一個理論模型，來探討高頻電磁波照射於一個

受到柵極交流電壓規範下的奈米狹窄電子通道(如量子點接頭)的電子之量子

傳輸行為，以及二組從奈米狹窄電子通道通過所電子之間的量子干涉現象，包

括其量子電導隨著兩通道的大小及相互距離改變時的行為。在這子題中，我們

亦將探討不同材料的自旋電子在奈米狹窄電子通道的量子傳輸行為，這行為可

預見也會受到閘極電壓形狀的影響。我們將探討自旋電流的可能性，以及如何

在實驗上去測量奈米狹窄電子通道的量子電導，及自旋電流等。在第二子題中

另一探討的問題是考慮奈米結構在應變下所引致的自旋電流與奈米級力學振

盪之間的關係，並提出未來測量之道。 

 本計畫己於 2005 年 12 月 31 日結束，在三年的計畫中共發表三篇 PRL 文

章 (其中一篇被 PRL 列為 Focus of the Journal，另兩篇正審查中)，及十多篇

PRB，另有多篇在國外知名期刊發表。另由於儀器購置時適值歐元大升值，導

致第一、二年之設備經費不足而延誤實驗儀器建立完成之時間，目前實驗儀器

大致建立完成，預計完成之實驗測量陸續完成，成果亦巳發表於國、內外舉辦

之國際會議中，正式論文目前正投稿中。 

 
關鍵詞：空腔量子電動力學，超輻射、量子噪訊，量子糾纏、量子隱形傳輸、

量子線、量子井、量子點、量子傳輸、光助量子傳輸、自旋電流、應變引致自

旋電流與奈米力學振盪，量子點接頭。 
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Abstract: 
In the past three years, we proposed to study the optical and transport phenomena of 

superradiant excitons in the nanostructure systems with or without the microcavity. The 
Aharonov-Bohm effect on superradiant excitons in quantum rings was also proposed to be 
studied.  The decay properties of superradiant excitons in a quantum dot or ring embedded in a 
microcavity system are believed to change dramatically because of the Purcell effect. We thus 
proposed to investigate the effect by injecting holes from one side of the cavity which is formed 
by Bragg mirrors from top and down and electron is attracted by the hole from another side into a 
double quantum dot system. The electron and hole can recombine in the quantum dot, and thus 
the Purcell effect can be examined electrically. The frequency shift of the excitons in different 
structures will be investigated also. We also proposed to study the entanglement generation by 
the mechanism of superradiance which included the generation, purification and possible 
application of our system. We also proposed to study the photon assisted quantum transport 
though a quantum dot system and through a double quantum dot system coupled by the Coulomb 
force. Actually, in the first subtopic, we proposed to study the cavity quantum electrodynamics of 
a nanostructure system which included the superradiance and quantum transportation effects. 

In the second subtopic, we also proposed to develop a high frequency quantum transport 
spectroscopy as a tool for the understanding and the probing of the quantum states within the 
nanostructures. We proposed to study quantum transport in quantum point contacts and quantum 
narrow channels in the presence of metal gates or an inter-digited metal-gate (IDT) both in 
theoretical and experiment methods.  The quantum transport in quantum rings (or quantum-dots) 
with a metal-gate which located above one arm of the quantum ring and the effect of the ac signal 
in the metal-gate to the transport characteristics through the ring will be investigated. We 
expected eventually to develop a frequency-tunable photon detector that can be operated in the 
mm-wave regime.   

In the processing of the theoretical works as mentioned above, we also proposed to 
investigated experimentally the effect as we proposed above. In the past 3 years, we have 
successfully set up a time-resolved single photon detector, and measured the relaxation dynamics 
of the excitons in quantum well and dots. We have also fabricated the gate-confined 
nanostructures. The transport properties of the electron with quantum optical effects are observed. 
Theoretical models with microscopic calculations are proposed and may serve as a guide line for 
the design of future experiments. Our original proposal are almost finished. Another part is 
related to the Strain-Induced Coupling of Spin Current to Nanomechanical Oscillations.This work 
proposes a setup for the detection of spin current. The setup is a free-standing bridge that consists 
of a semiconductor- metal junction. Strain-induced spin-orbit interaction in the semiconductor 
couples the electron spin degree of freedom to the twisting motion of the nanomechanical bridge. 
This work has been reported by the Physical Review Focus. 

Keyword: Cavity Quantum electrodynamics, superradiance, quantum dot, quantum ring, quantum 
transport, spin current, spin-orbit interaction, nanomechanical Oscillation, quantum entanglement, 
teleportation, reservoir induced entanglement, shot noise, Zeno effect. 
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Current Detection of Superradiance and Induced Entanglement
of Double Quantum Dot Excitons
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We propose to measure the superradiance effect by observing the current through a semiconductor
double-dot system. An electron and a hole are injected separately into one of the quantum dots to form
an exciton and then recombine radiatively. We find that the stationary current shows oscillatory behavior
as one varies the interdot distance. The amplitude of oscillation can be increased by incorporating the
system into a microcavity. Furthermore, the current is suppressed if the dot distance is small compared
to the wavelength of the emitted photon. This photon trapping phenomenon generates the entangled
state and may be used to control the emission of single photons at predetermined times.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.90.166802 PACS numbers: 73.21.La, 03.67.Mn, 42.50.Fx, 71.35.–y

Since Dicke proposed the phenomenon of superradi-
ance [1], the coherent radiation phenomena for atomic
systems were intensively investigated. In semiconductor
systems, the electron-hole pair is naturally a candidate for
examining the spontaneous emission. The decay rate of
the exciton is superradiantly enhanced by a factor of
��=d�2 for a 2D exciton-polariton system [2], where � is
the wavelength of the emitted photon and d is the lattice
constant of the thin film. In the past decades, the super-
radiance of excitons in these quantum well structures has
been investigated intensively [3]. For lower dimensional
systems, the decay rate of the exciton is enhanced by a
factor of �=d in a quantum wire [4]. In the quantum dots,
although the decay rate is shown to be proportional to R2:1

[5] which confirms the theoretical prediction [6], accept-
able experimental data on quantum dot superradiance are
still not plentiful owing to the difficulty of techniques in
observing the enhanced spontaneous emission optically.

In recent years, great attention has been focused on the
entanglement issue since generation of highly entangled
states is one of the fundamental requirements for quan-
tum information processing [7]. Many papers have been
associated with quantum-optic and atomic systems [8].
However, due to the scalability of the quantum processor,
solid-state realizations of such phenomena are the favored
choices [9]. In fact, the superradiance effect can also
generate entanglement by spontaneous emission. There-
fore, a different way is proposed to observe the super-
radiant effect and generate the entangled states in this
work. By injecting electrons and holes into one of the
quantum dots of a double-dot system and controlling the
gate voltage of one of the dots, a photon is then generated
by the coherent recombination of the exciton. This pro-
cess not only allows one to determine the superradiant
effect by measuring the stationary current, but also in-
duces the entangled states in this double-dot system.

In our model, we consider a p-i-n junction, similar to
the device proposed by Benson et al. [10], but with two
spatially separated quantum dots. The novel feature here

is the dissipative creation of entanglement over relatively
large distances, and its readout via the stationary current.
The device structure is shown in Fig. 1.

One of the obstacles in measuring superradiance be-
tween the quantum dots comes from the random size of
the dots which result in a random distribution of energy
gap and thus diminishes the coherent radiation. This
can be overcome by constructing a gate voltage over
one of the quantum dots. The energy gap and the orienta-
tion of the dipole moments of one of the quantum dots
thus can be controlled well. Both the hole and electron
reservoirs are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. For
the physical phenomena we are interested in, the current
is conducted through dot 1 only, and the Fermi level of
the p�n�-side hole (electron) is slightly lower (higher)
than the hole (electron) subband in the dot. After a
hole is injected into the hole subband in the quantum
dot, the n-side electron can tunnel into the exciton level
because of the Coulomb interaction between the elec-
tron and the hole. In our calculation, we also neglect the
Forster process which may have some influence on the
results if the two dots are close to each other. The va-
lidity of this assumption will be discussed later. Thus, we

FIG. 1 (color online). Proposed device structure. Two InAs
quantum dots are embedded in a p-i-n junction. Above dot 2 is
a metal gate, which controls the energy gap and orientation of
the dipole.
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may assume four dot states: j0i � j0; h; 0; 0i, jU1i�
je;h;0;0i, jU2i � j0; 0; e; hi, and jDi � j0; 0; 0; 0i,
where j0; h; 0; 0i means there is one hole in dot 1 and
j0; 0; 0; 0i represents the ground state with no hole and
electron in the quantum dots. The exciton states je; h; 0; 0i
(in dot 1) can be converted to j0; 0; e; hi (in dot 2)
through the exciton-photon interactions. One might
argue that one cannot neglect the state je; 0; 0; 0i for
real device since the tunable variable is the applied volt-
age. However, this can be resolved by fabricating a thicker

barrier on the electron side so that there is little chance
for an electron to tunnel in advance. By transform-
ing jU1i and jU2i into Dicke states: jS0i � �1=

���
2
p
� �

�jU1i � jU2i� and jT0i � �1=
���
2
p
��jU1i 	 jU2i�, we can

now define the dot operators n̂nS 
 jS0ihS0j, n̂nT 

jT0ihT0j, n̂nD 
 jDihDj, p̂ps 
 jS0ihDj, p̂pT 
 jT0ihDj,
ŝsU1

 �1=

���
2
p
��j0ihS0j 	 j0ihT0j�, and ŝsD 
 j0ihDj. The

total Hamiltonian H of the system consists of
three parts: H0 [dot, photon bath Hp, electron (hole)
reservoirs Hres], HT(dot-photon coupling), and the dot-
reservoir coupling HV :

H � H0 	HT 	HV; H0 � "Un̂nS 	 "Un̂nT 	 "Dn̂nD 	Hp 	Hres;

HT �
X
k

1���
2
p gfDkbkp̂pS�1	 e

ik�r� 	 p̂pT�1� e
ik�r�� 	 c:c:g � g�p̂pSXS 	 p̂pS

yXyS 	 p̂pT XT	p̂pT
ypXT

y�;

Hp �
X
k

!kb
y
kbk; HV �

X
q

�Vqc
y
q ŝsU1

	Wqd
y
q ŝsD 	 c:c:�; Hres �

X
q

"Uq c
y
qcq 	

X
q

"Dq d
y
qdq:

(1)

In the above equation, bk is the photon operator, gDk is the dipole coupling strength, r is the position vector between
two quantum dots, XS �

P
k�1	 e

ik�r�Dkbk, XT �
P

k�1� e
ik�r�Dkbk, and cq and dq denote the electron operators in

the left and right reservoirs, respectively. The dipole approximation is not used in our calculation since we keep the full
eik�r terms in the operators XS and XT . Here, g is a constant with a unit of the tunneling rate. The couplings to the
electron and hole reservoirs are given by the standard tunnel Hamiltonian HV , where Vq and Wq couple the channels q
of the electron and the hole reservoirs. If the couplings to the electron and the hole reservoirs are weak, then it is
reasonable to assume that the standard Born-Markov approximation with respect to these couplings is valid. In this
case, one can derive a master equation from the exact time evolution of the system. The equations of motion can be
expressed as (cf. [12])

hn̂n�it � hn̂n�i0 � �ig
Z t

0
dt0fhp̂p�it0 � hp̂p

y
�it0 g 	 
U

Z t

0
dt0�1� hn̂nSit0 � hn̂nTit0 � hn̂nDit0 �;

hn̂nDit � hn̂nDi0 � �ig
Z t

0
dt0fhp̂pSit0 � hp̂p

y
S it0 	 hp̂pTit0 � hp̂p

y
Tit0 g � 2
D

Z t

0
dt0hn̂nDit0 ;

hp̂pSit � hp̂pSi0t � �
D
Z t

0
dt0 ei"�t�t

0�hXtX
y
t0 ~ppS�t

0�it0 � ig
Z t

0
dt0 ei"�t�t

0�fhn̂nSXtX
y
t0 it0 � hn̂nDX

y
t0Xtit0 g;

hp̂pTit � hp̂pTi0t � �
D
Z t

0
dt0 ei"�t�t

0�hXtX
y
t0 ~ppT�t

0�it0 � ig
Z t

0
dt0 ei"�t�t

0�fhn̂nTXtX
y
t0 it0 � hn̂nDX

y
t0Xtit0 g;

(2)

where the index � � S or T, 
U � �
P

qV
2
q��"U � "

U
q �,


D � �
P

qW
2
q��"D � "

D
q �, and " � "U � "D is the en-

ergy gap of the quantum dot exciton. Here, ~ppS�t0� �
pSei"tXt0 , ~ppT�t0� � pTei"tXt0 , and Xt0 (Xt0) denotes the
time evolution of X (X) with Hp. The expectation value
hp̂py�i0t describes the decay of an initial polarization of the
system and plays no role for the stationary current.
Therefore, we shall assume the initial expectation value
of p̂p��y� vanishes at time t � 0.

As can be seen from Eq. (2), there are terms such as
hn̂n�XtX

y
t0 it0 which contain products of dot operators and

photon operators. If we are interested in small coupling
parameters here, a decoupling of the reduced density
matrix ~����t0� can be used: ~����t0� � �0

phTrph ~����t0�.
Products of these operators can then be obtained. For
spontaneous emission, the photon bath is assumed to
be in equilibrium. The expectation values hXtX

y
t0 i0 


C�t� t0� and hXtX
y
t0 i0 
 C�t� t0� are functions of the

time difference only. We can now define the Laplace
transformation for real z,

C"�z� 

Z 1

0
dt e�ztei"tC�t�;

n��z� 

Z 1

0
dt e�zthn̂n�it etc:; z > 0;

(3)

and transform the whole equations of motion into z space.
The tunnel current ÎI can be defined as the change of the
occupation of n̂nD and is given by ÎI 
 ig

P
��p̂p� � p̂p�

y�,
where we have set the electron charge e � 1 for conven-
ience. The time dependence of the expectation value hÎIit
can be obtained by performing the inverse Laplace trans-
formation. For time t! 1, the result is

hÎIit!1 �
4g2$	$�

$� 	 $	1	 2$��g2=
D 	 g2=
U 	 
D��
;

(4)

where g2$	 and g2$� are the superradiant and subra-
diant decay rate of the exciton, respectively [11]. The
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derivation of the current equation is closely analogous to
the spontaneous emission of phonons in double dots [12],
in which the correlation functions hXtX

y
t0 i0 are given by

the electron-phonon interaction.
The corresponding decay rate for superradiant and the

subradiant channels is given by

g2$� � $0

�
1�

sin�2�d=�0�

2�d=�0

�
; (5)

where d is the interdot distance and $0 is the exciton
decay rate in a quantum dot. To display the dependence of
the stationary current through the quantum dot on the dot
distance d, we present the results of two identical quan-
tum dots in Fig. 2. In plotting the figure, the current is in
terms of 100 pA. Furthermore, the tunneling rates, 
U
and 
D, are assumed to be equal to 0:2$0 and $0, respec-
tively. Here, a value of 1=1:3 ns for the free-space quan-
tum dot decay rate $0 is used in our calculations [13]. As
shown in Fig. 2, the current is suppressed as the dot
distance d is much smaller than the wavelength (�0) of
the emitted photon. This corresponds to the trapping state
in the two-ion system. As long as we choose only one of
the dots to be coupled to reservoirs, the generated photon
is reabsorbed immediately by the other dot and vice versa.
The current is then blocked by this exchange process. For
small rates limit (g2$�), one can approximate Eq. (4) by
I � 41=g2$� 	 1=g2$	��1. The rates 
U;D drop out
completely and the current is determined only by the
(smaller) radiative decay rates. In this approximate
form, the current looks identical to the expression for
the conductance G / 1=
L 	 1=
R�

�1 from a left lead
through a single level to a right lead with tunnel rates

L;R. This implies that the superradiant and the subra-
diant channel are in series (and not in parallel) in this
limit. This is because, once the exciton is formed in dot 1,
time evolution of this state is proportional to e�g

2$	t 	
e�g

2$�t not e�g
2�$		$��t [14]. It means the two decay

channels in our system are not in parallel. For long time
behavior t! 1 and $	 � $�, the function e�g

2$	t 	
e�g

2$�t approaches the limit of e�g
2$�t, which is identi-

cal to the same limit of the function e��g
2$	$��=�$		$���t

(in series).
Similar to the two-ion superradiance [11], the current

also exhibits oscillatory behavior as a function of dot
distance. To observe the interference effect clearly, one
may incorporate the system inside a microcavity since
semiconductor cavities with strong electron-photon cou-
pling have been realized experimentally by, e.g., Gérard
et al. [15]. Reduction of the allowed k state is expected to
increase the magnitude of the oscillation. For example, if
the system is placed inside a rectangular microcavity
with length �0, the decay rate for the two channels can
be worked out straightforwardly:

g2$cav;� �
$0

�
j1� ei2�d=�

��
2
p
�0�j2: (6)

The stationary current is plotted in the inset of Fig. 2,
where a perfect (lossless) cavity is assumed. As we men-
tioned above, the amplitude of oscillation is larger than
that in free space. However, the oscillation period is not
half of the wavelength, but �0=

���
2
p

. This is because the
interference term is influenced only by the wave vector in
the unconfined direction. Excluding the contributions
from fundamental cavity modes, the effective wave vec-
tor can be expressed as

keff �

������������������������������������������
2�
�0

�
2
�2�

�
�
�0

�
2

s
�
k0���

2
p : (7)

The oscillation period of the decay rate and the current is
therefore increased by a factor of

���
2
p

.
In Fig. 3, we plot the expectation value of nS (nT) as a

function of the dot distance. The maximum entangled
state (jS0i) is reached as d� �0. This is remarkable as
the steady state is independent of the initial state. The
entanglement is induced by the cooperative decoherence
in the system. In a recent paper by Schneider et al. [16],
the authors consider the behavior of an ion trap with all
ions driven simultaneously and coupled collectively to a
heat bath. They also found that the steady state of the ion
trap can exhibit quantum entanglement. However, the
concurrence of their system is below the value of unity
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FIG. 2. Stationary tunnel current, Eq. (4), as a function of dot
distance d. The interference effect is seen clearly (inset) by
incorporating the system inside a rectangular microcavity. The
vertical and horizontal units are 100 pA and �0, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Occupation probability of the entangled states nS
(solid line) and nT (dashed line). The inset shows the results
inside a rectangular microcavity.
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(maximum entanglement). On the contrary, in our system
the maximum entangled state can be generated by tuning
the band gap of dot 2 (linear stark effect), i.e., control the
on/off of the superradiance. Another advantage of our
scheme is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. If the double-dot
system is incorporated inside a rectangular microcavity,
the maximum entangled states repeat as a function of
interdot distance. This means, even for remote separation,
the entanglement can still be achieved. The reason can be
attributed to the fact that the creation of entanglement in
our model is governed by the interaction with a common
heat bath, while conventional creation of entanglement
depends on the direct interaction between two subsystems
[17]. When two dots are coupled to the common photon
fields, the collective decay process drives the system into
the entangled states. The novel feature of the effect pre-
dicted here is that entanglement in fact can be controlled
electrically (without applying a laser field) and readout in
the form of a transport property, i.e., the electron current
(as a function of the dot distance or, alternatively, the
cavity length).

Another possible application of this effect is that, by
tuning the coherence of the dots, one can control the
emission of single photon at predetermined times, which
is important for the field of quantum information tech-
nology. However, one should note that the biexciton effect
is not included in our present model. Therefore, a low
injection limit is required in the experiment [18]. One
might argue that for small interdot distance the Forster
process may play some role in our system [19]; never-
theless, this causes only small energy splitting between
state jS0i and jT0i. Comparing to the large energy differ-
ence in the III-V semiconductor material, its effect on the
decay rate g2$� is negligible. As for the problem of
dissipation, decoherence due to interaction with other
bosonic excitations (phonons and electron-hole pairs in
the leads) is inevitable but can in principle be (partly)
controlled by variation of the dot energies, or control of
the mechanical degree of freedom [20]. In addition, scat-
tering due to impurities is negligible since there is no
interdot transport in our system.

In conclusion, we have proposed a method of detecting
the superradiant effect in a semiconductor double-dot
system. By incorporating the InAs quantum dots between
a p-i-n junction, the superradiant effect on the stationary
tunnel current can be examined by tuning the band gap of
the quantum dot. Moreover, the interference effects be-
tween two dots can be seen more clearly by incorporating
the system inside a microcavity. The oscillation period of
the decay rate and current is also increased because of the
microcavity. Besides, the maximum entangled state is
induced as the interdot distance is much smaller than
the wavelength of the emitted photon. Our model pro-
vides a new way to generate the entanglement in solid-
state systems.
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We propose a setup which allows us to couple the electron spin degree of freedom to the mechanical
motions of a nanomechanical system not involving any of the ferromagnetic components. The proposed
method employs the strain-induced spin-orbit interaction of electrons in narrow gap semiconductors. We
have shown how this method can be used for detection and manipulation of the spin flow through a
suspended rod in a nanomechanical device.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.107203 PACS numbers: 75.40.Gb, 71.70.Ej, 71.70.Fk, 72.25.2b

An ability to control the spin transport in semiconduc-
tors is a key problem to be solved towards implementation
of semiconductor spintronics into quantum information
processing [1–3]. Many methods have been proposed to
achieve control of the electron spin degree of freedom
using magnetic materials, external magnetic fields, and
optical excitation [for a review see Ref. [3] ]. Other prom-
ising ideas involve the intrinsic spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
in narrow gap semiconductors to manipulate the spin by
means of electric fields [4] and electric gates [5–7].
Recently, some of these ideas have been experimentally
confirmed [8,9].

In semiconductors the spin-orbit effect appears as an
interaction of the electron spin with an effective magnetic
field whose direction and magnitude depend on the elec-
tron momentum. A specific form of this dependence is
determined by the crystal symmetry, as well as by the
symmetry of the potential energy profile in heterostruc-
tures. In strained semiconductors new components of the
effective magnetic field appear due to violation of the local
crystal symmetry [10]. The effect of the strain-induced SOI
on spin transport was spectacularly demonstrated by Kato
et al. in their Faraday rotation experiment [9]. An interest-
ing property of the strain-induced SOI is that the strain can
be associated with mechanical motion of the solid, in
particular, with oscillations in nanomechanical systems
(NMS), in such a way making possible the spin-orbit
coupling of the electron spin to nanomechanical oscilla-
tions. At the same time a big progress in fabricating various
NMS [11] allows one to reach the required parameter range
to observe subtle effects produced by such a coupling.

In this Letter we will consider NMS in the form of a
suspended beam with a doped semiconductor film epitax-
ially grown on its surface (see Fig. 1). An analysis of the
SOI in this system shows that the flexural and torsion
vibrational modes couple most efficiently to the electron
spin. As a simple example, we will focus on the torsion
mode. The strain associated with torsion produces the spin-
orbit field which is linear with respect to the electron

momentum and is directed perpendicular to it. This field
varies in time and space according to respective variations
of the torsion strain. Because of the linear dependence on
the momentum, the SOI looks precisely as interaction with
the spin dependent electromagnetic vector potential. An
immediate result of this analogy is that the time-dependent
torsion gives rise to a motive force on electrons. Such a
force, however, acts in different directions on particles with
oppositely oriented spins, inducing thus the spin current in
the electron gas. The physics of this phenomenon is very
similar to the spin-current generation under time-
dependent Rashba SOI, where the time dependence of
the SOI coupling parameter is provided by the gate voltage
variations [6]. In the present work we will focus, however,
on the inverse effect. Because of the SOI coupling, the spin
current flowing through the beam is expected to create a
mechanical torsion. The torque effect on NMS due to spin
flow has been previously predicted by Mohanty et al. [12]
for a different physical realization, where the torque has

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic illustration of electrome-
chanical spin-current detector, containing a suspended
semiconductor-metal (S-M) rectangular rod atop an insulating
substrate (blue). A spin current is injected from the left semi-
conductor reservoir (yellow) and then diffuses toward the me-
tallic film (green). While passing through the semiconductor
film, the spin current induces torque shown by the black arrow.
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been created by spin flips at the nonmagnetic-
ferromagnetic interface. They also suggested an experi-
mental setup to measure such a small torque. As it will be
shown below, the torque due to the strain-induced SOI can
be large enough to be measured using the experimental
setup proposed in Ref. [12]. Besides this method, other
sensitive techniques for displacement measurements can
be employed [13].

The system under consideration is a rectangular beam of
the total length Lt, width b, and thickness c. The coordi-
nate axes are chosen as shown in Fig. 1. The semiconductor
film with the thickness c=2 occupies the length L of the
beam. The rest part contains a metal film. It can also
include some additional elements for detection of the
torque, for example, in Ref. [12]. Here we will consider
an example when the spin current is created by diffusion of
the spin polarization from the left contact in Fig. 1.
Therefore, there is no electric current flow through NMS.
The spin polarization diffuses towards the metal film
which, due to its relatively high conduction, can play an
important role as a reservoir for the spin polarization
relaxation.

We start from the strain-induced SOI [10] described by
the Hamiltonian

HSO1 � ���x�uzxkz � uxyky� � �y�uxykx � uyzkz�

� �z�uyzky � uzxkx�� � ���xkx�uyy � uzz�

� �yky�uzz � uxx� � �zkz�uxx � uyy��; (1)

where uij are elements of the strain tensor, �i stand for
Pauli matrices, and ki denote components of the electron
wave vector. In the narrow gap semiconductors the pa-
rameter � is usually much smaller than � [10].
Therefore, the term proportional to � will be omitted
below. Besides the strain-induced HSO1, the total SOI
Hamiltonian also includes the strain independent interac-
tion HSO2. Because of submicron cross-section dimensions
of the doped semiconductor film, HSO2 will be determined
by the bulk Dresselhaus term [14].

HSO2 � �
X
ijn

j�ijnjki�k2
j � k

2
n�: (2)

This interaction, in the range of doping concentrations
1017 cm�3 and higher, provides the main mechanism for
spin relaxation in bulk materials [10].

Since the S-M rod with total length Lt � b and c, the
major contribution to the strain comes from flexural and
torsion motions of the rod [15]. Within the isotropic elastic
model, the flexural motions are represented by the diagonal
elements uxx and uyy [15] which do not enter into the first
square brackets of Eq. (1). On the other hand, due to the
crystal anisotropy effects, the uxy components are not zero
for such sort of motion and could contribute to Eq. (1). We
will consider, however, the simplest example of torsion
motions of the rod within an isotropic elastic model. In this

case the strain can be represented as [15]

uyx � ��x�
@�
@z

; uzx � ���x�
@�
@y

; uyz � 0; (3)

where ��x� � @�=@x stands for the rate of torsion deter-
mined by the torsion angle �. The function � depends only
on z and y and is uniquely determined by the rod cross-
section geometry.

The next step is to derive from the one-particle interac-
tion Eq. (1) a Hamiltonian which describes a coupling of
the spin current to the strain. The electron system carrying
the spin current can be described by a density matrix 	̂. In
the framework of the perturbation theory the leading cor-
rection to the electron energy due to the SOI induced strain
can be obtained by averaging HSO1 with 	̂. In the semi-
classical approximation such a procedure can be repre-
sented as averaging over the classical phase space with
the Boltzmann distribution function F̂k�r�. This function is
a 2	 2 matrix in the spinor space. One can also define the
spin distribution function Pik�r� � �1=2�Tr �F̂k�r��i�. It is
normalized in such a way that the local spin polarization
Pi�r� �

P
kPk�r�. We notice that, due to electron confine-

ment in y and z directions, the averages ofHSO1 containing
ky and kz turn to zero. Assuming that electron distribution
is uniform within the cross section of the semiconductor
film one thus obtains, from Eqs. (1) and (3), the SOI energy

ESO�2�
Z L

0
dx
@�
@x

X
k

kx
Z
dydz

�

Pyk�x�
@�
@z
�Pzk�x�

@�
@y

�

:

(4)

This expression can be further simplified taking into ac-
count that � turns to zero on a free surface [15]. Hence, in
the example under consideration � � 0 on the top and side
surfaces of the doped semiconductor film. Consequently,
the second term in Eq. (4) vanishes after integration over y.
Now Eq. (4) can be expressed in terms of the spin current
Jy�x� which is the flux in x direction of y-polarized spins.

Jy�x� � S
X
k

vxP
y
k�x�; (5)

where S � bc=2 is the semiconductor film cross section
and vx is the electron velocity in x direction [16]. Finally,
Eq. (4) can be transformed to

ESO � 

Z L

0
dxJy�x�

@�
@x
: (6)

Here the coupling constant 
 is given by


 � 
0

Z b=2

�b=2
��y; z � 0�dy; (7)

where 
0 � 2m
�=@S.
From the last equation, it is seen that the spin-polarized

flow imposes a distributed torque on the rod. In order to
study this effect in detail we will neglect, for simplicity, the
difference between elastic constants of semiconductor and
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metal parts of NMS. As such, the equation of motion for
the torsion angle can be then written as

I
@2�

@t2
� K

@2�

@x2 � 

@
@x
�Jy��L� x�� � 0; (8)

where ��x� denotes the Heaviside function, K stands for
the torsion rigidity, and I is the moment of inertia. It is easy
to figure out that the torque imposed by the SOI on NMS
can be expressed as

T �


L

Z L

0
dxJy�x� � 
 �Jy; (9)

and, for the S-M rod clamped on both ends, the torsion
angle at x � L

�L �
L�Lt � L�

Lt

T

K
; (10)

where Lt is the total length of the rod. From Eq. (8) one can
easily see that if the semiconductor film covers the entire
length of the beam (L � Lt) and the spin current is homo-
geneous along it, the last term in Eq. (8) turns to 0.
Consequently, for a doubly clamped beam the solution of
Eq. (8) is ��x� � 0. In this case, in order to obtain the finite
torsion angle, the NMS must include films with different
spin-orbit coupling parameters 
, as in Fig. 1 where 
 � 0
in the metal film. On the other hand, if Jy depends on x, as
in the example considered below, the metal film is not so
necessary. In this example it is shown, however, that such a
film can be useful as a reservoir for fast spin relaxation,
enhancing thus the diffusive spin-current flow through the
beam.

In order to evaluate the torque, let us adopt the following
simple model, which is also convenient for an experimental
realization. Namely, we assume that the spin current is due
to spin diffusion from the left contact. The spin polariza-
tion Py�0� can be created there by various methods ranging
from absorption of circularly polarized light to injection
from a ferromagnet [3]. One more possibility is the electric
spin orientation [9]. For the steady state the diffusion
equation reads

Di
d2Py

dx2 �
Py

�i
� 0; (11)

where Di and �i are diffusion coefficients and spin relaxa-
tion times, with the subscript i indicating the physical
quantities in semiconductor �0< x< L� (i � S) or metal
�x > L� (i � M) regions. At the semiconductor-metal in-
terface the diffusion current and magnetization Py=Ni�0�
must be continuous, where Ni�0� is the semiconductor or
metal density of states at the Fermi energy [17]. We will
assume that the length of the metal part of the rod is larger
than the spin diffusion length lM �

��������������
DM�M
p

. Therefore,
the spin current passes through the semiconductor film and
further decays within the metal film. Obviously, in the
considered example there is no charge current through

the system. Solving the diffusion equation for lS � L
and ��ML�=��SlM� � 1, where �M and �S are the 3D
conductivities of metal and semiconductor, respectively,
we obtain

�J y �
DSPy�0�S

L
: (12)

Since the ratio �M=�S is very big, Eq. (12) is valid in a
broad range of not very small L.

For a numerical evaluation of the spin-orbit torsion
effect we take b � 400 nm and c � 200 nm. The SOI
coupling constant �=@ � 4	 105 m= sec in GaAs [18].
From Eq. (7) and Ref. [15], it is easy to obtain the spin-
current-torsion coupling parameter 
 � 
0k2b3, where k2

is a numerical factor depending on the ratio c=b. At b=c �
2 the factor k2 � 0:03. For such numerical parameters we
find 
 � 2:4	 10�32 J sec . It is interesting to compare
the torsion effect from the strain-induced SOI with that
produced by spin flips at the FM-NM interface [12]. In the
latter case T � @Is, where Is is of the order of the spin
current injected at the FM-NM contact when the electric
current passes through it. Comparing this expression with
Eq. (9), it is seen that at the same spin currents the SOI
effect is much stronger, by the factor 
=@ ’ 2:2	 102. On
the other hand, in [12] the FM-NM contact can be fabri-
cated from all metallic components, while our device must
contain the narrow gap semiconductor film. In the former
case NMS is able to carry much larger spin current, due to
the weaker, by the factor ��S=�M, Joule heating effect.
However, the measurement setup suggested by Mohanty et
al. [12] allows us to measure torsion effects produced by
quite weak currents. For example, at e �Jy � 10�8 Amp the
torque T � 1:5	 10�21 Nm, which is within the sensi-
tivity claimed in [12]. Moreover, the measurement sensi-
tivity can be enhanced [19]. Within our model we can
evaluate the spin polarization Py�0� which can produce a
measurable effect on NMS. From Eq. (12), taking L �
2 �m, the typical low temperature diffusion constant
300 cm2= sec , and n � 1017 cm�3, one obtains e �Jy �
104�Py�0�=n� nA. Hence, a measurable 10 nA spin current
in NMS can be created by diffusion of spin polarization
from an adjacent reservoir containing only 0.1% of spin-
polarized carriers. Various methods [3,8,9] are able to
provide such and even much larger spin polarization.
Higher spin currents are, however, restricted by the heating
effects, which depend on the practical design of NMS.

It should be noted that the torsion measurement method
of Ref. [12] applies to a time-dependent torque in reso-
nance with a NMS oscillation. For such a measurement the
spin current could be modulated in time by a narrow gate
between the left contact and the rod, or by varying the spin
polarization in the left reservoir, for example, if it is created
by absorption of circularly polarized light with modulated
intensity.
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The static torsion angle at x � L can be found from
Eq. (10). On the other hand, the maximum torsion effect is
obtained for the time-dependent spin current in resonance
with the NMS fundamental oscillation. In this case, the
torsion angle �L in Eq. (10) must be multiplied by Q=2,
whereQ is the resonance quality factor, which can be quite
large in NMS. To observe this torsion angle it must be
much larger than the mean amplitude of its thermal fluc-

tuations
���������
��2

L

q
. For a doubly clamped rod

��2
L �

kBTLt
2K

X
n1

1

n2 sin2

�
nL
Lt

�
: (13)

For a rectangular cross section with b=c � 2, the torsion
rigidity K � 0:057�b3c [15], where � ’ 3:3	
1010 N=m2 in GaAs material. Taking Lt � 5 �m and all
other parameters the same as in the previous paragraph,
Q � 104 and T � 100 mK, we obtain the ratio ��L=�L ’
4	 10�2 at e �Jy � 10 nA.

We have considered a simple example of the spin-orbit
torque effect produced by spin flux in a diffusive 3D
semiconductor film. It would be interesting to study other
systems, for example, a superlattice of remotely doped
high mobility quantum wells in the ballistic regime (L
is less than the elastic mean free path). In such a system
energy dissipation within the semiconductor film is
reduced and, apparently, larger spin currents are allowable.

In summary, we propose a nanomechanical system
where due to the strain-induced spin-orbit interaction the
electron spin degree of freedom can couple to NMS me-
chanical motions. We have shown that this coupling is
strong enough to induce the measurable torsion in NMS
when the spin polarization flows through the suspended
nanobeam. Besides a potential for other possible applica-
tions, such NMS can be employed as a sensitive detector of
spin currents and spin polarizations. The basic structure
can be further modified to create devices for eventual use in
spintronics as well as spin information processing.

This work was partly funded by the Taiwan National
Science Council and RFBR Grant No. 03-02-17452.
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Shot-noise spectrum of superradiant entangled excitons
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The shot noise produced by tunneling of electrons and holes into a double dot system incorporated inside a
p- i -n junction is investigated theoretically. The enhancement of the shot noise is shown to originate from the
entangled electron-hole pair created by superradiance. The analogy to the superconducting Cooper pair box is
pointed out. A series of Zeno-like measurements is shown to destroy the entanglement, except for the case of
maximum entanglement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement has become one of the most im-
portant issues since the rapid developments in quantum in-
formation science.1 Much research has been devoted to
studying entanglement as induced by a direct interaction be-
tween the individual subsystems.2 Very recently, a lot of at-
tention has been focused on reservoir-induced entanglement3

with the purpose to shed light on the generation of entangle-
ment, and to better understand quantum decoherence.

Furthermore, shot noise4 has been identified as a valuable
indicator of particle entanglement in transport experiments.5

A well studied example is the doubling of the full shot noise
in S-I -N tunnel junctions,6 where N is a normal metal,S
stands for a superconductor, andI is an insulating barrier.
The origin of this enhancement comes from the break-up of
the spin-singlet state, which results in a quick transfer of two
electrical charges.

In this paper, we demonstrate how the dynamics of en-
tangled excitons formed by superradiance can be revealed
from the observations of current fluctuations. A doubled
zero-frequency shot noise is found for the case of zero sub-
radiant decay rate. We relate the particle noise to photon
noise by calculating the first order photon coherence func-
tion. Furthermore, strong reservoir coupling acts like a con-
tinuous measurement, which is shown to suppress the forma-
tion of the entanglement, except for the state of maximum
entanglement. These novel features imply that our model
provides a new way to examine both the bunching behavior
and a Zeno-like effect of the reservoir induced entanglement.

II. DOUBLE DOT MODEL

The effect appears in double quantum dots embedded in-
side ap-i-n junction.7 It involves superradiant and subradiant
decay through two singlet and triplet entangled states,uS0l
=1/Î2suU1l− uU2ld and uT0l=1/Î2suU1l+ uU2ld, and one
ground stateuDl= u0,0;0,0l, where uU1l= ue,h;0 ,0l suU2l
= u0,0;e,hld represents one exciton in dot 1(2). Electron and
hole reservoirs coupled to both dots have chemical potentials
such that electrons and holes can tunnel into the dot. For the
physical phenomena we are interested in, the current is as-
sumed to be conducted through dot 1 only(Fig. 1). There-

fore, the exciton statesu0,0;e,hl (in dot 2) can only be cre-
ated via the exciton-photon interactions.

The exciton-photon coupling is described by an interac-
tion Hamiltonian

HI = o
k

1
Î2

ghDkbkfs1 + eik·rduS0l

3kDu + s1 − eik·rduT0lkDug + H.c.j, s1d

wherebk is the photon operator,gDk is the coupling strength,
r is the position vector between the two quantum dots. Here,
g is a constant with the unit of the tunneling rate. The dipole
approximation is not used in our calculation since we keep
the full eik·r terms in the Hamiltonian. The coupling of the
dot states to the electron and hole reservoirs is described by
the standard tunnel Hamiltonian

HV = o
q

sVqcq
†u0lkU1u + Wqdq

†u0lkDu + H.c.d, s2d

where cq and dq are the electron operators in the left and
right reservoirs, respectively, andu0l= u0,h;0 ,0l denotes
one-hole state in dot 1.Vq andWq couple the channelsq of
the electron and the hole reservoirs. Here we have neglected
the stateue,0 ;0 ,0l for convenience. This can be justified by
fabricating a thicker barrier on the electron side so that there
is little chance for an electron to tunnel in advance.8

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the structure.
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III. RATE EQUATIONS AND NOISE SPECTRUM

The ratesGU (electron reservoir) andGD (hole reservoir)
for tunneling between the dot and the connected reservoirs
can be calculated fromHV by perturbation theory. In double
quantum dots, decay of the excited levels is governed by
collective behavior, i.e., superradiance and subradiance. The
corresponding decay rates for the stateuS0l and uT0l can be
obtained fromHI and are denoted byg2gS andg2gT, respec-
tively. We are then in the position to set up the equations of
motion for the time-dependent occupation probabilitiesnjstd,
j =0,D,S0,T0, of the double dot states. Together with the nor-
malization conditiono jnjstd=1, the equations of motion are
Laplace-transformed intoz-space9 for convenience and read

zn̂S0
szd = − igfp̂S0,Dszd − p̂D,S0

szdg

+ GUF1

z
− n̂S0

szd − n̂T0
szd − n̂DszdG ,

zn̂T0
szd = − igfp̂T0,Dszd − p̂D,T0

szdg

+ GUF1

z
− n̂S0

szd − n̂T0
szd − n̂DszdG ,

zn̂Dszd = − igfp̂S0,Dszd − p̂D,S0
szd

+ p̂T0,Dszd − p̂D,T0
szdg −

2GD

z
n̂Dszd. s3d

Here,pS0,Dstd=pD,S0

p std andpT0,Dstd=pD,T0

p std are off-diagonal
matrix elements of the reduced density operator of the
double dots, whose Laplace-transformed equations of motion
close the set(3):

p̂S0,Dszd = iggSn̂S0
szd − GDgSp̂S0,Dszd,

p̂T0,Dszd = iggTn̂T0
szd − GDgTp̂T0,Dszd. s4d

Note that in getting the above equations, one has to do a
decoupling approximation of dot operators and photon op-
erators. This means we are interested in small coupling pa-
rameters here, and a decoupling of the reduced density ma-
trix r̃st8d is used:r̃st8d<rph

0 Trphrst8d.9 The stationary tunnel
currentI can be defined as the change of the occupation of
nDstd for large timest and is given by

I ; lim
t→`

igfpS0,Dstd − pD,S0
std + pT0,Dstd − pD,T0

stdg, s5d

where we have set the electron chargee=1 for convenience.
In a quantum conductor in nonequilibrium, electronic cur-

rent noise originates from the dynamical fluctuations of the
current being away from its average. To study correlations
between carriers, we relate the qubit dynamics with the hole
reservoir operators by introducing the degree of freedomn as
the number of holes that have tunneled through the hole-side
barrier and write

ṅ0
sndstd = − GUn0

sndstd + GDnD
sn−1dstd,

ṅS0

sndstd =
GU

2
n0

sndstd + igfpS0,D
snd std − pD,S0

snd stdg,

ṅT0

sndstd =
GU

2
n0

sndstd + igfpT0,D
snd std − pD,T0

snd stdg,

ṅD
sndstd = − GDn0

sndstd − igfpS0,D
snd std − pD,S0

snd std

+ pT0,D
snd std − pD,T0

snd stdg. s6d

Equations(6) allow us to calculate the particle current and
the noise spectrum fromPnstd=n0

sndstd+nS0

sndstd+nT0

sndstd nD
sndstd

which gives the total probability of findingn electrons in the
collector by timet. In particular, the noise spectrumSID

can
be calculated via the MacDonald formula,10

SID
svd = 2ve2E

0

`

dt sinsvtd
d

dt
fkn2stdl − stkIld2g, s7d

wheresd/dtdkn2stdl=onn
2Pnstd. Solving Eqs.(6) and(3), we

obtain

SID
svd = 2eIh1 + GDfn̂Dsz= − ivd + n̂Dsz= ivdgj. s8d

In the zero-frequency limit, Eq.(8) reduces to

SID
sv = 0d = 2eIH1 + 2GD

d

dz
fzn̂Dszdgz=0J , s9d

which is analogous to a recent calculation of noise in dissi-
pative, open two-level systems.11

IV. RESULTS

A. Current noise

To display the dependence of carrier correlations on the
dot distanced, Fig. 2 shows the result for zero-frequency
noise SID

sv=0d as a function of the inter-dot distance. In

FIG. 2. (Color online) Fano factor as a function of inter-dot
distance. The vertical and horizontal units areSID

s0d /2eI and l,
respectively. The inset shows the value ofSphsvd is equal to that of
the one-dot limit ford→` (dashed line), while it approacheszero
noiseasd=0.005l (solid line).
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plotting the figure, the tunneling rates,GU and GD, are as-
sumed to be equal to 0.1g0 and g0, respectively. Here, a
value of 1/1.3 ns for the free-space quantum dot decay rate
g0 is used in our calculations.12 As shown in Fig. 2, the Fano
factor

F ;
SID

s0d

2ekIl
,

is enhanced by a factor of 2 as the dot distanced is much
smaller than the wavelengthsld of the emitted photon. To
explain this enhancement, we approximate the Fano factor in
the limit of small subradiant decay rate, i.e.,

g2gS! GU , GD < g2gT,

where we obtain

SIDs0d
2ekIl

< 2 − 2g2gSF 1

g2gT
+ 3S 1

GD
+

1

GU
D +

2GD

g2 G .

s10d

This is analogous to the case of the single electron transistor
near a Cooper pair resonance as discussed recently by Choi
and co-workers.13 In their calculations, the Fano factor is
expressed as Ss0d /2ekIl=2−f8EJ

2+sEJ
2+2G2d / s3EJ

2+G2

+4«2d2g. In the strong dephasing limit(EJ!G, whereEJ is
the Josephson coupling energy), the zero-frequency shot
noise is also enhanced by a factor of 2. Since the doubled
shot noise in Josephson junction is attributed to the bunching
behavior of Cooper pairs(in singlet state), we then conclude
the enhancement in our system is also due to the entangle-
ment induced by the photon reservoir.

B. Photon noise

It is worthwhile to compare the current noise with the
photon noisegenerated by the collective decay of the double
dot excitons. In order to do so, we have calculated the power
spectrum of the fluorescence spectrum,14 which can be ex-
pressed as

Sphsvd =
1

p
ReE

0

`

Gs1dftgeivtdt, s11d

whereGs1dftg is the first order coherence function and reads

Gs1dftg ~ u1 + ei2pd/lu2kpS0,Ds0dpD,S0
stdl

+ u1 − ei2pd/lu2kpT0,Ds0dpD,T0
stdl. s12d

The two time-dependent correlation functions in the above
equation can be calculated from the quantum regression
theorem, and the numerical result ofSphsvd is shown explic-
itly in the inset of Fig. 2. As can be seen, the value ofSphsvd
is equal to that of the one-dot case ford→` (dashed line),
while it approaches zero asd=0.005l (red line). In the limit
of d=0, one observes no photon emission from the double
dot system since the exciton is now in its maximum en-
tangled state and does not decay. This feature implies that
photon noise is suppressed by the bunching of excitons, and
its behavior is opposite to that for the electronic case.15

C. Noise and measurement

Now we investigate how the measurement affects the shot
noise spectrum. In the usual Zeno paradox,16 a two-level
system(qubit) is completely frozen under a series of mea-
surements, whose time intervalDt is much smaller than the
memory time of the reservoir. In our model, the presence of
the exciton state can be viewed as the excited state, and
whether or not the next hole can tunnel in is determined by
the occupation of this state. Similar to the quantum Zeno
effect, the tunneling of holes at the hole-side tunneling rate
GD can be thought of as continuous measurements. The “in-
terval time”Dt is then inversely proportional toGD. Figure 3
represents the effects of measurements on the frequency-
dependent shot noise spectrum. The numerical results for the
tunneling rateGD=20g0 and GD=g0 are demonstrated by
solid and dashed curves, respectively. If the subradiant decay
rate is set to zero, one obtains the doubled shot noise as
mentioned above. Without superradiance, the values of the
Fano factor are always below unity as shown by the right
inset of Fig. 3. An interesting feature is that the half-width of
the spectrum is narrowed for strong measurementssGD

=20g0d. If one increases the electron-side tunneling rateGU,
there exists no such behavior. This implies that the effective
decay rate is reduced in the presence of strong measure-
ments.

To investigate thoroughly the underlying physics, we plot
the expectation value of the excited statesknSl andknTl as a
function ofGD in the left inset of Fig. 3. One clearly finds the
occupation probabilities grow with increasingGD, and both
of them approach the value of 1/2. This not only means the
measurements tend to localize the exciton in its excited
state,17 but also tells us the entanglement is destroyed under
the strong measurements. However, in the limit of no subra-
diance sg2gS=0d, the occupation probability of the singlet
state is always equal to one, i.e., maximum entanglement is
robust against strong measurements. This is because once the
maximum entangled state is formed, the total probability in
the excited states is also maximum. Strong measurements on

FIG. 3. Effect of measurements on current noiseSIDsvd (“maxi-
mum” superradiance,g2gT=2g2g0, g2gS=0). Solid and dashed lines
correspond toGD=20g0 andGD=g0, respectively. Right inset: The
case of no superradiance. Left inset: Expectation value of the ex-
cited statesknSl and knTl a function ofGD.
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the ground stateuDl have no influence on the singlet en-
tangled state.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A few remarks about experimental realizations of the
present model should be mentioned here. One should note
that biexciton and charged-exciton effects are not included in
our present model. Inclusion of these additional states is ex-
pected to suppress the enhancement of the shot noise, i.e.,
degrees of entanglement. However, this can be controlled
well by limiting the value of bias voltage so that only the
ground-state exciton is present.18 To produce the maximum
entangled state, one can also incorporate the device inside a
microcavity.19 There are two advantages of this design: The
maximum entanglement can be generated even for remote
separation of the two dots, and Forster process20 is avoided
at this distance.

As for the problem of decoherence due to interactions
with phonons, recent experimental data have shown that the
exciton-phonon dephasing rate is smaller than the radiative

decay one in a quantum dot. This means that due to the
discrete energy level scheme in a quantum dot, thephonon-
bottleneck effect tends to suppress the exciton-phonon
interaction.21 Although the present model describes tunneling
of electrons and holes into semiconductor quantum dots, the
whole theory can be applied to electron tunneling through
coupled quantum dots which are interacting via a common
phonon environment.22

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the shot noise
of superradiant entangled excitons is enhanced by a factor of
two as compared to the Poissonian value. This enhancement
was attributed to exciton entanglement, induced by the elec-
tromagnetic field(common photon reservoir), and an anal-
ogy to the Cooper pair box was made. Second, we found the
relaxation behavior of the qubits in the presence of strong
measurements, and the Zeno-like effect tends to destroy the
entanglement and localize the qubits in the excited states.
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Half-cycle laser pulse is applied on an absorbed molecule to investigate its alignment and orientation
behavior. Crossover from field-free to hindered rotation motion is observed by varying the angel of hindrance
of potential well. At small hindered angle, both alignment and orientation show sinusoidal-like behavior
because of the suppression of higher excited states. However, mean orientation decreases monotonically as the
hindered angle is increased, while mean alignment displays a minimum point at certain hindered angle. The
reason is attributed to the symmetry of wave function and can be explained well by analyzing the coefficients
of eigenstates.
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Alignment and orientation of molecules are important in
the investigations of stereodynamics,1 surface catalysis,2 mo-
lecular focusing,3 and nanoscale design.4 The alignment
scheme has been demonstrated both in adiabatic and nona-
diabatic regimes. A strong laser pulse can adiabatically create
pendular states, and the molecular axis is aligned in parallel
to the direction of field polarization. The molecule goes back
to its initial condition after the laser pulse is switched off,
and the alignment can no longer be observed again.5 To
achieve adiabatic alignment, the duration of laser pulse must
be longer than the rotational period. However, an ultrashort
laser pulse with several cycles is also observed to induce a
field-free alignment providing the duration of laser pulse is
smaller than the rotational period. In this limit, the alignment
occurs periodically in time as long as the coherence of the
process is preserved.6 On the other hand, a femtosecond laser
pulse is found to be able to generate field-free orientations.7

The dipole molecule, kicked by an impulsive pulse, will tend
to orient in the direction of laser polarization. Laser-indued
molecular orientations have been demonstrated in several
experiments.8–10

Recently, the rotational motion of a molecule interacting
with a solid surface has attracted increasing interest. It is
known that molecules can be desorbed by applying UV laser
beam along the surface direction, and the quadrupole is a
measure of the rotational alignment.11 To understand
molecular-surface interaction, Gadzuk and his co-workers12

proposed an infinite-conical-well model, in which the ad-
sorbed molecule is only allowed to rotate within the well
region. Shih et al. further proposed a finite-conical-well
model to generalize the study of a finite hindrance.13 Their
results showed that the rotational states of an adsorbed dipole
molecule in an external electric field exhibit interesting be-
haviors, and theoretical calculation of the quadrupole mo-
ment based on finite-conical-well model is in agreement with
the experimental data.14 These findings may be very useful
for understanding the surface reaction.

In the present work we present a detailed investigation on
the rotational motion of a polar diatomic molecule, which is
confined by a hindering conical well. Different well-
dependent signatures between the alignment and orientation
of the hindered molecule under an ultrashort laser pulse are
pointed out for the first time. Crossover from field-free to

hindered rotation is also observed by varying the hindered
angle of potential well. These make our results promising
and may be useful in understanding the molecule-surface in-
teractions.

Consider now a laser pulse polarizing in thez direction
interacts with the hindered molecule as shown in Fig. 1. The
model Hamiltonian can be written as

H =
"2

2I
J2 + Vhinsu,fd + HI , s1d

where J2 and I are angular momentum and momentum of
inertia of the molecule. The rotational constantB is set equal
to "2/2I. It is reasonable to assume that the surface potential
Vhinsu ,fd is independent off since previous calculations
have shown that its dependence onf is weaker than that on
u.15–17 Therefore, in the vertical absorbed configuration, the
surface potential can be written as12

Vhinsud = H0, 0 ø u ø a

`, a , u ø p,
J s2d

wherea is the hindered angle of the conical well. In Eq.(1),
HI describes the interaction between the dipole moments
(permanent and induced) and laser field:

HI = − mEstdcosu − 1
2E2stdfsai − a'dcos2 u + a'g, s3d

wherem is the dipole moment. The components of the po-
larizability ai and a' are parallel and perpendicular to the

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the hindered rotor.
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molecular axis, respectively. The laser field in our consider-
ation is a Gaussian shape:Estd=Ee−st− tod2/s2

cossvtd, where
E is the field strength andv is the laser frequency. To solve
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, the wave function
is expressed in terms of a series of eignfunctions as

Cl,m = o cl,mstdcl,msu,fd, s4d

wherecl,mstd are time-dependent coefficients corresponding
to the quantum numberssl ,md. For the vertical adsorbed
configuration, the wave function can be written as

cl,msu,fd = 5Al,mPnl,m

umu scosud
expsimfd

Î2p
, 0 ø u ø a

0, a , u ø p,
6

s5d

whereAl,m is the normalization constant andPvl,m

umu is the as-
sociated Legendre function of arbitrary order. In the above
equations, the molecular rotational energy can be expressed
as

el,m = nl,msnl,m + 1dB. s6d

In order to determinenl,m, one has to match the boundary
condition

Pnl,m

umu scosad = 0. s7d

After determining the coefficientscl,mstd, the orientation
kcosul and alignmentkcos2 ul can be carried out immedi-
ately.

We choose ICl as our model molecule, with dipole mo-
mentm=1.24 Debye, rotational constantB=0.114 cm−1, po-
larizability componentsai <18 Å3 anda'<9 Å3. The peak
intensity and frequency of laser pulse are about 5
31011 W/cm2 and 210 cm−1, respectively. For simplicity
(zero-temperature case), the rotor is assumed in ground state
initially, i.e., c0,0st=0d=1. Besides, in order to keep the
simulations promising, the highest quantum number for nu-
merical calculations isl =15, such that the results are conver-
gent and the precision is to the order of 10−7.

The solid lines in the insets of Fig. 2 show the dependence
of the alignment on hindered anglea. For a=60°,
sinusoidal-like behavior is presented, and the alignment
ranges from 0.63 to 0.91. As the hindered angle increases,
the curves become more and more complicated and gradu-
ally approach the free rotor limit as shown in the insets of
Fig. 2(b) sa=120°d and 2(c) sa=180°d. This can be under-
stood well by studying the populationsucl,mu2 of low-lying
states. In the regime of the small hindered angle, there is
little chance for electrons to populate in higher excited states
since the shrinking of the conical-well angle causes the in-
creasing of energy spacings.

One also notes that the populations of a hindered mol-
ecule fora=60° and 120°, shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), are
mainly composed ofl =0, 1 and 2 states, while the popula-
tion of a free rotor is composed ofl =0, 2, and 4 states. The
underlying physics comes from the reason that
kcl8,m8ucos2 uucl,ml is nonzero for alll and l8 values in the

case of hindered rotation. But it is zero in free rotor limit
except for l = l8 or l = l8±2. The dotted lines in the insets
represent the first two main contributions of the factors
olÞl8kcl8,m8ucos2 uucl,ml summed from low-lying states, i.e.,
the sum of the largest two values of the off-diagonal term
kcl8,m8ucos2 uucl,ml. As can be seen, the populations for the
small hindered angle are mainly distributed on lower states
since the main oscillation feature(e.g., the frequency) of the
curve (dotted lines) is quite similar to that from whole con-
tributions (solid lines).

Let us now turn our attention to the case of orientation.
After applying a short pulse laser, the orientationkcosul of a
hindered moleculesa=60°d oscillates sinusoidally with time
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The value ofkcosul is always positive
because the rotational wave function is compressed heavily.
As the hindered anglea becomes larger, the oscillation fre-

FIG. 2. The populations of the statessl ,m=0d for different hin-
dered angles:(a) a=60°, (b) a=120°,(c) a=180°. The insets show
the corresponding alignments(solid lines) and the first two main
contributions of the factorsolÞl8kcl8,m8ucos2 uucl,ml (dotted lines).

FIG. 3. The orientationskcosul (solid lines) of a hindered mol-
ecule confined by an infinite conical-well for different hindered
angles:(a) a=60°, (b) a=120°, and(c) a=175°. The dashed and
dotted lines in(c) correspond to different potential barrier height,
i.e., V0=` and 100, respectively.
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quency also decreases as shown in Fig. 3(b). These signa-
tures are quite close to that of the alignment. We then con-
clude that even at larger hindered anglesa=120°d the role of
hindered potential still overwhelms the laser pulse, other-
wise, the value ofkcosul should not always be positive.

Figure 3(c) represents results of orientations in infinite
sV0=`d or finite sV0=100d conical-well potential fora
=175°. Dashed and dotted lines correspond toV0=` and
100, respectively. For the case of finite conical-well poten-
tial, the wave function is expressed in terms of a series of the
basis wave functions obtained in Refs. 13 and 14. As can be
seen, the effect of the laser pulse is obvious because a nega-
tive value appears. Comparing the results with the free
orientation,7 the angular distributions for the finite well are
more isotropic since the wave functions can penetrate into
the conical barrier.

Further analysis shows that components of orientation
kcosul or alignmentkcos2 ul can be divided into two parts:
diagonal and nondiagonal terms. The nondiagonal term rep-
resents the variations of these curves such as those in the
insets of Fig. 2. These variations with time are determined by
the phase difference coming from various energy levels. To
see the contributions from diagonal terms, we evaluate the
time-averaged orientation and alignment. In this case, the
nondiagonal values will be averaged out, and only contribu-
tions from diagonal terms exit. Figure 4 shows the mean
orientation and alignment as a function of hindered angle. As
a increases, the mean orientation decreases monotonically
from 1 to 0. This is because the mean orientation is deter-
mined by ucl,mu2 and kcl,mucosuucl,ml. For a larger anglea,
the populationsucl,mu2 is mainly composed ofl =0,2,4states.
But the valuekcl,mucosuucl,ml is governed by the selection
rule: l = l8+1. Thus the net effect is the shrinking of the mean
orientation in the large angle limit.

Contrary to orientation, the mean alignment shows a quite
different feature. The value ofkcos2 ul first decreases asa
increases. However, it reaches a minimum point abouta
=140°. From the insets of Fig. 4, we know that the values of
skcl,mucos2 uucl,mld do not depend significantly ona. There-
fore, the decrease ofkcos2 ul comes from the decreasing ten-
dency of the populationucl=1,mu2, while its increasing behav-
ior is caused by two other populationsucl=0,mu2 and ucl=2,mu2.
Competition between these two effects results in a minimum
point.

A few remarks about experimental verifications should be
mentioned here. The degree of alignment can be measured

with the techniques of the femtosecond photodissociation
spectroscopy and the ion imaging.8 The alignment is probed
by breaking the molecular bond and subsequently measuring
the direction of the photofragments by a mass selective po-
sition sensitive ion detector. In contrast to alignment, the
orientation is probed by Coulomb exploding the molecules
with a femtosecond laser pulse.9 By detecting the fragment
ions with the time-of-flight mass spectrometer, a significant
asymmetry should be observed in the signal magnitudes of
the forward and the backward fragments. Under proper ar-
rangements, orientation and alignment of an absorbed mol-
ecule may be examined by these spectroscopic technologies.

In conclusion, we have shown that a short laser pulse can
induce alignment and orientation of a hindered molecule.
The hindered angle of the hindered potential well plays a key
role on the molecular alignment and orientation. Crossover
from field-free rotation to a hindered one can be observed by
varying the hindered angle of the potential well. Time-
averaged alignment and orientation are investigated thor-
oughly to understand the difference between these two quan-
tities.
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Current noise of a quantum dot p–i–n junction in a photonic crystal
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The shot-noise spectrum of a quantum dot p–i–n junction embedded inside a three-dimensional photonic
crystal is investigated. Radiative decay properties of quantum dot excitons can be obtained from the observa-
tion of the current noise. The characteristic of the photonic band gap is revealed in the current noise with
discontinuous behavior. Applications of such a device in entanglement generation and emission of single
photons are pointed out, and may be achieved with current technologies.
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Since Yablonovitch proposed the idea of photonic crystals
�PCs�,1 optical properties in periodic dielectric structures
have been investigated intensively.2 Great attention has been
focused on these materials not only because of their potential
applications in optical devices, but also because of their abil-
ity to drastically alter the nature of the propagation of light
from a fundamental perspective.3 Among these, modification
of spontaneous emission is of particular interest. Historically,
the idea of controlling the spontaneous emission rate was
proposed by Purcell,4 and enhanced and inhibited spontane-
ous emission rates for atomic systems were intensively in-
vestigated in the 1980s �Ref. 5� by using atoms passed
through a cavity. In semiconductor systems, the electron-hole
pair is naturally a candidate to examine spontaneous emis-
sion, where modifications of the spontaneous emission rates
of quantum dot �QD� �Ref. 6� or quantum wire �QW� �Ref.
7� excitons inside the microcavities have been observed ex-
perimentally.

Recently, the interest in measurements of shot noise in
quantum transport has risen owing to the possibility of ex-
tracting valuable information not available in conventional
dc transport experiments.8 With the advances of fabrication
technologies, it is now possible to embed QDs inside a p–i–n
structure,9 such that the electron and hole can be injected
separately from opposite sides. This allows one to examine
the exciton dynamics in a QD via electrical currents.10 On
the other hand, it is also possible to embed semiconductor
QDs in PCs,11 where modified spontaneous emission of QD
excitons is observed over large frequency bandwidths.

In this work, we present nonequilibrium calculations for
the quantum noise properties of quantum dot excitons inside
photonic crystals. We obtain the current noise of QD exci-
tons via the MacDonald formula,12 and find that it reveals
many of the characteristics of the photonic band gap �PBG�.
Possible applications of such a device to the generation of
entangled states and the emission of single photons are also
pointed out.

Model. We assume that a QD p–i–n junction is embedded
in a three-dimensional PC. A possible structure is shown in
Fig. 1. Both the hole and electron reservoirs are assumed to
be in thermal equilibrium. For the physical phenomena we
are interested in, the Fermi level of the p�n�-side hole �elec-
tron� is slightly lower �higher� than the hole �electron� sub-

band in the dot. After a hole is injected into the hole subband
in the QD, the n-side electron can tunnel into the exciton
level because of the Coulomb interaction between the elec-
tron and hole. Thus, we may introduce the three dot states:
�0�= �0,h�, �↑ �= �e ,h�, and �↓ �= �0,0�, where �0,h� means
there is one hole in the QD, �e ,h� is the exciton state, and
�0,0� represents the ground state with no hole and electron in
the QD. One might argue that one cannot neglect the state
�e ,0� for real devices since the tunable variable is the applied
voltage. This can be resolved by fabricating a thicker barrier
on the electron side so that there is little chance for an elec-
tron to tunnel in advance.13 Moreover, the charged exciton
and biexcitons states are also neglected in our calculations,
which means a low injection limit is required.14

Derivation of Master equation. We define the dot-

operators n↑̂��↑ ��↑�, n↓̂��↓ ��↓�, p̂��↑ ��↓�, s↑̂��0��↑�, s↓̂

FIG. 1. Illustration of a QD inside a p–i–n junction surrounded
by a three-dimensional PC.
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��0��↓�. The total Hamiltonian H of the system consists of
three parts: H0 �dot, photon bath Hp, and the electron �hole�
reservoirs Hres�, HT �dot-photon coupling�, and the dot-
reservoir coupling HV

H = H0 + HT + HV,

H0 = �↑n↑̂ + �↓n↓̂ + Hp + Hres,

HT = 	
k

Dkbk
†p̂ + Dk

*bkp̂
† = p̂X + p̂†X†,

Hp = 	
k

�kbk
†bk

HV = 	
q

�Vqcq
†s↑̂ + Wqdq

†s↓̂ + c.c.� ,

Hres = 	
q

�q
↑cq

†cq + 	
q

�q
↓dq

†dq. �1�

In the above equation, Dk= i�� ·�
�k / �2�0�V� is the dipole
coupling strength with � and � being the polarization vector
of the photon and the dipole moment of the exciton, respec-
tively. bk is the photon operator, X=	kDkbk

†, and cq and dq
denote the electron operators in the left and right reservoirs,
respectively.

The couplings to the electron and hole reservoirs are
given by the standard tunnel Hamiltonian HV, where Vq and
Wq couple the channels q of the electron and hole reservoirs.
If the couplings to the electron and the hole reservoirs are
weak, it is reasonable to assume that the standard Born-
Markov approximation with respect to these couplings is
valid. In this case, one can derive a master equation from the
exact time evolution of the system. The equations of motion
can be expressed as �cf. Ref. 15�

�

�t
�n↑̂�t = −� dt��C�t − t�� + C*�t − t����n↑̂�t�

+ �L�1 − �n↑̂�t − �n↓̂�t� , �2�

�

�t
�n↓̂�t =� dt��C�t − t�� + C*�t − t����n↑̂�t� − �R�n↓̂�t,

�

�t
�p̂�t = −

1

2
� dt��C�t − t�� + C*�t − t����p̂�t� −

�R

2
�p̂�t,

where �L=2�	qVq
2���↑−�q

↑�, �R=2�	qWq
2���↓−�q

↓�, and �
=��0=�↑−�↓ is the energy gap of the QD exciton. Here,
C�t− t����XtXt�

† �0 is the photon correlation function, and de-
pends on the time interval only. We can now define the
Laplace transformation for real z

C��z� � �
0

	

dte−ztei�tC�t�

n↑�z� � �
0

	

dte−zt�n↑̂�t etc . , z 
 0 �3�

and transform the whole equations of motion into z space

n↑�z� = − �C��z� + C�
*�z��n↑�z�/z +

�L

z
�1/z − n↑�z� − n↓�z�� ,

n↓�z� = �C��z� + C�
*�z��n↓�z�/z −

�R

z
n↓�z� ,

p�z� = −
1

2
�C��z� + C�

*�z��p�z�/z −
�R

2z
p�z� . �4�

These equations can then be solved algebraically, and the
tunnel current from the hole- or electron-side barrier

IR̂ = − e�R�n↓̂�t, IL̂ = − e�L�1 − �n↑̂�t − �n↓̂�t� �5�

can in principle be obtained by performing the inverse
Laplace transformation on Eqs. �4�. Depending on the com-
plexity of the correlation function C�t− t�� in the time do-
main, this can be a formidable task which can however be
avoided if one directly seeks the quantum noise:

Shot noise spectrum. In a quantum conductor in nonequi-
librium, electronic current noise originates from the dynami-
cal fluctuations of the current around its average. To study
correlations between carriers, we relate the exciton dynamics
with the hole reservoir operators by introducing the degree of
freedom n as the number of holes that have tunneled through
the hole-side barrier16 and write

ṅ0
�n��t� = − �Ln0

�n��t� + �Rn↓
�n−1��t� ,

ṅ↑
�n��t� + ṅ↓

�n��t� = ��L − �R�n0
�n��t� . �6�

Equations �6� allow us to calculate the particle current and
the noise spectrum from Pn�t�=n0

�n��t�+n↑
�n��t�+n↓

�n��t� which
gives the total probability of finding n electrons in the col-
lector by time t. In particular, the noise spectrum SIR

can be
calculated via the MacDonald formula12,17

SIR
��� = 2�e2�

0

	

dt sin��t�
d

dt
��n2�t�� − �t�I��2� , �7�

where �d /dt��n2�t��=	nn2Pn

·

�t�. Solving Eqs. �4� and �6�, we
obtain

SIR
��� = 2eI�1 + �R�n̂↓�z = − i�� + n̂↓�z = i��� . �8�

In the zero-frequency limit, Eq. �6� reduces to

SIR
�� = 0� = 2eI�1 + 2�R

d

dz
�zn̂↓�z��z=0� . �9�

As can be seen, there is no need to evaluate the correlation
function C�t− t�� in the time domain such that all one has to
do is to solve Eq. �4� in z space.

Results and discussions. The above derivation shows that
the noise spectrum of the QD excitons depends strongly on
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C��z�. Let us now turn our attention to the spontaneous emis-
sion of a QD exciton in a three-dimensional PC, where the
vacuum dispersion relation is strongly modified: An aniso-
tropic band-gap structure is formed on the surface of the first
Brillouin zone in the reciprocal lattice space. In general, the
band edge is associated with a finite collection of symmetri-
cally placed points k0

i leading to a three-dimensional band
structure.3 In our study, the transition energy of the QD ex-
citon is assumed to be near the band edge �c. The dispersion
relation for those wave vectors k whose directions are near
one of the k0

i can be expressed approximately by �k=�c
+A�k−k0

i �2, where A is a model dependent constant.18 Thus,
the correlation function C��z�=	k�gDk�2 / �z+ i��k−�0�� can
be calculated around the directions of each k0

i separately, and
is given by

C��z� =
− i�0

2�3/2


�c + 
− iz − ��0 − �c�
, �10�

with �3/2=d2	isin2�i /8��0�A3/2.19 Here, ��0 is the transi-
tion energy of the QD exciton, d is the magnitude of the
dipole moment, and �i is the angle between the dipole vector
of the exciton and the ith k0

i .
The shot-noise spectrum of QD excitons inside a PC is

displayed in Fig. 2, where the tunneling rates �L and �R are
assumed to be equal to 0.1� and �, respectively. We see that
the Fano factor �F�SIR

��=0� /2e�I�� displays a discontinu-
ity as the exciton transition frequency is tuned across the
PBG frequency ��c=101��. It also reflects the fact that be-
low the band edge frequency �c, spontaneous emission of
the QD exciton is inhibited. To observe this experimentally, a
dc electric field �or magnetic field� could be applied in order
to vary the band-gap energy of the QD exciton. Another way
to examine the PBG frequency is to measure the frequency-
dependent noise as shown in the inset of Fig. 2, where the
exciton band gap is set equal to 104�. As can be seen, dis-
continuities also appear as � is equal to the detuned fre-
quency between PBG and QD exciton.

When the atomic resonant transition frequency is very
close to the edge of the band and the band gap is relatively

large, the above one-band model is a good approximation. If
the band gap is narrow, one must consider both upper and
lower bands. For a three-dimensional anisotropic PC with
point-group symmetry, the dispersion relation near two band
edges can be approximated as

�k =��c1
+ C1�k − k10

i � ��k 
 �c1
� ,

�c2
− C2�k − k20

j � ��k 
 �c1
� .� �11�

Here, k10
i and k20

j are two finite collections of symmetry
related points, which are associated with the upper and lower
band edges,20 and C1 and C2 are model-dependent constants.
Following the derivation for the one-band PC, the correlation
function can now be written as

C��z� = 	
n=1

2
�− 1�ni�0

2�n
3/2


�cn
+ 
�− 1�n�iz + ��0 − �cn

��
, �12�

where �n
3/2=d2	isin2�i

�n� /8��0�Cn
3/2 with the corresponding

collections of angles �i
�n�, n=1, 2.

Figure 3 illustrates the frequency-dependent noise of QD
excitons embedded inside a two-band PC. The two-band
edge frequencies �c1

and �c2
are set equal to 101� and 99�,

respectively. There are three regimes for the choices of the
exciton band gap: �0
�c1

, �0�c2
, and �c1


�0
�c2
.

When �0 is tuned above the upper band-edge �c1
�or below

the lower band-edge �c2
�, the QD exciton is allowed to de-

cay, such that the shot noise spectrum �gray curve� is sup-
pressed in the range of ��� ��0−�c1

�. On the other hand,
however, if �0 is between the two band edges, spontaneous
emission is inhibited. As shown by the dashed curve, the
current noise in the central region is increased with its value
equal to unity. Similar to the one-band PC, the curves of the
shot noise spectrum reveal two discontinuities at ���= ��0
−�c1

� or ��0−�c2
�, demonstrating the possibility to extract

information from a PC by the current noise.
A few remarks about the application of the QDs inside a

PC should be mentioned here. As is known, controlling the

FIG. 2. Current noise �Fano factor� of QD excitons in a one-
band PC as a function of the exciton band gap �0. The PBG fre-
quency �c is set equal to 101�. The inset shows frequency-
dependent noise, in which �0 is fixed to 104�.

FIG. 3. Shot-noise spectrum of QD excitons in a two-band PC
with �c1

and �c2
set equal to 101� and 99�, respectively. To dem-

onstrate the ability of extracting information from the PC, the exci-
ton band gap �0 in gray and dashed curves is chosen as above �c2
��0=101.5�� and between the two band edge frequencies ��0

=100.5��, respectively.
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propagation of light �waveguide� is one of the optoelectronic
applications of PCs.21 By controlling the exciton band-gap
�0 across the PBG frequency with appropriate tunneling
rates of the electron and hole, one may achieve the emission
of a single photon at predetermined times and directions
�waveguides�,22 which are important for the field of quantum
information technology. Furthermore, it has been demon-
strated recently that a precise spatial and spectral overlap
between a single self-assembled quantum dot and a photonic
crystal membrane nanocavity can be implemented by a de-
terministic approach.23 One of the immediate applications is
the coupling of two QDs to a single common cavity mode.24

Therefore, if two QD p–i–n junctions can also be incorpo-
rated inside a PC �and on the way of light propagation�, the
cavitylike effect may be used to create an entangled state

between two QD excitons with remote separation.13 The ob-
vious advantages then would be a suppression of decoher-
ence of the entangled state by the PBG, and the observation
of the enhanced shot noise could serve in order to identify
the entangled state.10

In summary, we have derived the nonequilibrium current
noise of QD excitons incorporated in a p–i–n junction sur-
rounded by a one-band or two-band PC. We found that char-
acteristic features of the PBG can be obtained from the shot
noise spectrum. Generalizations to other types of PCs are
expected to be relatively straightforward, which makes QD
p–i–n junctions good detectors of quantum noise.25

This work is supported partially by the National Science
Council of Taiwan under Grant Nos. NSC 94-2112-M-009-
019 and NSC 94-2120-M-009-002.
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Shot noise of quantum ring excitons in a planar microcavity
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Shot noise of quantum ring �QR� excitons in a p-i-n junction surrounded by a microcavity is investigated
theoretically. Some radiative decay properties of a QR exciton in a microcavity can be obtained from the
observation of the current noise, which also gives extra information about one of the tunnel barriers. A different
noise feature between the quantum dot �QD� and QR is pointed out, and may be observed in a suitably
designed experiment.
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Since Purcell proposed the idea of controlling the sponta-
neous emission rate by using a cavity,1 the enhanced and
inhibited SE rate for the atomic system was intensively in-
vestigated in the 1980s2 by using atoms passed through a
cavity. In semiconductor systems, the electron-hole pair is
naturally a candidate to examine the spontaneous emission.
Modifications of the SE rates of the quantum dot �QD�,3
quantum wire,4 or quantum well5 excitons inside the micro-
cavities have been observed experimentally.

Interest in measurements of shot noise spectrum has risen
owing to the possibility of extracting valuable information
not available in conventional dc transport experiments.6 With
the advances of fabrication technologies, it is now possible
to embed the QDs inside a p-i-n structure7 such that the
electron and hole can be injected separately from opposite
sides. This allows one to examine the exciton dynamics in a
QD via electrical currents.8 On the other hand, it is now
possible to fabricate the ring-shaped dots of InAs in GaAs
with a circumference of several hundred nanometers.9 Opti-
cal detection of the Aharonov-Bohm effect on an exciton in a
single quantum ring �QR� was also reported.10

Based on the rapid progress of nanotechnologies, it is not
hard to imagine that the QR can be incorporated in a p-i-n
junction surrounded by the microcavity. Examinations of the
dynamics of the QR excitons by the electrical currents can be
realized. We thus present in this work the nonequilibrium
calculations of such a device. Current noise of QR excitons
in a planar microcavity is obtained via the MacDonald
formula11 and is found to reveal some characteristics of the
restricted environment, i.e., the density of states of the con-
fined photons.

The model. Consider now a QR embedded in a p-i-n junc-
tion as shown in Fig. 1. Both the hole and electron reservoirs
are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. For the physical
phenomena we are interested in, the Fermi level of the
p�n�-side hole �electron� is slightly lower �higher� than the
hole �electron� subband in the dot. After a hole is injected
into the hole subband in the QR, the n-side electron can
tunnel into the exciton level because of the Coulomb inter-
action between the electron and hole. Thus, we may intro-
duce the three ring states; �0�= �0,h�, �↑ �= �e ,h�, and
�↓ �= �0,0�, where �0,h� means there is one hole in the QR,
�e ,h� is the exciton state, and �0, 0� represents the ground
state with no hole and electron in the QR. One might argue

that one cannot neglect the state �e ,0� for real device since
the tunable variable is the applied voltage. This can be re-
solved by fabricating a thicker barrier on the electron side so
that there is little chance for an electron to tunnel in advance.
Moreover, the charged exciton and biexcitons states are also
neglected in our calculations. This means a low injection
limit is required in the experiment.7

Derivation of a master equation. We can now define the

ring-operators n↑̂��↑ ��↑�, n↓̂��↓ ��↓�, p̂��↑ ��↓�, s↑̂

��0��↑�, s↓̂��0��↓�. The total Hamiltonian H of the system
consists of three parts; H0 �ring, photon bath Hp, and the
electron �hole� reservoirs Hres�, HT �ring-photon coupling�,
and the ring-reservoir coupling HV

H = H0 + HT + HV,

H0 = �↑n
∧

↑ + �↓n
∧

↓ + Hp + Hres,

HT = 	
k

�Dkbk
†p

∧

+ Dk
*bkp

∧
†� = p

∧

X + p
∧

†X†,

Hp = 	
k

�kbk
†bk,

HV = 	
q

�Vqcq
†s

∧

↑ + Wqdq
†s

∧

↓ + c.c.� ,

Hres = 	
q

�q
↑cq

†cq + 	
q

�q
↓dq

†dq. �1�

In the above equation, bk is the photon operator, Dk is the
dipole coupling strength, X=	kDkbk

†, and cq and dq denote
the electron operators in the left and right reservoirs, respec-
tively. The couplings to the electron and hole reservoirs are
given by the standard tunnel Hamiltonian HV, where Vq and
Wq couple the channels q of the electron and the hole reser-
voirs. If the couplings to the electron and the hole reservoirs
are weak, then it is reasonable to assume that the standard
Born-Markov approximation with respect to these couplings
is valid. In this case, one can derive a master equation from
the exact time evolution of the system. The equations of
motion can be expressed as �cf. Ref. 12�
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�

�t
�n

∧

↑�t = −
 dt��C�t − t�� + C*�t − t����n
∧

↑�t�

+ �L�1 − �n
∧

↑�t − �n
∧

↓�t� ,

�

�t
�n

∧

↓�t =
 dt��C�t − t�� + C*�t − t����n
∧

↑�t� − ��R�n
∧

↓�t� ,

�

�t
�p

∧

�t = −
1

2

 dt��C�t − t�� + C*�t − t����p

∧

�t� −
�R

2
�p

∧

�t,

�2�

where �L=2�	qVq
2���↑−�q

↑�, �R=2�	qWq
2���↓−�q

↓�, and
�=�↑−�↓ is the energy gap of the QR exciton. Here,
C�t− t����XtXt�

† �0 is the photon correlation function, and de-
pends on the time interval only. We can now define the
Laplace transformation for real z,

C��z� � 

0

�

dte−ztei�tC�t� ,

n↑�z� � 

0

�

dte−zt�n
∧

↑�t etc., z � 0, �3�

and transform the whole equations of motion into z space,

n↑�z� = − �C��z� + C�
*�z��n↑�z�/z +

�L

z
�1/z − n↑�z� − n↓�z�� ,

n↓�z� = �C��z� + C�
*�z��n↓�z�/z −

�R

z
n↓�z� ,

p�z� = −
1

2
�C��z� + C�

*�z��p�z�/z −
�R

2z
p�z� . �4�

These equations can then be solved algebraically, and the
tunnel current from the hole- or electron-side barrier

I
∧

R = − e�R�n
∧

↓�t, I
∧

L = − e�L�1 − �n
∧

↑�t − �n
∧

↓�t� �5�

can then be obtained by performing the inverse Laplace
transformation on Eqs. �4�.

Shot noise spectrum. In a quantum conductor in nonequi-
librium, electronic current noise originates from the dynami-
cal fluctuations of the current being away from its average.
To study correlations between carriers, we relate the exciton
dynamics with the hole reservoir operators by introducing
the degree of freedom n as the number of holes that have
tunneled through the hole-side barrier13 and write

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic descrip-
tion of a QR inside a p-i-n junction surrounded
by a planar microcavity with length L. �b�
Energy-band diagram of a QR in the p-i-n
junction.
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ṅ0
�n��t� = − �Ln0

�n��t� + �Rn↓
�n−1��t� ,

ṅ↑
�n��t� + ṅ↓

�n��t� = ��L − �R�n0
�n��t� . �6�

Equation �6� allows us to calculate the particle current and
the noise spectrum from Pn�t�=n0

�n��t�+n↑
�n��t�+n↓

�n��t� which
gives the total probability of finding n electrons in the col-
lector by time t. In particular, the noise spectrum SIR

can be
calculated via the MacDonald formula.14 In the zero-
frequency limit, the Fano factor can be written as

F �
SIR

�� = 0�

2e�I�
= 1 − �A�z��L�R�A�z� + 2��L + �R��

�A�z��R + �L�A�z� + 2�R�2 �
z=0

,

�7�

where A�z��C��z�+C�
*�z�.

Results and Discussions. From Eq. �7�, one knows that the
noise spectrum of the QR excitons depends strongly on
C��z�, which reduces to the radiative decay rate 	 in the
Markovian limit. The exciton decay rate 	 in a microcavity
can be obtained easily from the perturbation theory and is
given by

	 =
e2


m2c

�

d

 �H0

�1�

��q����2q��	
kz�

��� − c�q�2 + kz�
2�

�kz�
2 + q�2

�q�kz�� · ��2�dq�,

�8�

where � is the ring radius, d is the lattice spacing, H0
�1� is the

Hankel function, q�kz�
is the polarization of the photon, and �

is the dipole moment of the QR exciton.15 The summation of
the integer modes in the kz� direction is determined from the
boundary conditions of the planar microcavity.

The radiative decay rate 	 of a QR exciton inside a planar
microcavity is numerically displayed in the inset of Fig. 2.
The tunneling rates, �L and �R, are assumed to be equal to
0.1	0 and 	0, where 	0 ��1/1 ns� is the decay rate of a QR

exciton in free space. Also, the planar microcavity is as-
sumed to have a Lorentzian broadening at each resonant
mode �with broadening width equal to 1% of each resonant
mode�.16 As the cavity length is shorter than one half the
wavelength of the emitted photon �L��0 /2�, the decay rate
is inhibited because of the cut-off frequency of the cavity.
When the cavity length exceeds some multiple wavelength, it
opens up another decay channel for the quantum ring exciton
and turns out that there is an abrupt enhancement on the
decay rate. Such a singular behavior also happens in the
decay of one dimensional quantum wire polaritons inside a
microcavity.16 This is because the ring geometry preserves
the angular momentum of the exciton, rendering the forma-
tion of exciton-polariton in the direction of circumference.
This kind of behavior can also be found in the calculations of
a Fano factor as demonstrated by the solid line in Fig. 2.
Comparing to the zero-frequency noise of the QD excitons
�dashed line�, the Fano factor of the QR excitons shows the
“cusp” feature at each resonant mode.

Another interesting point is that below the lowest resonant
mode �L=�0 /2�, both the solid and dashed curves have a dip
in the Fano factor. It is not seen from the radiative decay rate.
To answer this, we have plotted Eq. �7� in Fig. 3 as a func-
tion of the decay rate 	. Keeping �R unchanged, the solid,
dashed, and dashed-dotted lines correspond to the electron-
side tunneling rate �L=0.01	0, 0.5	0, and 0.1	0, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the Fano factor has a minimum point
at 	=�L�R��L+�R� / ��L

2 +�R
2�. Comparing this with the inset

of Fig. 2, one immediately knows that when the cavity length
is increased to �0 /2, the abruptly increased decay rate will
cross the minimum point and result in a dip in Fig. 2. Fur-
thermore, in the limit of �R��L, the minimum point can be
approximated as 	��L. This means by observing the dip in
the Fano factor of Fig. 2, the magnitude of the electron-side
tunneling rate �L can be obtained.

To further understand the difference between the QD and
QR excitons, Fig. 4 illustrates the shot noise as a function of
energy gap �. In plotting the figure, a perfect planar micro-
cavity is assumed for convenience. As can be seen, the shot
noise of the QD excitons shows the plateau feature �solid
line� with the increasing of �, while it is a zigzag behavior

FIG. 2. Fano factor as a function of cavity length L. The vertical
and horizontal units are �SIR

�0�� / �2eI� and �0 /2, respectively. The
inset shows the radiative decay rate of a QR exciton in a planar
microcavity.

FIG. 3. Fano factor as a function of the decay rate for different
electron-side tunneling rate �L=0.01	0 �solid line�, 0.05	0 �dashed
line�, and 0.1	0 �dashed-dotted line�. The hole-side tunneling rate is
fixed ��R=	0�.
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�gray-dashed and dashed-dotted lines� for the QR excitons.
This is because the decay rate of the QD exciton in a micro-
cavity is given by16

	dot � 	
nc

e2


m2c2L
����/
c�2 − ��nc/L�2��q�kz�� · ��2, �9�

where � is the step function, and the summation is over the
positive integers. Therefore, when the energy gap � is tuned
above some resonant mode of the cavity, the decay rate is a
constant before the next decay channel is opened. On the
other hand, however, one knows that the decay rate for the
QR exciton is not a constant between two resonant modes.
This explains why the decay property for QR exciton is dif-
ferent from that for the QD exciton under the same photonic
environment, and the difference may be distinguished by the
shot noise measurements. From the experimental point of

view, different dependences on � are easier to be realized
since it is almost impossible to vary the cavity length once
the sample is prepared. A possible way to observe the men-
tioned effects is to vary � around the discontinuous points
and measure the corresponding current noise.

A few remarks about the ring radius should be mentioned
here. One should note that we do not give the specific value
of the ring radius in our model. Instead, a phenomenological
value about the free space decay rate 	0 is used. The magni-
tudes of the tunnel rates are set relative to it. In general, the
changing of radius will certainly affect the shot noise. For
example, because of the exciton-polariton �super radiant� ef-
fect in the direction of circumference, an increasing of ring
radius will enhance the decay rate. In addition, the dipole
moment of the QR exciton � is also altered because of the
varying of the wave function. All these can contribute to the
variations of the decay rate and shot noise. In our previous
study,15 we have shown that the decay rate is a monotonic
increasing function on radius � if the exciton is coherent in
the quantum ring, i.e., free of scattering from impurities or
imperfect boundaries. The dashed-dotted line in Fig. 4 shows
the result for doubled free-space decay rate, i.e., 	0→2	0.
Although the noise is increased, the zigzag feature remains
unchanged.

In conclusion, we have derived in this work the nonequi-
librium current noise of QR excitons incorporated in a p-i-n
junction surrounded by a planar microcavity. Some radiative
decay properties of the one-dimensional QR exciton can be
obtained from the observation of shot noise spectrum, which
also shows extra information about the electron-side tunnel-
ing rate. Different noise features between the QD and QR are
pointed out, and deserve to be tested with present technolo-
gies.

This work is supported partially by the National Science
Council, Taiwan under Grant Nos. NSC 94-2112-M-009-019
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The spin-flip-associated transport through a quantum dot based on the Anderson model in equilibrium and
nonequilibrium situations is studied. It is found that electrons are scattered due to the spin-flip effect via the
normal and the Kondo channels. Our results show that the conductance is suppressed due to the spin-flip effect,
and the suppression due to the spin-flip scattering via the Kondo channel is stronger for temperatures below the
Kondo temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, much theoretical and experimental research re-
lated to electron spin has been done. Owing to the progress
in nanofabrication and microelectronic techniques, devices
based on the electron spin, such as spin memory,1 spin
transistor,2 and electron-spin-based quantum computers,3,4

may be realized very soon. These devices are related to the
spin-polarization orientation or spin-flip effect. Usually, the
spin-flip effect occurs in scattering processes. The scattering
processes may be caused by magnetic impurities, magnons,
or domain walls at the interface or electrode,5 or may be due
to interactions with phonons6 or the photon field.7 In addition
to scattering processes, spin flip may occur when the electron
is transported between different spin-state regions. One of
the instances is that the electron is transported between the
Rashba quantum dot and the ferromagnetic lead. The Rashba
effect can be observed in InAs semiconductors. The eigen-
state of the Rashba Hamiltonian is a superposition of the spin
states �↑� and �↓�, i.e., �± �= �1/�2��ei�/2�↑ �±e−i�/2�↓ ��.4 It is
known that the off-diagonal terms of the tunneling amplitude
matrix and coupling constant are nonzero and spin-flip-
associated tunneling appears in the system.8 A sketch of the
spin-flip-associated tunneling through a quantum system is
shown in Fig. 1.

The spin-flip-associated tunneling effect might cause
some special behaviors in the electric properties of the ma-
terial. The intradot spin-flip effect was found to shift the
resonant energy �0 of the quantum dot to �0±R, where R is
the spin-flip scattering amplitude.8 Sergueev et al.9 studied
the spin-flip-associated tunneling through a quantum dot and
described the spin-valve effect. The spin-valve effect caused
by the transport between different spin states shows that the
resistance depends on the direction �parallel or antiparallel�
of the magnetization of two ferromagnetic metals.9–12 Zhu
and Balatsky studied the spin-flip-associated tunneling
through a local nuclear spin precessing in a magnetic field to
simulate the conductance oscillation observed in STM
experiments.13 They included the off-diagonal process and
concluded that the conductance of the system can be obvi-
ously modified. Guinea pointed out that elastic spin-flip ef-
fects give rise to a temperature-independent reduction of the
magnetoresistance while inelastic spin-flip processes give
rise to temperature-dependent non-Ohmic effects and varia-

tion of the conductance.5 As mentioned above, the spin-flip
effect is important in the study of spin electronic devices and
thus is worth exploring.

In spin-based devices such as a spin-based quantum com-
puter, which may be operated at low temperature, the corre-
lation between the electron in the quantum dot and the con-
duction electrons in the reservoir is important because the
correlation will cause a peak of the density of states in the
vicinity of the Fermi level for temperature T�TK, where TK
is the Kondo temperature. The Anderson impurity model,
which describes the correlation due to on-site Coulomb in-
teraction and the direct tunneling between the conduction
band and the local spin state in the magnetic impurity, is also
employed to describe the quantum dot �QD� system.14 The
correlation interaction causes a sharp peak in the vicinity of
the Fermi level for temperatures below TK. The electron in
the impurity may tunnel out of the impurity site to occupy a
“virtual state,” and then be replaced by an electron from the
metal.15,16 This process can effectively “flip” the spin of the
impurity. Schrieffer and Wolff have shown that, in the limit
of strong on-site Coulomb interaction, the Anderson impurity
model is equivalent to the s-d model when the impurity level
�0 is well below the Fermi level and the Kondo effect is
obtained in this limit.17 In the original Anderson impurity
model, the electron spin does not flip during the process of
tunneling between the impurity and the electron reservoir. In
this work, we consider that the electron spin flips during the
tunneling process, i.e., the spin-flip-associated coupling con-
stant ��

�̄�=2	�k,s,��L,RVk�s,�̄2
* Vk�s,�
��−�k�s� where ��s� is

the spin state of the electron in the QD �lead� and �̄�� is
included in our study. The effects on the density of states and
the conductance of the quantum dot system versus the
strength of the spin-flip coupling will be discussed. Com-
pared to the original Anderson model, the spin-flip-
associated tunneling effect is expected to contribute addi-
tional self-energy which may modify the local density of
state �LDOS�, or the diagonal part of the spectral function
−2 Im G��

r . The conductance depends strongly on the profile
of the diagonal part of the spectral function −2 Im G��

r and
the off-diagonal part of the spectral function −2 Im G�̄�

r ,
which may change sign in the vicinity of the peak position of
the LDOS. Therefore, the off-diagonal spectral function is
expected to modify the conductance. In other words, the con-
ductance may be modified by spin-flip-associated tunneling.
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Instead of studying the mechanism of the spin-flip effect, we
will study the spin-flip effect in a phenomenological way.
The tunneling coupling constant will be assumed the same as
that proposed in Ref. 13.

II. MODEL AND FORMALISM

The Hamiltonian of the system considered in this work
can be written as

Hd = �
�

��d�
†d� + Un�n�̄,

HC = �
k�s

��L,R

�k�sck�s
† ck�s,

HT = �
k�s,�

Vk�S,�
* d�

†ck�s + Vk�S,�ck�s
† d� �1�

where d�
†�d�� is the creation �annihilation� operator of the

electron with spin state � in the dot, and ck�s
† �ck�s� is the

creation �annihilation� operator of an electron with momen-
tum k and spin state s in the � lead �where ��L ,R�. Note
that the spin states s and � are not necessary in the same
eigenstate, for example, the spin state � in the QD may be
the eigenstate of the Rashba state and the spin state s in the
lead may be the pure spin-up or spin-down state. The energy
�k�s is the single-particle energy of the conduction electron in
the � lead. U is the intradot Coulomb interaction. The elec-
tron tunneling between the lead and dot can be described by
the tunneling matrix Vk�s,�. As shown in Ref. 13, the cou-
pling constant between the QD and the lead can be expressed
by ��

�̄�=2	�k,s,��L,RVk�s,�̄
* Vk�s,�
��−�k�s�. The spin-flip

coupling constant is set to be symmetric for the state ���̄�
flipped into the state �̄���, i.e., ��

�̄�=��
��̄=��

s . And the nor-
mal coupling constant ��

��=2	�k,s,��L,RVk�s,�
* Vk�s,�
��

−�k�s� is assumed to be spin independent, i.e., ��
��=��

��

=��
n . In this paper, we use the notation �̄ to stand for the spin

being not equal to � while �� is equal or not equal to �.
The Green’s function G corresponding to the spin-flip-

associated tunneling effect of the noninteracting system can
be written as

�G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
� = �G��

0 0

0 G�̄�̄
0 � + �G��

0 0

0 G�̄�̄
0 ����� ���̄

��̄� ��̄�̄
��G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
�

=�	�G��
0 �−1 − ��� − ���̄G̃�̄�̄

0 ��̄�
−1 G̃��
0 ���̄G�̄�̄

G̃�̄�̄
0 ��̄�G�� 	�G�̄�̄

0 �−1 − ��̄�̄ − ��̄�G̃��
0 ���̄
−1� �2�

where the self-energy ��� is caused by tunneling without an
associated spin flip and the self-energy ��̄� is caused by
spin-flip-associated tunneling. ��̄� flips spin � to spin �̄ dur-
ing the electron transport between the lead and the dot. G��

0

is the free-particle Green’s function and G̃��
0 = ��−��

−����−1 is the Green’s function of the electron in the QD
with the spin state � perturbed by the tunneling effect. The
detailed derivation of Eq. �2� is shown in Appendix A.

If the intradot Coulomb interaction is included, the Kondo
effect occurs when T�TK. There are many approaches to
solve the problem, such as the noncrossing-approximation

approach,18,11 the equation of motion �EOM� method,19–22,10

or the renormalization group method.12,20,23 The equation of
motion method will be used to solve the Green’s function of
the interaction system in this work. In the processes of the
EOM, the two-particle correlation function �or Green’s func-
tion� arises from the two-particle on-site Coulomb interac-
tion and needs to be decoupled. The accuracy of the EOM
method depends on the decoupling scheme. One of the com-
pact ways to decouple the two-particle correlation function
to the single-particle correlation function is the decoupling
scheme introduced by Lacroix for high temperature

FIG. 1. The schematic plot of the system considered in this
work. The spin-flip-associated tunneling is �a� originated by the
impurity scattering and �b� due to the tunneling between the differ-
ent spin states.
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�i.e., TTK�. The high-temperature Lacroix decoupling ap-
proximation at low temperatures �T�TK� gives only a quali-
tative solution and is quantitatively correct at high tempera-
tures �TTK�.9,20 The EOM and Lacroix’s high-temperature
decoupling scheme are popularly adopted by many authors.
In this work, we will use the high-temperature Lacroix de-

coupling approximation to decouple the two-particle Green’s
function.

Consider the spin-flip-associated tunneling effect where
the intradot particle-particle interaction is assumed to be the
Coulomb interaction. By using the method of the equation of
motion in the Green’s function G, one obtains

��� − ���G�� �� − ���G��̄

�� − ��̄�G�̄� �� − ��̄�G�̄�̄
� = �1 0

0 1
� + ����

Tn ���̄
Ts

��̄�
Ts ��̄�̄

Tn ��G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
� + U�G��

�2� G��̄
�2�

G�̄�
�2� G�̄�̄

�2� � �3�

where G�����−i��Td� ,d��
† �� and G

���
�2� ��−i��Td�n�̄ ,d��

† ��. The Green’s function G
���
�2� is the two-particle Green’s function

corresponding to particle-particle interaction �Coulomb interaction� and is related to the Kondo effect. Using the EOM in G�2�,
we obtain

��� − �� − U�G��
�2� �� − �� − U�G��̄

�2�

�� − ��̄ − U�G�̄�
�2� �� − ��̄ − U�G�̄�̄

�2� � = ��n�̄� 0

0 �n��
� + �

k�s
�Vk�s,�

* �− i��Tck�sd�̄
†d�̄,d�

†�� Vk�s,�
* �− i��Tck�sd�̄

†d�̄,d�̄
†��

Vk�s,�̄
* �− i��Tck�sd�

†d�,d�
†�� Vk�s,�̄

* �− i��Tck�sd�
†d�,d�̄

†�� �
+ �

k�s
�Vk�s,�̄�− i��Tck�s

† d�d�̄,d�
†�� Vk�s,�̄�− i��Tck�s

† d�̄d�,d�̄
†��

Vk�s,��− i��Tck�s
† d�̄d�,d�

†�� Vk�s,��− i��Tck�s
† d�̄d�,d�̄

†�� �
− �

k�s
�Vk�s,�̄

* �− i��Tck�sd�̄
†d�,d�

†�� Vk�s,�̄
* �− i��Tck�sd�̄

†d�,d�̄
†��

Vk�s,�
* �− i��Tck�sd�

†d�̄,d�
†�� Vk�s,�

* �− i��Tck�sd�
†d�̄,d�̄

†�� � . �4�

In general there are four one-particle Green’s functions �G��,
G��̄, G�̄�, and G�̄�̄� and four two-particle Green’s functions
�G��

�2�, G
��̄
�2�, G

�̄�
�2�, and G

�̄�̄
�2�� in our system. In contrast with Eq.

�3�, the equation of the Green’s function G�2� can be assumed
as

��� − �� − U�G��
�2� �� − �� − U�G��̄

�2�

�� − ��̄ − U�G�̄�
�2� �� − ��̄ − U�G�̄�̄

�2� �
= ��n�̄� 0

0 �n��
� + �X��

�2� X��̄
�2�

X�̄�
�2� X�̄�̄

�2� ��G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
�

+ �Y��
�2� Y��̄

�2�

Y �̄�
�2� Y �̄�̄

�2� ��G��
�2� G��̄

�2�

G�̄�
�2� G�̄�̄

�2� � . �5�

In order to simplify the problem, we consider the infinite-U
limit. Under the infinite-U limit, the off-diagonal term of Y�2�

can be ignored �the detailed derivation will be given in Ap-
pendix B�. Equation �5� can be rewritten as

�G��
�2� G��̄

�2�

G�̄�
�2� G�̄�̄

�2� �
= �g��

0�2��n�̄� 0

0 g��
0�2��n��

�
+ �g��

0�2��X��
�2�G�� + X��̄

�2�G�̄�� g��
0�2��X��̄

�2�G�̄�̄ + X��
�2�G��̄�

g�̄�̄
0�2��X�̄�

�2�G�� + X�̄�̄
�2�G�̄�� g�̄�̄

0�2��X�̄�
�2�G��̄ + X�̄�̄

�2�G�̄�̄� �
where g��

0�2����−��−Y��−U�−1 and g
�̄�̄
0�2����−��̄−Y �̄�̄

−U�−1. Substituting G�2� into G, one obtains

��� − ���G�� �� − ���G��̄

�� − ��̄�G�̄� �� − ��̄�G�̄�̄
� = �1 + Ug��

0�2��n�̄� 0

0 1 + Ug�̄�̄
0�2��n�� � + ����

T + Ug��
0�2�X��

�2� ���̄
T + Ug��

0�2�X��̄
�2�

��̄�
T + Ug�̄�̄

0�2�X�̄�
�2� ��̄�̄

T + Ug�̄�̄
0�2�X�̄�̄

�2� ��G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
�

� �1 + Ug��
0�2��n�̄� 0

0 1 + Ug�̄�̄
0�2��n�� � + ����

tot ���̄
tot

��̄�
tot ��̄�̄

tot ��G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
� .

Under the infinite-U limit, Ug0�2��−1 and �tot=�T−X�2�. Comparing to Eq. �2� �after some algebra�, one obtains
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�G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
� =��1 − �n�̄��	�G̃��

0 �−1 − ���̄
tot G̃�̄�̄

0 ��̄�
tot 
−1 G̃��

0 ���̄
tot G�̄�̄

G̃�̄�̄
0 ��̄�

tot G�� �1 − �n���	�G̃�̄�̄
0 �−1 − ��̄�

tot G̃��
0 ����

tot 
−1� . �6�

In Eq. �6� G̃��
0 ���−��−���

tot �−1 and G̃�̄�̄
0 ���−��̄−��̄�̄

tot �−1.

Comparing G̃��
0 with Eq. �3� in Ref. 20,

G�� =
1 − �n�̄�

� − �� − �0� − �1�

, �7�

which is the Green’s function corresponding to the original

Anderson model. Now set X�2��−�1�. G̃0 is the same as the
Green’s function corresponding to the original Anderson

Hamiltonian except for the factor �1− �n�̄��. G̃0 can be re-
garded as the Green’s function of the quasiparticle of the
Anderson Hamiltonian without the spin-flip effect. Now, the
remaining problem is to obtain X�2� and Y�2�. The detailed
derivation and results are presented in Appendix B.

The form of our result 	Eq. �6�
 is the same as Eq. �2�
except for the self-energy X�2� which is related to the Kondo
effect. The physical picture of the Green’s function 	Eq. �6�

can be interpreted as follows. G̃0 is the Green’s function
corresponding to the Anderson Hamiltonian without the spin-
flip effect, i.e., it is the form of the Green’s function as
shown in Eq. �3� of Ref. 20. G�� in Eq. �6�, for example,
represents the corresponding �-state quasiparticle of the
Anderson Hamiltonian, which is scattered between the � and

�̄ states and causes the self-energy ���̄
tot G̃�̄�̄

0 ��̄�
tot . ��̄�

tot contains
two terms: the self-energy ��̄�

T corresponding to the scatter-
ing via the normal channel and the self-energy X

�̄�
�2� corre-

sponding to the scattering via the Kondo channel. The
normal-channel scattering is energy and temperature inde-
pendent. Since the Kondo effect is strongly dependent on the
temperature and causes a Kondo resonant peak in the vicinity
of the Fermi level of the lead, the Kondo-channel scattering
is strongly dependent on the temperature and dominates the
scattering with energy in the vicinity of the Fermi energy of
the lead.

Since the transport problem in a quantum dot system may
be a nonequilibrium problem, we will employ the nonequi-
librium Green’s function method and the transport equation
developed by Wingreen et al. to calculate the particle number
and conductance.25 To evaluate Eq. �6� numerically, one
must determine the particle number �n�� and the expectation
value �d�

†d�̄� by a self-consistent method. In order to calcu-
late the expectation values �n�� and �d�

†d�̄�, the correspond-
ing lesser Green’s functions G��

� and G�̄�
� must be

solved first, i.e., �n��=−i��d� /2	�G��
� and �d�

†d�̄�
=−i��d� /2	�G�̄�

� . In this work, we use the method proposed
by Sun and Guo which is able to solve the lesser Green’s
function, of the interacting system exactly for the steady-
state problem.24 The detailed derivation processes are shown
in Appendix C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following discussion, all energy scales are normal-
ized to the normal-tunneling coupling constant ��

n =1. The
resonant energy of the quantum dot is set as �0=−5. The
Fermi level of the lead EF is set to be zero for the equilib-
rium situation. The temperature is normalized to the Kondo
temperature TK, which is calculated by the exact expression
obtained by Haldane, TK��D��1/2exp		��0−EF� / �2��

�0.004,26 with the half-width D=100 and �=�L

n +�R
n .

Since the high temperature Lacroix decoupling approxi-
mation at low temperatures �T�TK� gives only a qualitative
solution and is quantitatively correct at high temperatures
�T�TK�, we consider the situation with the temperature near
the Kondo temperature, i.e., T=10TK, 1TK, and 0.1TK, and
the normal limit T=100TK, for which the Kondo effect can
be ignored for comparison.27 The spectral function A������
=−2 Im G���

r �or local density of states when ��=�� in the
equilibrium situation is calculated in terms of the strength of
spin-flip-associated tunneling, which is described by the
spin-flip coupling constant �s. As in the previous discussion,
the quasiparticle of the Anderson Hamiltonian is scattered by
the normal and the Kondo channels. The self-energy �T due
to normal-channel scattering is independent of the energy
and the temperature; thus the electron can be scattered by the
normal channel at arbitrary energy and temperature. In con-
trast to the normal channel, the Kondo-effect channel is en-
ergy dependent and the strength increases logarithmically in
the vicinity of the Fermi level when T�TK. Thus, the self-
energy corresponding to the Kondo channel X�2� is sensitive
to temperature and energy. It can be expected that the Kondo
channel dominates the scattering due to spin-flip-associated
tunneling in the vicinity of the Fermi level when T�TK. The
normal-channel scattering dominates the spin-flip effect for
electrons with energies far away from the Fermi level or T
�TK. As shown in Fig. 2, the LDOS in the region far away
from the Fermi level is temperature independent. It implies
that an electron with energy far away from the Fermi level is
mainly scattered by the normal channel. Figure 3 shows a
detailed plot of the LDOS with energy in the vicinity of the
Fermi level. The spectral functions for T=100TK, i.e., the
normal case, are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� �dashed lines�.
The spin-flip scattering via the normal channel affects the
diagonal part of the spectrum function A�� �or LDOS� very
slightly for the case of T=100TK �normal limit�. But the
dependence of the off-diagonal spectrum function A�̄� on
spin-flip scattering via the classical channel is stronger than
for A��. When the temperature is decreased to the order of
the Kondo temperature �T=10TK and 1TK in our case�, the
Kondo effect becomes obvious and the Kondo resonance
peak grows logarithmically. As Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� �solid
line� and Figs. 3�c� and 3�d� show, it is obvious that the
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LDOS with energy near the Fermi level is strongly depen-
dent on temperature when the temperature is close to the
Kondo temperature. Therefore, it implies that the scattering
in the region near the Fermi level is dominated by the Kondo
channel. When the temperature is below the Kondo tempera-

ture �T=0.1TK in our case�, the scattering via the Kondo
channel is prominent. As shown in Figs. 3�e� and 3�f�, there
are two major effects due to the spin-flip-associated tunnel-
ing via the Kondo channel. The amplitude of the Kondo
resonance peak is increased as �s is increased, i.e., the

FIG. 2. �Color� The plot of spectral function as a function of � with temperature T=10TK, 1TK, and T=0.1T.

FIG. 3. �Color� The detailed plot of the spectral function in the vicinity of the Fermi level as a function of �. T= �a�100TK and 10TK,
�b� 1TK, and �c� 0.1TK with various ��

s /��
n .
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Kondo resonance peak is enhanced by the spin-flip-
associated tunneling effect. In addition to the increasing of
the peak height, the spin-flip tunneling also causes a blue-
shift of the Kondo resonance. These effects become stronger
as the temperature is decreased. Note that the enhancement
and shift of the Kondo resonance peak due to spin-flip-
associated tunneling will affect the conductance. Since the

off-diagonal Green’s function is G�̄�= G̃��
0 ��̄�

tot G��, the pro-
file of the off-diagonal spectral function A�̄� is similar to that
of the diagonal spectral function A�� but with opposite sign.
It is worth noting that for the case of TTK, the decrease �to
more negative values� of A�̄� is faster than the increase of
A��. This phenomenon is the main reason for suppression of
the conductance for TTK.

The conductance gc for the equilibrium case is calculated
by Eq. �3� of Ref. 13. For the equilibrium situation, the cur-
rent is contributed by the electrons with energy near the
Fermi level of the leads. Thus, the equilibrium conductance
reflects the properties of the Kondo resonance peak with en-
ergy in the vicinity of the Fermi level of the leads. Figure 4
shows the equilibrium conductance versus the spin-flip cou-
pling constant �s. One can find that for �s=0, the total con-
ductance gtot

c is increased as the temperature is decreased,
since the Kondo resonance peak is enhanced as the tempera-
ture is decreased. For the case of T=100TK, the Kondo effect
can be ignored and the scattering is dominated by the normal
channel. As in previous discussion, the decrease of A�̄� is
faster than the increase of A�� as �s is increased; hence the
total conductance gtot

c is dominated by the off-diagonal part
conductance g��̄

c and decreased as �s is increased. For the
cases of T=10TK and 1.0TK the Kondo effect appears; how-
ever, it is not obvious. One can find that g��

c is increased
slightly as �s is increased for �s�0.3�n�0.1�n�. This phe-
nomenon reflects the enhancement of the Kondo resonance
peak due to the spin-flip effect via the Kondo channel as
discussed previously. Similar to the case of T=100TK, the
total conductance is dominated by the off-diagonal conduc-
tance and decreased as �s is increased. For the case of T
=0.1TK, the effect due to spin-flip scattering via the Kondo

channel becomes more prominent. The diagonal part g��
c

contains peak-enhancement and peak-shift effects due to
spin-flip via the Kondo channel. For �s�0.48, the peak-
enhancement effect is dominant and g��

c increases as �s is
increased. For �s�0.48, the peak-shift effect is dominant
and thus the peak height is shifted out of the vicinity of the
Fermi level of the leads, and thus there are fewer electrons
contributing to the conductance; hence g��

c is decreased. The
profile of the off-diagonal spectral function A�̄� is similar to
that of A�� except with the opposite sign; thus the behavior
of the off-diagonal part of the conductance is similar to the
diagonal part except for the sign. For T=0.1TK the total con-
ductance is dominated by g��

c . In the region dominated by
the peak-enhancement effect, i.e., �s�0.48, the total con-
ductance is slightly increased as �s is increased. In the region
dominated by the peak-shift effect, the total conductance de-
creases as �s is increased. Note that the conductance is sup-
pressed rapidly for the case of T=0.1TK when �s�0.48. The
rapid decrease of conductance is caused by the peak-shift
effect due to spin-flip scattering.

For the nonequilibrium case, a quantum dot connected to
two leads with different Fermi levels is studied. The Fermi
levels of leads are set to be zero when the bias voltage is
zero. When the bias voltage Vbias is applied, the Fermi levels
of the leads are EF

R=−Vbias /2 and EF
L =Vbias /2. The nonequi-

librium differential conductance is defined as gc=�J /�Vbias,
where the current J is calculated by the method of Ref. 25.
The nonequilibrium differential conductance is shown in Fig.
5. Since the applied bias is symmetry, the conductance is
symmetry for Vbias�0 and Vbias�0, as shown in Figs. 5�a�
and 5�b�. Following the same reasoning, the nonequilibrium
differential conductance is decreased as �s is increased for
the cases of TTK. In the region �Vbias��0.25 the conduc-
tance is temperature insensitive. It implies that the nonequi-
librium differential conductance for �Vbias��0.25 is domi-
nated by the scattering via the normal channel, the behavior
of the differential conductance is similar to the equilibrium
case for T�TK. Hence, for �Vbias��0.25, the differential con-
ductance is decreased as �s is increased. In the region with
energy near the Fermi level, i.e., �Vbias��0.25, the Kondo

FIG. 4. �Color� The equilibrium conductance
versus ��

s /��
n at various temperatures. The

dashed line is the diagonal part. The dotted line is
the off-diagonal part. The solid line is the total
conductance. The blue line is T=100TK, the
green line T=10TK, the red line is T=1TK, and
the black line is T=0.1TK
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effect is more important when T�Tk. This is because the
Kondo effect influences the LDOS only when the electron
energy is near the Fermi level. The nonequilibrium differen-
tial conductance is influenced strongly by the Kondo effect
when the bias voltage �Vbias��0 for T�Tk. Figure 5�b�
shows a detailed plot of the nonequilibrium differential con-
ductance with bias voltage �Vbias��0.05. The variation of the
conductance for �Vbias��0 is similar to the case of �Vbias�
�0 when T�Tk �the dotted line in Fig. 5� and the scattering
is via the normal channel. As the temperature is decreased to
T�Tk, the influence due to the Kondo effect becomes im-
portant and the Kondo resonance peak is prominent. Hence,
the conductance is larger than the one for T�Tk. For T=Tk
�the dashed line in Fig. 5�, the quantity of conductance sup-
pression due to the spin-flip-associated tunneling is similar to
that in the large-bias-voltage region. The suppression of con-
ductance is due to the decrease of g��̄

c as �s is increased. The
prominence of the conductance reflects the prominent Kondo
resonance peak of the LDOS. When T�Tk �the solid line in
Fig. 5�, the influence of the peak shift of the Kondo reso-
nance becomes important. As in the case of equilibrium, the
g��

c is strongly suppressed by the shift of the Kondo reso-
nance peak when �s is large. As a result, the total conduc-
tance is suppressed rapidly when �s�0.4 and causes a valley
when �s=0.6. Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the spectral func-
tion for T=0.1TK and Vbias=10−3. One can find that the
LDOS within the Fermi level of the leads is increased as �s

is increased when �s�0.6. This explains why the differential
conductance is increased as �s is increased when �s�0.6
and T=0.1TK in the vicinity of Vbias=0. For �s=0.6, the
peak-shift effect shifts the peak height out of the region be-
tween the Fermi level of the leads and the total LDOS within
the Fermi level of the leads is smaller than the LDOS for
�s�0.6. Hence, the differential conductance appears slightly
when Vbias�0 for T=0.1TK and �s=0.6. This tip of the con-
ductance occurs when T�Tk in the vicinity of the Fermi
level of the leads, therefore, this phenomenon mainly origi-
nates from the scattering via the Kondo channel.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we study the spin-flip-associated tunneling in
the Anderson model. The total effect can be interpreted as
follows. As Eq. �6� shows, the quasiparticle described by the
Anderson Hamiltonian is scattered via the normal and the
Kondo channels. The normal channel dominates the scatter-
ing of the electrons with energy far away from the Fermi
level of the lead. The electrons with energy near the Fermi
level of the leads are mainly scattered by the Kondo channel
when T�Tk. Note that only the infinite-U limit approxima-
tion is used in Eq. �6�, i.e., Eq. �6� is a general form for the

FIG. 5. �Color� �a� The differential conductance versus bias
voltage with various ��

s /��
n for different temperature. �b� A detailed

plot of �a� with energy almost equal to zero bias voltage. FIG. 6. �Color� �a� The nonequilibrium diagonal and �b� off-
diagonal spectral functions for the case of Vbias=10−3 and T
=0.1TK with various ��

s /��
n .
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Anderson model with spin-flip-associated tunneling in the
infinite-U limit and does not relate to the decoupling method.
The spin-flip-associated tunneling via the Kondo channel
causes two main effects. One is the enhancement of the
Kondo resonance peak; the other is the blueshift of the
Kondo resonance peak. When the temperature T=10TK and
1.0TK, the Kondo resonance peak is obviously enhanced by
spin-flip-associated tunneling effect, but the blueshift of the
Kondo resonance peak is not obvious. This effect is reflected
in the conductance. The enhancement of the Kondo resonant
peak causes an increase of the diagonal part of the conduc-
tance g�� and decreases the off-diagonal part of the conduc-
tance g�̄� �to more negative values�. Since the decrease of
the off-diagonal part of the conductance is stronger than the
increase of the diagonal part of the conductance; as a result
the total conductance is suppressed by spin-flip-associated
tunneling. The conductance due to off-diagonal processes is
negative and cannot be neglected. As the temperature gets
lower, the blueshift of the Kondo resonance peak becomes
important. When T�Tk and the spin-flip-associated coupling
constant �s is large enough, the blueshift of the Kondo reso-
nance peak will cause a strong suppression of the diagonal
part of the conductance and the total conductance is sup-
pressed rapidly. The conductance suppression due to the shift
of the Kondo resonance peak is ascribed to the Kondo chan-
nel mainly, since the effect occurs as T�TK. The high-

temperature Lacroix decoupling approximation is used to de-
couple the two-particle correlation function �or Green’s
function�. Our result is quantitatively correct when T�TK.
The Kondo resonance peak is slightly enhanced and blue-
shifted as TTK. On the contrary, the Kondo resonance peak
is enhanced prominently and blueshifted obviously in the
case of T=0.1Tk. Although the decoupling approximation
only gives a qualitative result for T�TK, the conductance
can be suppressed strongly by the spin-flip-associated tunnel-
ing effect for T�TK.
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APPENDIX A

First, we derive the general form of the Green’s function
for the spin-flip system. Assume that the lowest-order self-
energies corresponding to the non-spin-flip transition pro-
cesses �→� and �̄→ �̄ �the diagonal terms� are ��� and
���. And the lowest-order self-energies corresponding to the
spin-flip transition processes �̄→� and �→ �̄ �the diagonal
terms� are ���̄ and ��̄�. The typical Dyson equation can be
expressed as

�G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
� = �G��

0 0

0 G�̄�̄
0 � + �G��

0 0

0 G�̄�̄
0 ����� ���̄

��̄� ��̄�̄
��G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
� = �G��

0 0

0 G�̄�̄
0 �

+ �G��
0 ���G�� + G��

0 ���̄G�̄� G��
0 ���G��̄ + G��

0 ���̄G�̄�̄

G�̄�̄
0 ��̄�G�� + G�̄�̄

0 ��̄�̄G�̄� G�̄�̄
0 ��̄�G��̄ + G�̄�̄

0 ��̄�̄G�̄�̄
� . �A1�

The off-diagonal terms can be rewritten as G��̄= G̃��
0 ���̄G�� and G�̄�= G̃��

0 ��̄�G�� where G̃��
0 �	�G��

0 �−1−���
−1 and G̃��
0

�	�G��
0 �−1−���
−1. Substitute these expressions for G��̄ and G�̄� into the diagonal term, Eq. �8� becomes

�G�� G��̄

G�̄� G�̄�̄
� =�	�G��

0 �−1 − ��� − ���̄G̃�̄�̄
0 ��̄�
−1 G��̄ = G̃��

0 ���̄G�̄�̄

G̃�̄�̄
0 ��̄�G�� 	�G�̄�̄

0 �−1 − ��̄�̄ − ��̄�G̃��
0 ���̄
−1� . �A2�

Equation �9� is the same as Eqs. �5a� and �5b� in Ref. 13
exactly.

APPENDIX B

In order to solve Eq. �4�, one has to decouple the two
correlation functions �Tck�sd�̄

†d�̄ ,d�
†��, �Tck�s

† d�d�̄ ,d�
†��, and

�Tck�sd�̄
†d�̄ ,d�

†��, etc. The decoupling scheme proposed by
Lacroix in the high-temperature limit

�Tck�s
† �t�ck�s��t�d�̄�t�,d�

†�t����

= 
k�,k�

s,s�f��k�s��Td�̄�t�,d�

†�t���� ,

�Tck�s
† �t�ck�s��t�d��t�,d�

†�t����

= 
k�,k�

s,s�f��k�s��Td��t�,d�

†�t���� ,

�Tck�s�t�ck�s��t�d�
†�t�,d�

†�t����

= �Tck�s�t�ck�s��t�d�̄
†�t�,d�

†�t���� = 0 �B1�

is used. For example, consider the term �ck�sd�̄
†d� ,d�

†� of Eq.
�4�. Using the EOM method, and Lacroix’s high-temperature
decoupling approximation, one obtains
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�� − �k�s − �� + ��̄��Tck�sd�̄
†d�,d�

†��

= Vk�s,��Td�d�̄
†d�,d�̄

†�� + Vk�s,�̄�Td�̄d�̄
†d�,d�

†��

− �
q�s�

Vq�s�,�̄�Tck�scq�s�
† d,d�

†��

= − �d�̄
†d��Vk�s,��i�G�� + Vk�s,�̄�i��G�� − G��

�2��

− �
q�s�

Vq�s�,�̄�ck�scq�s�
† ��i�G��
k�s,q�s�; �B2�

thus

− �
k�s

Vk�s,�̄
* �− i��ck�sd�̄

†d�,d�
†�

= �d�̄
†d���

k�s

Vk�s,�̄
* Vk�s,�

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

G��

+ �
k�s

�Vk�s,�̄�2

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

�G��
�2� − G���

+ �
k�s

�Vk�s,�̄�2

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

	1 − f���k�s�
G��. �B3�

In the same way, the �Tck�sd�̄
†d� ,d�̄

†�� term of Eq. �4� is

�
k�s

Vk�s,�
* �− i��Tck�sd�̄

†d�,d�
†��

= �
k�s

�Vk�s,��2

� − �k�s
G��

�2� − �n�̄�
Vk�s,�

* Vk�s,�̄

� − �k�s
G�̄�

+
Vk�s,�

* Vk�s,�̄

� − �k�s
f���k�s�G�̄� �B4�

and the �Tck�s
† d�d�̄ ,d�

†�� term is

�
k�s

Vk�s,�̄
* �− i��Tck�s

† d�d�̄,d�
†��

= �
k�s

−
�Vk�s,��2

� + �k�s − �� − ��̄ − U
G�̄�

�2�

−
�Vk�s,��2

� + �k�s − �� − ��̄ − U
G��

�2�

+ �
k�s

�Vk�s,��2

� + �k�s − �� − ��̄ − U
f���k�s�G�̄�

+
Vk�s,�̄

* Vk�s,�

� + �k�s − �� − ��̄ − U
f���k�s�G��. �B5�

Under the infinite-U limit, the Eq. �14� is zero. Compare to
Eq. �5�, The self-energy Y

��̄
�2� transfers G

�̄�
�2� to G��

�2�, we can

recognize that Y
��̄
�2� =�k�s− �Vk�s,��2 / ��+�k�s−��−��̄−U� and

can be ignored under the infinite-U limit. Hence the Green’s
function G��

�2� is found as

�� − �� − U�G��
�2����

= n�̄ + �
k�s

�Vk�s,��2

� − �k�s
G��

�2� − �n�̄�
Vk�s,�

* Vk�s,�̄

� − �k�s
G�̄�

+
Vk�s,�

* Vk�s,�̄

� − �k�s
f���k�s�G�̄� + �d�̄

†d��

�
k�s

Vk�s,�̄
* Vk�s,�

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

G�� +
�Vk�s,�̄�2

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

�G��
�2�

− G��� +
�Vk�s,�̄�2

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

	1 − f���k�s�
G�� � Y��
�2�G��

�2�

+ X��
�2�G�� + X��̄

�2�G�̄� �B6�

where

Y��
�2� � �

k�s

�Vk�s,��2

� − �k�s
+

�Vk�s,�̄�2

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

,

X��
�2� � �

k�s

�d�̄
†d��

Vk�s,�
* Vk�s,�̄

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

−
�Vk�s,�̄�2

� − �k�s − �� + ��̄

f���k�s� ,

X��̄
�2� = �

k�s

− �n�̄�
Vk�s,�

* Vk�s,�̄

� − �k�s
+

Vk�s,�
* Vk�s,�̄

� − �k�s
f���k�s� .

�B7�

APPENDIX C

In this appendix, we will show the detailed derivation of
the expressions for �n�� and �n�̄��. We follow the derivation
proposed by Sun and Guo. Since the system considered in
this paper is in steady state, the first derivation of the expec-
tation values of �d�

†d�� and �d�̄
†d�� over time is zero, i.e.,

�i�� /�t�	d�
†d�
�=0. Using the equation of motion method,

one can find the time evolution of particle number �d�
†d�� as

Hence,

�i
�

�t
	d�

†d�
� = �
k�s

− Vk�s,��ck�s
† d�� + Vk�s,�

* �d�
†ck�s� = 0

�C1�

where �ck�s
† d��=−i��d� /2	�G�,k�s

� ��� and �d�
†ck�s�

=−i��d� /2	�Gk�s,�
� ���. The lesser Green’s functions

G�,k�s
� ��� and Gk�s,�

� ��� can be easily calculated by the Dyson
expansion and Langreth theorem. In order to calculate the
lesser Green’s function, the contour-ordered Green’s function
must be found first. The contour Green’s function
Gk�s,��t , t�� is
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Gk�s,��t,t�� = − iT�ck�s�t�d�
†�t���

= �− i�2T� d�	Vk�s,��ck�s�t�ck�s
† �����d�d�

†�t���

+ Vk�s,�̄�ck�s�t�ck�s
† �����d�̄d�

†�t���


= T� d�	Vk�s,�gk�s�t,��G����,t��

+ Vk�s,�̄gk�s�t,��G�̄���,t��
 . �C2�

Then, using the Fourier transformation and Langreth theo-
rem, the lesser Green’s function Gk�s,�

� is obtained:

Gk�s,�
� = Vk�s,��gk�s

r G��
� + gk�s

� G��
a � + Vk�s,�̄�gk�s

r G�̄�
�

+ gk�s
� G�̄�

a � . �C3�

In the same way, the lesser Green’s function G�,k�s
� is

G�,k�s
� = Vk�s,�

* �G��
r gk�s

� + G��
� gk�s

a � + Vk�s,�̄
* �G��̄

r gk�s
�

+ G��̄
� gk�s

a � . �C4�

Substituting Eqs. �C3� and �C4� into Eq. �C1�, one can obtain

�
k�s
� d�

2	
Vk�s,�

* Vk�s,�	G��
r gk�s

� ��� + G��
� ���gk�s

a ���


+ Vk�s,�̄
* Vk�s,�	G��̄

r ���gk�s
� + G��̄

� ���gk�s
a 


= �
k�s
� d�

2	
Vk�s,�

* Vk�s,��gk�s
r G��

� + gk�s
� G��

a �

+ Vk�s,�̄
* Vk�s,��gk�s

r G�̄�
� + gk�s

� G�̄�
a � . �C5�

Using the relations �k�sVk�s,�
* Vk�s,�gk�s

r,a =��� i��n
� /2�,

�k�sVk�s,�̄
* Vk�s,�gk�s

r,a =��� i��s
� /2�, �k�sVk�s,�

* Vk�s,�gk�s
� ���

= i���n
�f����, and �k�sVk�s,�̄

* Vk�s,�gk�s
� ���= i���s

�f����, and
after some simple algebra, one finds

��n
2 − �s

2� � d�

2	
G��

� ���

= �n��
�

− i�n
�� d�

2	
f����	2 Im G��

r ���


− i�s
�� d�

2	
f����	2 Im G�̄�

r ���
�
− �s��

�

− i�s
�� d�

2	
f����	2 Im G��

r ���


− i�n
�� d�

2	
f����	2 Im G�̄�

r ���
� �C6�

where �n=���n
� and �s=���s

�. In Eq. �C6�, we have used

the relation G�̄�
r,a,����=G��̄

r,a,���� since the spin states are de-
generate in the QD. In the same way for treating �i�� /�t�
�	d�

†d�
�=0, with the condition �i�� /�t�	d�̄
†d�
�=0, one ob-

tains the relation

��n
2 − �s

2� � d�

2	
G�̄�

� ���

= �n��
�

− i�s
�� d�

2	
f����	2 Im G��

r ���


− i�n
�� d�

2	
f����	2 Im G�̄�

r ���
�
− �s��

�

− i�n
�� d�

2	
f����	2 Im G��

r ���


− i�s
�� d�

2	
f����	2 ImG�̄�

r ���
� . �C7�

Since the retarded �advanced� Green’s functions have
been solved, the equations for ��d� /2	�G��

� ��� and
��d� /2	�G�̄�

� ��� can be solved also. The results can be
checked by taking the equilibrium limit, i.e., fR���= fL���
= f���,

�n�� = − i� d�

2	
G��

� ��� =� d�

2	
f����	− 2 Im G��

r ���


�C8�

and

�d�̄
†d�� = − i� d�

2	
G�̄�

� ��� =� d�

2	
f����	− 2 Im G�̄�

r ���
 .

�C9�

Equations �C8� and �C9� show that Eqs. �C6� and �C7� obey
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem at the equilibrium limit:

�n� d�

2	
G��

� ��� + �s� d�

2	
G��̄

� ���

= �
�

− �n
�� d�

2	
f����	G��

r ��� − G��
a ���


− �s
�� d�

2	
f����	G�̄�

r ��� − G�̄�
a ���
 , �C10�

�s� d�

2	
G��

� ��� + �n� d�

2	
G��̄

� ���

= �
�

− �s
�� d�

2	
f����	G��

r ��� − G��
a ���


− �n
�� d�

2	
f����	G��

r ��� − G��̄
a ���
 . �C11�
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Rotational states of an adsorbed dipole molecule in an external electric field
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The rotational states of an adsorbed dipole molecule in an external electric field were investigated. The
surface hindering potential was modeled as a finite conical well and a dipole-field interaction was added to the
hindering potential. The molecular wave functions were expressed in terms of the eigenfunctions of molecular
hindered rotation in the absence of electric field. Eigenenergies were determined by the matrix diagonalization
procedures. Our results showed that, for both vertically and horizontally adsorbed molecules, there is avoided
crossing between two adjacent rotational energy levels, as the field strength is increased, and finally all state
energies decrease rapidly as the field strength is strong enough. The avoided crossing is due to the redistribu-
tion of wave function between different potential well regions. By employing the sudden unhindrance approxi-
mation, the rotational-state distributions of molecules desorbing from a solid surface in the presence of external
electric field were calculated. Our results showed that the rotational-state distributions are significantly influ-
enced by the external electric field. Since the electric field increases the ground-state energy of adsorbed
molecule, the distribution shifts towards the high-J region if the electric field is applied to orient the molecular
axis against the molecular preferred orientation. On the contrary, the distribution shifts towards the low-J
region if the electric field is applied to orient the molecular axis towards molecular preferred orientation
because the electric field decreases the ground-state energy of adsorbed molecule. The solutions to the finite
conical well were also used to calculate the rotational alignment in the photodesorption of CO from
Cr2O3(0001). Our results showed that at low-J values the CO molecules desorb like a helicopter, while at
high-J values a cartwheel-like motion is preferred. This result is in qualitative agreement with the experimental
observation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.075402 PACS number~s!: 73.20.Hb, 33.55.Be, 33.20.Sn

I. INTRODUCTION

The rotational motion of a molecule that interacts with a
solid surface has attracted increasing interest. Experimental
and theoretical investigations of the rotational distribution of
scattering or desorbing molecules have been an active re-
search field.1–18 The measured rotational-state distributions
of molecules scattering or desorbing from surfaces were
found to exhibit a substrate temperature-independent non-
Boltzmann feature.1–3 On the other hand, the theoretical
studies on the rotational motion of adsorbed molecules have
been also reported. Gadzuk and his co-workers4–7 proposed
an infinite-conical-well model, in which the adsorbed mol-
ecule is only allowed to rotate within the well region, to
mimic the surface hindering potential. Rotational-state en-
ergy spectra for both vertical and horizontal adsorption con-
figurations were obtained. Together with the sudden unhin-
drance approximation, the non-Boltzmann property of the
rotational-state distributions can be attributed to the hindered
rotations of adsorbed molecules. In our previous works,8–10

we proposed a finite-conical-well model to generalize the
study of a finite hindrance. Our results showed that the
rotational-state distributions of desorbing molecules are non-
Boltzmann and display oscillatory structures with alternate
drops and plateaus. A similar structure was observed in a
gas-surface scattering experiment and was interpreted in
terms of rotational rainbows.19 The oscillatory structure ob-

tained in our previous studies is a general result of a system
transiting from hindered states to free states, and can be re-
garded as the manifestation of the rotational invariance. Our
calculated results have been found in good agreement with
the previously measured data.3

The surface physics and chemistry in high electric fields
have attracted great interest since the inventions of field
emission microscope~FEM!20 and field ion microscope
~FIM!.21 In these microscopes, a strong electric field of the
order of 1 V/Å is applied to the tip of a sharp metal wire. In
such high electric field, many effects can occur. For example,
the tunneling through a field-deformed barrier at the surface
of the metal is possible. This is responsible for the field
emission, field ionization, and field desorption/evaporation
processes.22,23 On the other hand, in a strong electric field of
the order of 1021 V/Å, the electronic orbitals may be dis-
torted so that the chemical characteristics of atoms or mol-
ecules are affected. Therefore, the chemical effects by estab-
lishing new bonding orbitals may occur. In this way,
molecules that are unstable in field free situations may be
stabilized by strong electric field. Also, new pathways of
chemical reaction may be established.24

It is well known that the rotational energy levels of a free
molecule placed in an electric field are split due to the inter-
action between molecular dipole moment and electric field.25

In addition to the splittings, theoretical investigation26

showed that, when the applied electric field is strong, mo-
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lecular rotational energies have large negative shifts. On the
other hand, in our previous work,9 we have investigated the
external electric field effect on the ground-rotational-state
energy of an adsorbed dipole molecule. We considered that
an dipole-field interaction was added to the finite-conical-
well potential. Our results showed that the Stark shift of
ground-rotational-state energy will be suppressed by the
conical-well potential if the field strength is smaller than the
hindering potential. However, when the applied field is very
strong, large Stark shift may take place.

In our previous investigation, the variational method was
utilized and only the Stark shift of ground-state energy of
horizontally adsorbed molecule was considered. In this work,
we extended the investigation to the Stark shift of the excited
rotational states for both cases of vertically and horizontally
adsorbed molecules. Instead of using variational wave func-
tions, the molecular wave functions we used in this work
were expressed in terms of the eigenfunctions of molecular
hindered rotation in the absence of electric field. Therefore,
ground state and excited state energies can be determined
simultaneously. One can see that the Stark shifts of rotational
energies of adsorbed molecules show interesting behaviors.
Besides, the rotational-state distributions of molecules des-
orbing from a solid surface in the presence of external elec-
tric field can be calculated. One can see the distributions are
significantly influenced by the applied electric field.

II. MODEL AND FORMULISM

Figure 1 shows the situations that an adsorbed diatomic
molecule with a dipole momentmW in the presence of perpen-
dicular electric field«W . The Hamiltonian of such system is

H5
\2

2I
L21U rot~u,f!2m« cosg, ~1!

whereI is the molecular moment of inertia,\L is the angular
momentum operator,g is the angle betweenmW and «W , and
U rot(u,f) is the surface potential energy to which the mol-
ecule is subjected. As a first approximation we assume that
U rot(u,f) is independent off. Calculation indicates that the
dependence onf is weaker than that onu.27–29We express
the energy in the unit of the molecular rotational constant
B5\2/2I ; thus, Eq.~1! can be written as

H5L21Vhin~u!2v cosu, ~2!

where Vhin(u) is the polar hindering potential energy to
which the molecule is subjected. According to the finite-
conical-well model,8–10 we assume

Vhin~u!5H 0, 0<u<a

V0 , a,u<p,
~3!

for the vertical adsorption configuration, and

Vhin~u!5H 0, a<u<b

V0 , 0<u,a or b,u<p,
~4!

for the horizontal adsorption configuration. The parameterv
in Eq. ~2! presents the strength of the dipole-field interaction:

v5H 1m«/B, g5u

2m«/B, g5p2u.
~5!

The positive sign is for the cases of Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, while
the negative sign is for the cases of Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!.
Therefore,v.0 means the electric field orients the molecu-
lar axis toward molecular preferred orientation, whilev,0
means the electric field orients the molecular axis against
molecular preferred orientation.

For the case that the applied electric field is absent, the
Hamiltonian of the system is

H05L21Vhin~u!. ~6!

There are analytic eigenfunctions for this system:8–10

C l ,m
(0)~u,f!5Q l ,m

(0)~cosu!
exp~ imf!

A2p
, m50,61,62, . . . ,

~7!

where

Q l ,m
(0)~j!5H CI, l ,mP(11)~n l ,m ,m,j!, cosa,j<1

CII, l ,mP(21)~n l ,m8 ,m,j!, 21<j,cosa,
~8!

for vertical adsorption configuration, and

Q l ,m
(0)~j!5H CI, l ,mP(11)~n l ,m8 ,m,j!, cosa,j<1

CII, l ,mP(11)~n l ,m ,m,j!1D II, n,,mQ(11)~n l ,m ,m,j!, cosb<j<cosa

CIII, l ,mP(21)~n l ,m8 ,m,j!, 21<j,cosb,

~9!

FIG. 1. An adsorbed diatomic molecule with a dipole momentmW

in the presence of perpendicular electric field«W .
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for horizontal adsorption configuration. The functionsP(61) andQ(11) in the above equations are defined as

P(61)~n l ,m ,m,j!5~12j2! umu/2FS umu2n l ,m ,11umu1n l ,m ,11umu;
17j

2 D , ~10!

Q(11)~n l ,m8 ,m,j!5~12j2! umu/2H FS umu2n l ,m8 ,11umu1n l ,m8 ,11umu;
12j

2 D lnS 12j

2 D
1 (

n51

`
~ umu2n l ,m8 !n~11umu1n l ,m8 !n

~11umu!nn! S 12j

2 D n

3@c~ umu2n l ,m8 1n!2c~ umu2n l ,m8 !1c~11umu1n l ,m8 1n!2c~11umu1n l ,m8 !

2c~11umu1n!1c~11umu!2c~11n!1c~1!#

2 (
n51

umu
~n21!! ~2umu!n

~12umu1n l ,m8 !n~2umu2n l ,m8 !n
S 12j

2 D 2nJ , ~11!

whereF(a,b,c;z) is the hypergeometric function.30 In above
equations, the molecular rotational energy has been ex-
pressed as

El ,m
(0)5n l ,m~n l ,m11!, ~12!

andn l ,m8 is defined as

n l ,m8 ~n l ,m8 11!5n l ,m~n l ,m11!2V0 . ~13!

In order to determinen l ,m , one has to match the boundary
conditions atj15cosa andj25cosb.

When the electric field is applied, there are no analytic
eigenfunctions to the Hamiltonian, as shown in Eq.~2!.
However, consider that the system is still symmetric aboutz
axis, we can express the eigenfunctions in terms of Eq.~7!
for specific azimuthal quantum numberm:

Cm
hin~u,f!5 (

l 85m

`

cl 8,mC l 8,m
(0)

~u,f!. ~14!

Substitute Eq.~14! into the Schro¨dinger wave equation, and
multiply both sides of the equation byC l ,m

(0)* and then inte-
grate it. We get

@El ,m
(0)2Em#cl ,m2v(

l 8
cl 8,m^C l ,m

(0)ucosuuC l 8,m
(0) &50.

~15!

The condition for nontrivial coefficientscl 8,m is, therefore,

UEm,m
(0) 2Em2vam,m

m,m 2vam,m
m11,m 2vam,m

m12,m
•••

2vam11,m
m,m Em11,m

(0) 2Em2vam11,m
m11,m 2vam11,m

m12,m
•••

2vam12,m
m,m 2vam12,m

m11,m Em12,m
(0) 2Em2vam12,m

m12,m
•••

A A A �

U50, ~16!

whereal ,m
l 8,m5^C l ,m

(0)ucosuuCl8,m
(0) &. The eigenenergyEm to Eq.

~2! for specific azimuthal quantum numberm can be ob-
tained from solving this equation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Vertical adsorption configuration

For a vertically adsorbed molecule, the hindering poten-
tial energy can be modeled by Eq.~3!. Figure 2 shows the

rotational-state energies of a vertically adsorbed dipole mol-
ecule in an external electric field as functions of field
strength parameterv.0 for azimuthal quantum numberm
50 and potential barrier heightsV0520 and 80. The hin-
drance angle is set asa530°. From Fig. 2, one can see that
an applied electric field can induce shifts of adsorbed mo-
lecular rotational energies. When the electric field is in-
creased, the ground-state energy decreases monotonously
while the excited-state energies increase to a maximum and
then decrease. The rate of the energy variation depends on
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the rotational state. The lower the state, the larger the rate.
The behaviors of the rotational energies shown in Fig. 2 are
similar to those of free dipole molecule in an electric field.26

However, if the potential barrier is high enough, even the
lower excited-state energies, e.g., the energy of~1, 0! state of
the V0580 case, show direct decreasing as the electric field
is increased. This is different from that of a free dipole mol-
ecule.

Figure 3 shows the rotational-state energies of a vertically
adsorbed dipole molecule in an external electric field as
functions of field strength parameterv,0 for azimuthal
quantum numberm50 and potential barrier heightsV0
520 and 80. From Fig. 3 one can see that the variations of
rotational energies for the case ofv,0 are very different
from those for the case ofv.0. When the electric field is
applied, the ground-state energy increases initially and then
decreases as the field strength is stronger than some critical
value. However, for the first excited~1, 0! state of theV0

520 case, the energy decreases initially and then increases to
avoid the crossing of two energy levels at the same field
strength. The avoided crossing between two levels also
makes the ground-state energy to start to decrease at the
same field strength. Finally, the energy of the~1, 0! state
decreases again for field strength stronger than another criti-
cal value. On the other hand, for the first excited~1, 0! state
of the V0580 case, the energy increases initially and then
decreases at some critical field strength and then increases
again to avoid crossing with the ground-state energy level.
The avoided crossing also makes the ground-state energy to
start to decrease at the same field strength. Finally, further
decrease occurs for field strength stronger than another criti-
cal value. In Fig. 3, there are two or more avoided crossings
for the other excited-state energies. The avoided crossing of
two energy levels is a general result for the case of two very
close levels with small perturbation where the Hamiltonian
contains some parameter and its eigenvalues are conse-
quently functions of that parameter.31

For the adsorbed molecule with higher potential barrier,
there are more avoided crossings. Besides, for the adsorbed
molecule with lower potential barrier height, their avoided
crossings of higher energy levels become more smooth while
compared with those with higher barrier height. Furthermore,
the energies of two adjacent energy levels at the avoided
crossing are very close to each other, especially for the lower
states.

To analyze the variation of rotational energy with applied
electric field, one may reexamine the potential energy for
which an adsorbed molecule is subjected:

V~u!5Vhin~u!2v cosu. ~17!

For the case ofv.0, when the external electric field is
applied, the potential well is tilted to theu50° side and the
potential energyV(u) has a minimum atu50°. That is, the
electric field as well as conical well tend to concentrate mo-
lecular wave functions aboutu50°. For the~0, 0! state of
the V0520 case or the~0, 0! and ~1, 0! states of theV0
580 case, since the vertical conical well confines the major
part of molecular wave functions aboutu50° even the elec-
tric field is absent, an applied electric field will result in more
concentration of the wave functions aboutu50° and then
rotational energies are decreased rapidly. On the other hand,
for other excited states, when the electric field is absent, the
rotational energies are higher than the barrier height. Their
wave functions are similar to those of free molecule and the
major part of the wave functions distributes outside the coni-
cal well.8 An applied electric field will result in initially in-
creasing the state energy. However, if the applied field is so
large that molecular wave functions are forced to concentrate
aboutu50°, the rotational energies will decrease as the ap-
plied field is increased.

However, the case ofv,0 shows very different situation.
Figures 4 and 5 show the potential energyV(u) and the
angular distributions of molecular wave functionsuCu2 for a
vertically adsorbed molecule as functions ofu for different
electric field strengths. For comparison, the energy levels
E0,0 andE1,0 are also indicated. From Figs. 4 and 5, one can

FIG. 2. Rotational-state energies of a vertically adsorbed dipole
molecule in an external electric field as functions of field strength
parameterv.0 for azimuthal quantum numberm50 and potential
barrier heightsV0520 and 80. The hindrance angle is set asa
530°.

FIG. 3. Rotational-state energies of a vertically adsorbed dipole
molecule in an external electric field as functions of field strength
parameterv,0 for azimuthal quantum numberm50 and potential
barrier heightsV0520 and 80. The hindrance angle is set asa
530°.
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see that, for the case ofv,0, the electric field not only tilts
the conical potential well but also creates a new potential
minimum atu5180°. That is, the applied electric field tends
to turn over the vertically adsorbed molecule. Therefore, in
fact, the problem treated in this work, for the polar space
region 0°<u<180°, is equivalent to a double-well problem.
This is absolutely different from the situation of a Cartesian
square well subjected to an external electric field,32,33 and is
the manifestation of the rotational invariance.

Employing Figs. 4 and 5, one can understand that the
avoided crossing of two energy levels in Fig. 3 are due to the
redistributions of molecular wave functions between two po-
tential wells. For the ground-state, if the electric field is ab-
sent, the molecular wave function is confined initially in the
0°<u,a region by the vertical conical well. Therefore, the
energy increases initially as the electric field is applied.
However, when the electric field strength is increased up to
the critical value so thatE0,0 is higher than the energy mini-
mum aboutu5180°, it becomes energetically favorable to
concentrate the wave function atu5180°. Hence the
ground-state solution has now the character of the field-free
~1, 0! state solution and its energy decreases as the applied
field strength is increased.

On the other hand, for the excited~1, 0! state of theV0
520 case, its energy decreases initially as an electric field is
applied. However, when the ground-state wave function tun-
nels into the conical barrier region, the wave function of the

excited~1, 0! state will tunnel into the conical well region to
keep the orthogonality of wave functions. Hence it has now
the character of the field-free ground-state solution and its
energy increases as the applied field is increased. When the
electric field strength is increased further to another critical
value, the wave function of the~1, 0! state will tunnel back
the region aboutu5180° and then its energy decreases
again. For the~1, 0! state of theV0580 case, when the
electric field is absent, the wave function concentrates atu
50° due to the higher potential barrier. Thus, as the field
strength is increased, there is an additional energy change
other than the~1, 0! state of theV0520 case. Similar discus-
sions can be issued to other higher excited states. For larger
field strengths more avoided crossings with the higher states
occur. Beside, for the higher excited states whose energies
are much higher than the potential barrier height, their wave
function can smoothly redistribute over the polar space by
an electric field. Thus their avoided crossings become
smoother.

B. Horizontal adsorption configuration

For a horizontal adsorbed molecule, the hindering poten-
tial energy can be modeled by Eq.~4!. Figure 6 shows the
rotational-state energies of a horizontally adsorbed dipole
molecule in an external electric field as functions of field
strength parameterv for azimuthal quantum numberm50

FIG. 4. Potential energyV(u)5Vhin(u)2v cosu and angular
distribution of molecular wave functionuC0,0u2 for a vertically ad-
sorbed molecule as functions ofu for different electric field
strengths.Vhin(u) is the vertical-conical-well hindering potential
with V0520 anda530°.

FIG. 5. Potential energyV(u)5Vhin(u)2v cosu and angular
distribution of molecular wave functionuC1,0u2 for a vertically ad-
sorbed molecule as functions ofu for different electric field
strengths.Vhin(u) is the vertical-conical-well hindering potential
with V0520 anda530°.
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and potential barrier heightsV0520 and 80. The hindrance
angles are chosen asa575° andb5180°2a. Since the
hindering potential is symmetric about theu590° plane, the
electric field effects on the rotational energies forv.0 case
andv,0 case are the same. Therefore, we show the results
for the v.0 case only. From Fig. 6, one can see that the
ground-state energies of bothV0520 and 80 cases decrease
slowly as the electric field is applied and then rapid decrease
occurs as the field strength is stronger than some critical
value. However, the variation of excited-state energy is dif-
ferent. ForV0520, the energy of~1, 0! state decreases rap-
idly as the field is applied. When the state energy has de-
creased closely to the ground-state energy, the decrease rate
becomes gentle to avoid the crossing of two energy levels.
For further stronger electric field, the energy of the~1,0! state
decreases rapidly again. For the other excited states of the
V0520 case, their energy variations shown in Fig. 6~a! are
similar to those in Fig. 2~a!.

On the other hand, for theV0580 case, the energy of~1,
0! state decreases slowly and then rapidly. Finally, it de-
creases slowly again when the field strength is larger than the
strength at which the energy of~0, 0! state begins to decrease
rapidly. For the other excited states of theV0580 case, the
energy variations show in Fig. 6~b! are somewhat similar to
those in Fig. 3. However, the avoided crossings are smoother
and the gaps between two adjacent levels at these avoided
crossings are larger than those in Fig. 3.

Figures 7 and 8 show the potential energyV(u) and the
angular distributions of molecular wave functionuCu2 for a
horizontally adsorbed molecule as functions ofu for differ-
ent electric field strengths. The polar space is divided into
three regions. Whenv increases, the value ofV(u) de-
creases in region I (0°<u,a), and increases in region
III ( b,u<180°), but changes slightly in region II
(a,u,b).

For the ground~0, 0! state, if the electric field is absent,
molecular wave function is confined initially in thea,u

,b region by the vertical conical well. Therefore, the state
energy varies gently as the field is applied, or one can say
that the Stark shift of the rotational energy is suppressed by
the conical well potential. However, when the electric field
strength increases so thatE0,0 is higher than the energy mini-
mum aboutu50°, the major part of the molecular wave
function begins to distribute aboutu50°; therefore, the
decrease of the state energy becomes rapid. When the elec-
tric field strength is very large, most of the molecular wave
function will concentrate aboutu50°. This implies that the
adsorption configuration changes from horizontal to vertical.

For the excited~1, 0! state of theV0520 case, when the
electric field is absent, the major part of the molecular wave
function distributes in region I (0°<u,a) and region III
(b,u<180°). When the electric field is applied, molecular
wave function redistributes. The distribution in region I in-
creases, and the distribution in region III decreases. There-
fore, the energy decreases rapidly. If the applied electric field
is further increased, considerable part of the wave function
will concentrate in region II (a,u,b), and the energy de-
creases slowly. When the electric field is so strong that most
of the wave function concentrates in region I, the energy will
decrease rapidly again. Similar discussions can be issued to
other higher excited states. However, for those excited states
whose rotational energies are much higher than the potential
barrier heightV0, the confinement potential is no longer

FIG. 6. Rotational-state energies of a horizontally adsorbed di-
pole molecule in an external electric field as functions of field
strength parameterv for azimuthal quantum numberm50 and
potential barrier heightsV0520 and 80. The hindrance angle is set
asa575° andb5180°2a.

FIG. 7. Potential energyV(u)5Vhin(u)2v cosu and angular
distribution of molecular wave functionuC0,0u2 for a horizontally
adsorbed molecule as functions ofu for different electric field
strengths.Vhin(u) is the horizontal-conical-well hindering potential
with V0520, a575°, andb5180°2a.
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dominant. Therefore, the variations of energy are similar to
those of free dipole molecule in an external electric field.

C. Rotational-state distributions

The measurement of final rotational-state distributions of
molecules desorbing from a surface is one of the familiar
experimental methods to study rotational motion of adsorbed
molecules. To compare with the experimental data, we em-
ploy the sudden unhindrance approximation to calculate the
final rotational-state distributions as proposed in the works of
Gadzuk and his co-workers.4–6 We assumed that the desorp-
tion is induced by a fast process, i.e., the hindering potential
is suddenly switched off and, thus, the pure hindered-to-free
rotational transition takes place without changing the wave
function. If the external electric field persists during the de-
sorption process, the free-rotational states of a desorbing di-
pole molecule in an electric field can be expressed in terms
of spherical harmonics:26

Cm
free~u,f!5 (

j 85m

`

cj 8,mYj 8,m~u,f!. ~18!

The probability of ending up in theJth free-rotational state is
the sum of rotational Franck-Condon factors between the
final state CJ,m

free and the hindered-rotational stateCL,m8
hin

weighted by appropriate thermal factors; that is,

P~J!5
1

Zhin
(

m,L,m8
exp~2EL,m8 /kBT!u^CJ,m

freeuCL,m8
hin &u2,

~19!

whereT is the surface temperature,kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, andZhin is the partition function of the hindered rotor.

Figure 9 shows the calculated rotational-state distributions
based on Eq.~19! for various field strength parameters. In
the calculation, we setB/kBT51, and the molecule was as-
sumed vertically adsorbed with hindrance parametersV0
520 anda530°. In Fig. 9, the curves are plotted in the
form ln@P(J)/(2J11)# vs J(J11). It is known that for a
Boltzmann distribution a straight line with slope52B/kBT
should be obtained. From Fig. 9 one can see that the non-
Boltzmann feature and oscillatory structure with alternate
drops and plateaus of the rotational-state distributions still
display when an external electrical field is present. However,
the positions of the dips and the maxima are displaced.

To apply our calculation to a more realistic system, let us
consider the Cs-CN adsorption system. Figure 10 shows the
calculated rotational distribution for CN* desorbing from Cs
surface based on Eq.~19! for various field strength param-
eters. The measured distribution for Cs-CN adsorption sys-
tem in the absence of electric field3 is presented for compari-
son. In our calculation, the hindering potential was modeled
as a vertical conical well with cone opening anglea
511.36° and potential barrier heightV0510 030 ~i.e., V0
'2.45 eV). These hindrance parameters for Cs-CN adsorp-
tion system have been determined in our previous work.10

Since the electric field strength parameters we used in the
calculation are much less than the potential barrier height
V0, the electronic wave functions of the adsorbed molecule
on a surface in the presence of an external electrical field are
expected to undergo a mild variation during the desorption

FIG. 8. Potential energyV(u)5Vhin(u)2v cosu and angular
distribution of molecular wave functionuC1,0u2 for a horizontally
adsorbed molecule as functions ofu for different electric field
strengths.Vhin(u) is the horizontal-conical-well hindering potential
with V0520, a575°, andb5180°2a.

FIG. 9. Rotational-state distributions of suddenly desorbing
molecule for various field strength parameters. In the calculation,
we set B/kBT51 and the molecule was assumed vertically ad-
sorbed with hindrance parametersV0520 anda530°.
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process. Furthermore, the bond length and dipole moment of
adsorbed molecule can be assumed not to be affected.

Figure 10 shows that the rotational-state distributions are
significantly influenced by the external electric field. One can
note that, for thev,0 case, when the field strength is in-
creased, the distribution shifts towards the high-J region.
However, for thev.0 case, the distribution shifts towards
the low-J region as the field strength is increased. The shift
of rotational-state distribution with electric field can be real-
ized by the fact that, at low enough temperature, the final
free-state distribution is mainly due to the conversion of ini-
tial ground-hindered-rotational-state energy. For the case of
v,0, as we gradually increase the electric field strength, the
energy of ground-hindered-rotational state starts to increase
becausev is still much less thanV0 ~see Fig. 3!, and thus the
overlaps of ground-hindered-rotational state with high-J
free-rotational states become more prominent. This causes
the distribution to shift towards the high-J region. However,
for the v.0 case, as the field strength is increased, the en-
ergy of ground-hindered-rotational state starts to decrease
~see Fig. 2!, and the overlaps of ground-hindered-rotational
state with low-J free-rotational states become more promi-
nent. Therefore, the distribution shifts towards the low-J
region.

Finally, an additional remark on the finite-conical-well
model is made. Certainly, using a simplified analytical po-

tential is not state of the art. Molecule-surface interaction
potentials can nowadays be mapped out in great detail byab
initio electronic structure methods. However, as we have
seen in our previous8–10 and present works, the simplified
model shows interesting results. Furthermore, qualitative
concepts and mechanisms can also be derived from the in-
vestigations. For example, we can justify our model by the
performance of calculations on the rotational alignment of
the desorbing molecules.

When a molecule desorbs from a solid surface,11–14,16,18

the quadrupole momentA0
2(J) is a measure of the rotational

alignment and is defined asA0
2(J)5^Ju(3Jz

22J2)/J2uJ&.34 In
the classical limit, the value ofA0

2(J) represents the en-
semble average of (3 cos2x21) wherex is the angle between
the angular momentum vectorJ of the molecule and the
surface normal. The value ofA0

2(J) ranges from12 to
21, where positive values present helicopterlike motion (J
vector prefers to parallel to the surface normal!, negative
values correspond cartwheel-like motion (J vector prefers to
perpendicular to the surface normal!.

To compare with the possible observed data, we calculate
the quadrupole momentA0

2(J) by the results obtained in our
model of finite conical well. According to the sudden unhin-
drance approximation, the quadrupole moment of the
alignment distribution can be evaluated by the following
equation:

A0
2~J!5

(
m,L,m8

exp~2EL,m8 /kBT!^YJ,mu
3Jz

22J2

J2
uYJ,m&u^YJ,muCL,m8

hin &u2

(
m,L,m8

exp~2EL,m8 /kBT!u^YJ,muCL,m8
hin &u2

. ~20!

FIG. 10. Rotational-state distribution for CN* desorbing from
Cs surface for various field strength parameters. In the calculation,
the molecule was assumed vertically adsorbed with hindrance pa-
rametersV0510 030 anda511.36°.

FIG. 11. Quadrupole moments for the desorption of CO from
Cr2O3(0001) as a function of quantum numberJ. Filled circles:
experimental data points.
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Figure 11 shows our calculated results compared with the
experimental results of the rotational alignment in the pho-
todesorption of CO from Cr2O3(0001).16,18 The hindrance
parameters we used here areV052000 anda5120°.

It was observed experimentally the quadrupole moment of
desorbing CO changes its sign from positive to negative with
increasing rotational quantum numberJ. Theoretically we
could reproduce a positive quadrupole moment for small
quantum numberJ and thus corresponds to the helicopterlike
desorbing, while a negative quadrupole moment of desorbing
CO can be obtained and thus corresponds to the cartwheel-
like desorbing for larger quantum numberJ. This result
agrees qualitatively with the experimental observations as
can be noted from Fig. 11.

To see more profoundly that our calculated results can
yield positive values of quadrupole momentum for small an-
gular momentum and negative values for largeJ states, we
examine the expectation value^YJ,mu(3Jz

22J2)/J2uYJ,m& in
Eq. ~20!. For a specific quantum numberJ, this expectation
value is positive for highumu values and is negative for low
umu values. In the summation of Eq.~20!, only the low-lying
hindered-rotational statesCL,m8

hin dominate due to the thermal
factor. We calculated the overlapping factorsu^YJ,muCL,m8

hin &u2

between the free-rotational statesYJ,m and the low-lying
hindered-rotational statesCL,m8

hin . Our results showed that,
whenJ is small, the calculated value ofu^YJ,muCL,m8

hin &u2 for
a specificL is larger forCL,m8

hin states with largerumu, which
correspond to more horizontally distributed wave functions.
This makes the hindered molecule pernt to the helicopterlike
desorption and yield a positive quadrupole moment. On the
contrary, whenJ is larger, the low-lyingCL,m8

hin states corre-
spond smallerumu and then negative expectation values
^YJ,mu(3Jz

22J2)/J2uYJ,m&. Our results also showed that,
whenJ is larger, the calculated value ofu^YJ,muCL,m8

hin &u2 for
a specificL is larger forCL,m8

hin states with smallerumu, which
correspond to more vertically distributed wave functions.
This makes the hindered molecule tend to the cartwheel-like
desorption in largerJ states and yield a negative quadrupole
moment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the electric field effect of adsorbed
dipole molecules. The surface hindering potential to which
the adsorbed molecule is subjected was modeled as a finite
conical well and an dipole-field interaction was added to the
hindering potential. The molecular wave functions were ex-

pressed in terms of the eigenfunctions of adsorbed molecule
in the free field situation.

Our results show that for the vertically adsorbed dipole
molecules, if the external electric field orients the molecular
axis toward molecular preferred orientation, the ground-state
energy decreases as the electric field is increased, while the
excited-state energies increase to a maximum and then de-
crease as the field is increased. While, if the external electric
field orients the molecular axis against molecular preferred
orientation, there are avoided crossings of two energy levels
as the field is increased and finally all state energies decrease
rapidly as the field strength is strong enough. On the other
hand, for the horizontally adsorbed molecules, there are
smoother avoided crossings of two adjacent levels as the
field strength is increased and finally all state energies de-
crease rapidly for very strong field. The avoided crossing of
two adjacent energy levels is due to the redistribution of
wave function between different potential well regions.

By employing the sudden unhindrance approximation, the
rotational-sate distributions of molecules desorbing from a
solid surface in the presence of external electric field were
calculated. When the calculated distributions were plotted
semilogarithmically, the non-Boltzmann feature and oscilla-
tory structure with alternate drops and plateaus of distribu-
tions displayed. We applied our calculation to more realistic
Cs-CN adsorption system. Our results showed that the
rotational-state distributions are significantly influenced by
the external electric field. When the electric field is applied
to orient the molecular axis against the molecular preferred
orientation, the distribution shifts towards the high-J region,
since the electric field increases the ground-state energy of
adsorbed molecule. However, when the electric field is ap-
plied to orient the molecular axis towards the molecular pre-
ferred orientation, the distribution shifts towards the low-J
region, since the electric field decreases the ground-state en-
ergy of adsorbed molecule.

We have calculated the rotational alignment in the photo-
desorption of CO from Cr2O3(0001) by the solutions to the
finite conical well. Our calculated results showed that at low-
J values the CO molecules desorb like a helicopter, while
at high J values a cartwheel-like motion is preferred. This
result is in qualitative agreement with the experimental
observation.
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The intrinsic spin Hall effect on spin accumulation and electric conductance in a diffusive regime of a
2D electron gas has been studied for a 2D strip of a finite width. It is shown that the spin polarization near
the flanks of the strip, as well as the electric current in the longitudinal direction, exhibit damped
oscillations as a function of the width and strength of the Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction. Cubic terms
of this interaction are crucial for spin accumulation near the edges. As expected, no effect on the spin
accumulation and electric conductance have been found in case of Rashba spin-orbit interaction.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.146601 PACS numbers: 72.25.Dc, 71.70.Ej, 73.40.Lq

Spintronics is a fast developing area to use electron spin
degrees of freedom in electronic devices [1]. One of its
most challenging goals is to find a method for manipulating
electron spins by electric fields. The spin-orbit interaction
(SOI), which couples the electron momentum and spin, can
be a mediator between the charge and spin degrees of
freedom. Such a coupling gives rise to the so-called spin
Hall effect (SHE) which attracted much interest recently.
Because of SOI the spin flow can be induced perpendicular
to the dc electric field, as has been predicted for systems
containing spin-orbit impurity scatterers [2]. Later, similar
phenomenon was predicted for noncentrosymmetric semi-
conductors with spin split electron and hole energy bands
[3]. It was called the intrinsic spin Hall effect, in contrast to
the extrinsic impurity induced effect, because in the former
case it originates from the electronic band structure of a
semiconductor sample. Since the spin current carries the
spin polarization, one would expect a buildup of the spin
density near the sample boundaries. In fact, this accumu-
lated polarization is a first signature of SHE which has
been detected experimentally, confirming thus the extrinsic
SHE [4] in semiconductor films and intrinsic SHE in a 2D
hole gas [5]. On the other hand, there was still no experi-
mental evidence of intrinsic SHE in 2D electron gases. The
possibility of such an effect in macroscopic samples with a
finite elastic mean free path of electrons caused recently
much debates. It has been shown analytically [6–11] and
numerically [12] that in such systems SHE vanishes at
arbitrary weak disorder in dc limit for isotropic as well
as anisotropic [10] impurity scattering when SOI is repre-
sented by the so-called Rashba interaction [13]. As one can
expect in this case, there is no spin accumulation at the
sample boundaries, except for the pockets near the electric
contacts [7]. At the same time, the Dresselhaus SOI [14],
which dominates in symmetric quantum wells, gives a
finite spin Hall conductivity [11]. The latter can be of the
order of its universal value e=8�@. The same has been
shown for the cubic Rashba interaction in hole systems
[12,15]. In this connection an important question is what

sort of the spin accumulation could Dresselhaus SOI in-
duce near sample boundaries. Another problem which, as
far as we know, was not discussed in literature, is how the
electric current along the applied electric field will change
under SHE. In the present work we will use the diffusion
approximation for the electron transport to derive the drift-
diffusion equations with corresponding boundary condi-
tions for the spin and charge densities coupled to each
other via SOI of general form. Then the spin density near
the flanks of an infinite 2D strip and the correction to its
longitudinal electric resistance will be calculated for
Dresselhaus and Rashba SOI.

Let us consider two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
confined in an infinite 2D strip. The boundaries of the strip
are at y � �d=2. The electric field E drives the dc current
in the x direction and induces the spin Hall current in the y
direction. This current leads to spin polarization buildup
near boundaries. Since d� k�1

F , where kF is the Fermi
wave vector, this problem can be treated within the semi-
classical approximation. Moreover, we will assume that d
is much larger than the electron elastic mean free path l, so
that the drift-diffusion equation can be applied for descrip-
tion of the spin and charge transport. Our goal is to derive
this equation for SOI of general form

Hso � hk � �; (1)

where � � ��x; �y; �z� is the Pauli matrix vector, and the
effective magnetic field hk � �h�k is a function of the
two-dimensional wave vector k.

We start from determining linear responses to the mag-
netic B�r; t� and electric V�r; t� potentials. The magnetic
potentials are introduced in order to derive the diffusion
equation and play an auxiliary role. The corresponding
one-particle interaction with the spin density is defined as
Hsp � B�r; t� � �. These potentials induce the spin and
charge densities, S�r; t� and n�r; t�, respectively. Because
of SOI the charge and spin degrees of freedom are coupled,
so that the electric potential can induce the spin density
[16] and vice versa. Therefore, it is convenient to introduce
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the four vector of densities Di�r; t�, such that D0�r� �
n�r; t� and Dx;y;z�r; t� � Sx;y;z�r; t�. The corresponding
four vector of potentials will be denoted as �i�r; t�.
Accordingly, the linear response equations can be written
in the form

Di�r; t� �
Z
d2r0dt0

X
j

�ij�r; r
0; t� t0��j�r

0; t0�

	D0
i �r; t�: (2)

The response functions �ij�r; r
0; t� t0� can be expressed

in a standard way [17] through the retarded and advanced
Green functions Gr�r; r0; t� and Ga�r; r0; t�. In the Fourier
representation we get

�ij�r; r
0; !� � i!

Z d!0

2�
@nF�!0�
@!0

hTr 
Ga�r0; r; !0�

��iG
r�r; r0; !0 	!��j�i; (3)

where �0 � 1, �i � �i at i � x; y; z, and nF�!� is the
Fermi distribution function. The time Fourier components
of densities D0

i �r; t� at ! EF are defined as

D0
i �r; !� � i

Z
d2r0

X
j

�j�r
0; !�

Z d!0

2�
nF�!

0�

� hTr 
Gr�r; r0; !0��iG
r�r0; r; !0��j

�Ga�r; r0; !0��iGa�r0; k; !0��j�i: (4)

The trace in Eqs. (3) and (4) runs through the spin varia-
bles, and the angular brackets denote the average over the
random distribution of impurities. Within the semiclassical
approximation the average of the product of Green func-
tions can be calculated perturbatively. Ignoring the weak
localization effects, the perturbation expansion consists of
the so-called ladder series [17,18]. At small ! and large
jr� r0j they describe the particle and spin diffusion pro-
cesses. The building blocks for the perturbation expansion
are the average Green functions Gr and Ga, together with
the pair correlator of the impurity scattering potential
Usc�r�. A simple model of the short-range isotropic poten-
tial gives hUsc�r�Usc�r

0�i � ���r� r0�=�N0, where N0 is
the electron density of states at the Fermi energy and � �
1=2�. Within the semiclassical approach the explicit be-
havior of the electron wave functions near the boundaries
of the strip is not important. Therefore, the bulk expres-
sions can be used for the average Green functions. Hence,
in the plane wave representation

G r�k; !� � 
Ga�k; !��y � �!� Ek � hk � � 	 i��
�1;

(5)

where Ek � k2=�2m�� � EF. Since the integral in (4) rap-
idly converges at jr� r0j & k�1

F , D0
i �r; !� are given by the

local values of potentials. From (4) and (5) one easily
obtains the local equilibrium densities

D0
i �r; !� � �2N0�i�r; !�: (6)

In their turn, the nonequlibrium spin and charge densities
are represented by the first term in Eq. (2). Within the
diffusion approximation this term is given by the gradient
expansion of (3) [18]. Such an expansion is valid as far as
spatial variations ofDi�r; !� are relatively small within the
length of the order of the mean free path l. The length scale
for spin density variations near the boundaries of the strip
is given by vF=hkF . Hence, the diffusion approximation
can be employed only in the dirty limit hkF  1=�. The
diffusion equation is obtained after the ladder summation
in the first term of Eq. (3) and multiplying this equation by
the operator inverse to �ij�r; r

0; !�, as it has been previ-
ously done in [19,20]. After some algebraic manipulations
one gets X

j

Dij�Dj �D
0
j � � �i!Di; (7)

where the diffusion operator Dij can be written as

D ij � �ijDr2 � �ij 	 Rijmrm 	Mij: (8)

The first term represents the usual diffusion of the spin and
charge densities, while the second one describes the
D’akonov-Perel’ [21] spin relaxation

�ij � 4�h2
k
�

ij � nikn
j
k�; (9)

where i; j � 0, the overline denotes the average over the
Fermi surface, and nk � hk=hk. The third term gives rise
to precession of the inhomogeneous spin polarization in
the effective field of SOI [19]

Rijm � 4�
X
l

"ijlhlkv
m
F : (10)

The nondiagonal elements of the form Di0 appear due to
spin-orbit mixing of spin and charge degrees of freedom.
They are collected in Mij. For Rashba SOI Mi0 have been
calculated in [7,8]. In general case

Mi0 �
h3
k

�2

@nik
@k
� r: (11)

When a time independent homogeneous electric field is
applied to the system one has �0 � eEx and D0

0 �
�2N0eEx. At the same time, �i � 0 and, hence, D0

i � 0
at i � x; y; z. Because of charge neutrality the induced
charge density eD0 � 0. It should be noted that in the
system under consideration the charge neutrality cannot
be fulfilled precisely. The spin polarization accumulated at
the strip boundaries gives rise to charge accumulation via
the M0i terms in (7) and (8). The screening effect will,
however, strongly reduce this additional charge, because
the screening length of 2DEG is much less than the typical
length scale of spin density variations. We will ignore such
a small correction and set D0 � 0 in (7). In this way one
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arrives to the closed diffusion equation for three compo-
nents of the spin density. This equation coincides with the
usual equation describing diffusive propagation of the spin
density [19], for exception of the additional term
�Mi0D0

0 � 2N0eEh
3
kr

x
kn

i
k=�2 due to the external electric

field. Its origin becomes more clear in an infinite system
where the spin density is constant in space and only �ij and
Mij are retained in (7) and (8). Hence, the corresponding
solution of (8) at ! � 0 is Si � Sb

i , with

Sb
i � D0

i =2 �
N0eE

�2

X
j

���1�ijh3
k

@njk
@kx

; (12)

where ���1�ij is the matrix inverse to (9). Such a phenome-
non of spin orientation by the electric field was predicted in
Ref. [16] and recently observed in [22]. In the special case
of Rashba SOI hk � ��k��k� z� it is easily to get from
(12) the result of Ref. [16] Sb

y � �N0eE��.
In addition to the diffusion equation one needs the

boundary conditions. These conditions are that the three
components of the spin flux Iyx; I

y
y; I

y
z flowing in the y

direction turn to 0 at y � �d=2. The linear response
theory, similar to (2), gives

Ili�r; t� �
Z
d2r0dt0

X
j

�l
ij�r; r

0; t� t0��j�r
0; t0�; (13)

where the response function � is given by

�l
ij�r; r

0; !� � i!
Z d!0

2�
@nF�!

0�

@!0
hTr 
Ga�r0; r; !0�

� JliG
r�r; r0; !0 	!��j�i; (14)

with the one-particle spin-current operator defined by Jli �
��ivl 	 vl�

i�=4 and the particle velocity

v l �
kl
m�
	

@
@kl
�hk � ��: (15)

Taking into account (7) and (6), we obtain from (13) and
(14)

Iyi �r� � �D
@Si
@y
�

1

2
Rijy�Sj � Sb

j � 	 �izIsH: (16)

The first two terms represent the diffusion spin current and
the current associated with the spin precession. The third
term is the uniform spin Hall current polarized along the z
axis. It is given by

IsH � �
1

2
RzjySb

j 	 eE
N0

�2 v
y
F

�
@hk
@kx
� hk

�
z
: (17)

From (10) and (12) it is easy to see that for Rashba SOI
both terms in (17) cancel each other making IsH � 0, in
accordance with [6–12]. Therefore, in case of the strip the
solution of the diffusion equation satisfying the boundary
condition is Sj � �jyS

b
y. Hence, the spin density is uniform

and does not accumulate near boundaries. It should be

noted that such accumulation can, however, take place in
the ballistic regime of electron scattering [23]. At the same
time, as shown in Ref. [11], even in the diffusive regime
IsH � 0 for the Dresselhaus SOI. This inevitably leads to
the spin accumulation. Taking Dresselhaus SOI in the form

hxk � �kx�k2
y � �2�; hyk � ��ky�k

2
x � �2�; (18)

one can see that the bulk spin polarization (12) has a
nonzero Sb

x component, Rzxy � 0, while Rzyy � 0. Hence,
the solution of the diffusion Eq. (7) with the boundary
condition Iyx��d=2� � Iyz ��d=2� � 0 is Sx, Sz � 0 Sy �
0. Let us define �Si�y� � Si�y� � Sb

i . The dependence of
�Si��d=2� from the strip width, as well as an example of
�Sz coordinate dependence, are shown in Fig. 1. The
damped oscillation in the d-dependence of the spin accu-
mulation on the flanks of the strip can be seen for the Sz
polarization. Similar oscillations take place also in the
coordinate dependence. The length scale of these oscilla-
tions is determined by the spin precession in the effective
spin-orbit field.

The arbitrary units have been used in Fig. 1. For a
numerical evaluation let us take E � 104 V=m,�������
h2
kF

q
�=@ � 0:1, and �=kF � 0:8 for a GaAs quantum

∆

κ
κ
κ

∆

∆

FIG. 1 (color online). Spin densities �Si��d=2� � �Si� for
i � x; z on the boundaries of the strip, as functions of its width d,
for �=k � 0:9, 1.0, and 1.3, respectively. The inset shows the
dependence of �Sz�y� on the transverse coordinate y. Lengths
are measured in units of lso � v2

F@=2�vFyhky�.
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well of the width w � 100 �A doped with 1:5� 1015 m�2

electrons. We thus obtain j�Sz��d=2�j ’ 5� 1011 m�2.
The corresponding volume density �Sz=w ’ 5�
1019 m�3, which is within the sensitivity range of the
Faraday rotation method [4].

It should be noted that in the considered here ‘‘dirty’’

limit
�������
h2
kF

q
�=@ 1 the spin Hall current is suppressed by

the impurity scattering. As shown in [11,12] for
Dresselhaus and cubic Rashba SOI, this current decreases
as h2

kF
�2=@2 down from its highest universal value. At the

same time, an analysis of the diffusion equation shows that
the accumulated at the flanks of the strip spin density

decreases slower, as
�������
h2
kF

q
�=@. This explains why for the

considered above realistic numerical parameters, even in
the dirty case, the noticeable spin polarization can be
accumulated near the boundary.

Usually, the spin Hall effect is associated with the spin
polarization flow, or the spin density accumulation on the
sample edges, in response to the electric field. On the other
hand, this effect can show up in the electric conductance as
well. To see such an effect we take 0-projection of (13),
which by definition is the electric current. The current
flows along the x axis. The corresponding response func-
tion �x

0j is given by (14) with Jx0 � vx. Using Eqs. (14),
(15), and (7), and expressing �i from (6) one gets the
electric current density

Ix � �E	 A
@Sz
@y

; (19)

where � is the Drude conductivity and

A � e
1

2�2

�
2vyF

�
@hk
@kx
� hk

�
z
	 vxF

�
@hk
@ky
� hk

�
z

�
: (20)

The total current is obtained by integrating (19) over y.
Therefore, the spin Hall correction to the strip conductance

�G �
A
E

Sz�d=2� � Sz��d=2�� �

2A
E
Sz�d=2�: (21)

Hence, the dependence of �G on the strip width coincides
with that of the spin density shown in Fig. 1(a).

In conclusion, we employed the diffusion approximation
to study the spin Hall effect in an infinite 2D strip. In case
of the Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction this effect leads to
spin accumulation near the flanks of the strip, as well as to
a correction to the longitudinal electric conductance. Both
the spin accumulation and the conductance exhibit damped
oscillations as a function of the strip width.
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We study the pumping effects, in both the adiabatic and nonadiabatic regimes, of a pair offinite finger-gate
array(FGA) on a narrow channel. Connection between the pumping characteristics and associated mechanisms
is established. The pumping potential is generated by ac biasing the FGA pair. For a single pair(N=1) of finger
gates(FG’s), the pumping mechanism is due to the coherent inelastic scattering of the traversing electron to its
subband threshold. For a pair of FGA with pair numberN.2, the dominant pumping mechanism becomes that
of the time-dependent Bragg reflection. The contribution of the time-dependent Bragg reflection to the pump-
ing is enabled by breaking the symmetry in the electron transmission when the pumping potential is of a
predominant propagating type. This propagating wave condition can be achieved both by an appropriate choice
of the FGA pair configuration and by the monitoring of a phase differencef between the ac biases in the FGA
pair. The robustness of such a pumping mechanism is demonstrated by considering a FGA pair with only pair
numberN=4.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.70.085315 PACS number(s): 72.10.2d, 72.30.1q, 72.90.1y

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum charge pumping(QCP) has become an active
field in recent years.1–21 This is concerned with the genera-
tion of net transport of charges across an unbiased mesos-
copic structure by cyclic deformation of two structure param-
eters. Original proposal of QCP, in the adiabatic regime, was
due to Thouless1,2 and Niu.2 They considered the current
generated by a slowly varying traveling wave in an isolated
one-dimensional system. The number of electrons trans-
ported per period was found to be quantized if the Fermi
energy lies in a gap of the spectrum of the instantaneous
Hamiltonian. Aiming at this quantized pumped charge nature
of the adiabatic pumping, Niu proposed various one-
dimensional periodic potentials for the adiabatic quantum
pumping (AQP),2 and pointed out the importance of the
quantized charge pumping in utilizing it for a direct-current
standard.2

Another way to achieve the AQP was suggested by Hek-
king and Nazarov,3 who studied the role of inelastic scatter-
ing in the quantum pumping of a double-oscillating barrier in
a one-dimensional system. Intended to stay in the adiabatic
regime, they invoked a semiclassical approximation and had
assumed that the Fermi energy«F@"V, where V is the
pumping frequency. This semiclassical treatment of the in-
elastic scattering is known to be inappropriate for the regime
when either the initial or the final states are in the vicinity of
the energy band edge. Such a regime, however, is our major
focus in this work. It is because the coherent inelastic scat-
tering becomes resonant when the traversing electron can
make transitions to its subband threshold by emitting
m"V.22,23 Depending on the system configuration, this and
another resonant inelastic scatterings will be shown to domi-
nate the pumping characteristics.10

A recent experimental confirmation of AQP has been re-
ported by Switkeset al.4 Two metal gates that defined the
shape of an open quantum dot were ac biased24 with voltages

of the same frequency but differed by a tunable phase
difference.5 DC response across the source and drain elec-
trodes is the signature of the AQP. This has prompted further
intensive studies on AQP in quantum dots,6–8 double-barrier
quantum wells,9 pumped voltage,12 noiseless AQP,13 heat
current,14 incoherent processes,15,16 quantum rings,19,20 and
interacting wires.21

An alternate experimental effort in generating AQP in-
volves surface acoustic wave(SAW).25–29 Generated by an
interdigitated SAW transducer located deep on an end-region
of a narrow channel, the SAW propagates to the other end-
region of the narrow channel while inducing a wave of elec-
trostatic potential inside the channel. Electrons trapped in the
potential minima are thus transported along the narrow chan-
nel. Both Mott-Hubbard electron-electron repulsion in each
such trap and the adiabaticity in the transport are needed to
give rise to quantization in the pumped current.26 As such,
the channel has to be operated in the pinch-off regime.27

In this work, we propose to study yet another experimen-
tal configuration for QCP in a narrow channel. The proposed
configuration consists of a pair offinite finger-gate array
(FGA), with the numberN of FG’s in each FGA being kept
to a small number. In contrast to the SAW configuration, the
FGA pair sits on top of the narrow channel, rather than lo-
cating at a distance far away from it and the most significant
QCP occurs in regimes other than the pinch-off regime. The
FG’s orient transversely and line up longitudinally with re-
spect to the narrow constriction. As is shown in Fig. 1,
pumping potential can be generated by ac biasing the FGA
pairs with the same frequency but maintaining a phase dif-
ferencef between them. Since the wave of electrostatic po-
tential induced in the narrow channel is directly from the
FG’s, rather than via the SAW, our proposed structure has the
obvious advantage that the working frequency is not re-
stricted to the frequency of the SAW,vS=2pvS/d. HerevS is
the phase velocity of the SAW, andd is the pitch in the FGA.
Furthermore, when the working frequency is different from
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vS, the contribution from SAW to the pumped current will be
negligible.

Below we shall show how the ac biased FGA pair plays a
subtle role in the generation of QCP. In Sec. II, we present
our theoretical model for the FGA pair calculation of the
pumped current generated by the FGA pair configuration. In
Sec. III, we present the pumping characteristics and demon-
strate that resonant coherent inelastic scatterings are the un-
derlying pumping mechanisms. Finally, in Sec. IV, we
present our discussion and summary.

II. FGA PAIR MODEL

The potentialVsx,td in a narrow constriction induced by a
FGA pair is represented by

Vsx,td = o
i=1

N

V1isxdcossVtd + V2isxdcossVt + fd, s1d

whereN is the number of FG’s per FGA. We assume that the
ac biased FGA pair are localized, respectively, at positionsxi
and xi +dxi, namely, that V1isxd=V1dsx−xid and V2isxd
=V2dsx−xi −dxd with a relative phase differencef. These
FG’s are evenly spaced, with a pitchd, and are located at
xi =si −1dd for one FGA andxi +dx for the other. The relative
shift between the FGA pair isdx=a d, where the fractional
shift 0,a,1. In the following, we consider the case of the
same modulation amplitudeV1=V2=V0. Depending on the
choice of the values forf anda, Vsx,td will either be pre-
dominantly of a propagating or a standing wave type. A sen-
sible choice can be made from considering the lowest order
Fourier component ofVsx,td, given by

V1 =
2V0

d
hcosKx cosVt + cosfKsx − dxdgcossVt + fdj,

s2d

whereK=2p /d. For our purposes in this work, an optimal
choice isf=p /2 anda=1/4, in which Vsx,td is a predomi-
nant left-going wave.

The Hamiltonian of the system isH=Hy+Hxstd, in which
Hy=−]2/]y2+vy

2y2 contains a transverse confinement, lead-

ing to subband energies«n=s2n+1dvy. The time-dependent
part of the HamiltonianHxstd is of the dimensionless form
Hxstd=−]2/]x2+Vsx,td. Here appropriate units have been
used such that all physical quantities presented are in dimen-
sionless form.24

In the QCP regime, the chemical potentialm is the same
in all reservoirs. Thus the pumped current, at zero tempera-
ture, can be expressed as10

I = −
2e

h
E

0

m

dE fT→sEd − T←sEdg. s3d

Here the total current transmission coefficients include the
contributions by electrons with incident energyE in incident
subbandn, which may absorb or emitmV to energyEm=E
+mV by the FG pumping potentials, given by

T→s←dsEd = o
n=0

NS−1

o
m=−`

`

Tn→s←dsEm,Ed, s4d

whereNS stands for the number of occupied subbands. The
summations are over all the propagating components of the
transmitted electrons, and includes both the subband indexn
and the sideband indexm. The subscripted arrow in the total
current transmission coefficient indicates the incident direc-
tion. These coefficients are calculated numerically by a time-
dependent scattering-matrix method.10,30,31

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present the numerical results for the
pumping characteristics of either a single FG pairsN=1d or a
finite FGA pairsN.2d. In these two cases the pumping char-
acteristics are due to different resonant inelastic scattering
processes. For definiteness, the parameter values in our nu-
merical results are taken from the FaAs-AlxGa1−xAs based
heterostructure. The values that we choose for our configu-
ration parameters arevy=0.007, subband level spacingD«
=2vys.0.13 meVd, d=40 s.0.32mmd, and V0=0.04
s.28.7 meV Åd. From the value ofV0, and the assumed
FG width ,0.05mm, the amplitude of the potential in-
duced by a FG is,0.057 mV.

A. Single FG pair case

In this subsection we investigate the pumping character-
istics for the case of a single FG pair. Figure 2 presents the
dependence of the total current transmission coefficients on
the incident electron energym. We replace the chemical po-
tential m by

Xm =
m

D«
+

1

2
, s5d

which integral value corresponds to the number of propagat-
ing subbandsNS in the narrow channel. The pumping fre-
quency is higher in Fig. 2(a), with V=0.6D«sV /2p
.18 GHzd, than that in Fig. 2(b), whereV=0.1D«sV /2p
.3 GHzd. We select the phase shiftf=p /2 anda=1/4.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Top view of the proposed system struc-
ture for the case of pair numberN=4. A FGA pair is located on top

of a narrow channel.Ṽi denotes the amplitude of the potential en-
ergy, andf is the phase difference.
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At integral values ofXm, the total current transmission
coefficientsT→ s←dsXmd exhibit abrupt changes. This is due
to the changes in the number of propagating subbands in the
narrow channel. Between integralXm values,T→ s←d both
show dip structures. The dip structures are located atXdip

=NS+0.6 in Fig. 2(a), and atXdip=NS+0.1 in Fig. 2(b).
These dip structure locations are the same for bothT→ and
T←, and are resonant structures associated with inelastic scat-
tering that causes an electron to jump into a quasibound state
(QBS) just beneath a subband bottom.22 The peak structures
in T← of Fig. 2(b), and atXm=NS+0.2, are 2V resonant
structures.

In Fig. 2, we can see thatT←sXmd does not equal to
T→sXmd, this allows the occurrence of the pumped current.
Moreover, between integralXm values,T←.T→ on the left
region of a dip structure, whileT←,T→ on the right region
of the dip structure. This has an important bearing on the
dependence of the pumped current onm, as is shown in Fig.
3. The pumped current rises, and drops, on the left, and right,
region of aXdip, respectively, in accordance with the relative
changes inT→ andT← about the sameXdip. Hence the peaks
of the pumped current depend on the pumping frequency, at

Xm
speakd = NS +

V

D«
, s6d

reassuring us that the pumping is dominated by the afore-
mentioned resonant inelastic process.

Besides the trend that the pumped current in Fig. 3 drops
with the pumping frequency, we would like to remark on a
more interesting result: that both the adiabatic and nonadia-
batic behaviors can be found in the same curve. Since the
adiabatic condition is given bym@V, the curve for V
=0.1D« in the regionsNs+V /D«,XmøNs+1 corresponds
to the adiabatic regimes, while the otherXm regions are nona-
diabatic regimes. This is checked also with our other calcu-
lation, which is not shown here, using the Brouwer
expression.5 For the higher pumping frequency,V=0.6D«,
the adiabatic condition is not satisfied in the entireXm region,
even though the pumping characteristics resemble that of the
adiabatic one in the regionsNs+V /D«,XmøNs+1.

B. Finite FGA case

In this subsection we present the numerical results for the
pumping characteristics of afinite FGA pair. QCP for two
prominent modes of tuning the system are considered. These
are (i) tuning of the electron density by theback-gatetech-
nique, and(ii ) tuning of the channel width bysplit-gatetech-
nique.

1. Tuning back-gate

We present the numerical results for the pumping charac-
teristics of a FGA pair withN=4 that is realized by the
back-gate technique. The dependence of the total current
transmission coefficients onXm is shown in Fig. 4, in which
the pumping frequencies are(a) V=0.6D« and (b) V
=0.1D«. The choice of the parametersd, f, and a is the
same as in the previous subsection, but the latter two param-
eters give rise here to an equivalent left-going wave in the
pumping potentialVsx,td.

The curves in Fig. 4 show additional structures, other than
the dip structures that has been discussed in the last subsec-
tion. These additional structures are valley structures that
occur at differentXm values forT→sXmd andT←. In a region

FIG. 2. Total current transmission coefficient versusXm for a
pair of FG; (a) V=0.6D« and (b) V=0.1D«. The transmission of
the right-going(left-going) electrons are represented by the solid
(dotted) curve. The subband level spacing isD«. Parametersa
=1/4 andf=p /2 are chosen to meet the optimal condition.

FIG. 3. The pumped currents versusXm with the same param-
eters used in Fig. 2. The solid and dashed curves correspond, re-
spectively, toV=0.6D« andV=0.1D«.
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between two integral values ofXm, the valley structure of
T→sXmd occurs at a lowerXm. This shows clearly the break-
ing of the transmission symmetry by the pumping potential.
Furthermore, the valleys are separated byDXm=V /D«. This
can be understood from resonant coupling conditions«k
=«k−K−V and «k+K=«k−V for, respectively, the right-going
and the left-goingk. From these conditions, the valley loca-
tions are at

k±
2 = FK

2
S1 7

V

K2DG2

, s7d

where the upper sign is for positive, or right-going,k. These
locations, expressed in terms ofXm, are given by

Xm = NS +
k±

2

D«
, s8d

and are atXm51.19, 1.79, 2.19, 2.79, 3.19, and 3.79 for the
case of Fig. 4(a), andXm51.39, 1.49, 2.39, 2.49, 3.39, and
3.49 for the case of Fig. 4(b). The matching between these
numbers and our numerical results in Fig. 4 is remarkable. In
addition, energy gaps open up at thesek±

2 locations, causing
the drop in the transmission and the formation of the valley
structures.10 All these results reassure us that the time-

dependent Bragg’s reflection is the dominant resonant inelas-
tic scattering in our FGA pair structure.

On the other hand, the adiabatic condition is here given
by «gap@V, where «gap is the effectiveenergy gap of the
instantaneousHamiltonian.2 Since «gap is given by the
widths of the valley structures, therefore contributions of the
valleys to the pumped current is nonadiabatic in Fig. 4(a),
because the valleys are well separated, and adiabatic in Fig.
4(b), because the valleys overlap.

In Fig. 5, we present theXm dependence of the pumped
current for the cases in Fig. 4. The pumped current peaks at
Xm that lies in the middle between a valley inT→sXmd and the
corresponding valley inT←sXmd. The locations are around

Xm = NS +
K2

4D«
S1 +

V2

K4D , s9d

which depend on both the pitchd and the pumping frequency
V. The peaks have flat tops for the solid curve, whenV
=0.6D«. Comparing with the total current transmission
curves in Fig. 4(a), we see that the flat-topped peak profile is
associated with the complete separation between the valleys
in T→ and T←. This is in the nonadiabatic regime. In con-
trast, for the case when the valleys overlap, such as in Fig.
4(b), the pumped current peaks no longer carry a flat-top
profile, as is shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 5. This is in
the adiabatic regime. Meanwhile, their peak values are low-
ered. It is because cancellation sets in when the valleys over-
lap. We note that the pumped currents are of order nA.

The robustness of the time-dependent Bragg reflection, on
the other hand, is demonstrated most convincingly by the
number of charge pumped per cycle at the maximumIMax of
the pumped current. In the dashed curve of Fig. 5, the
pumped charge per cycle per spin stateQP
=s2p /VdIMax/2e=0.495, where IMax=0.48 nA and V
=0.1D«=3.03 GHz. To get a unity, or quantized, charge
pumped per cycle per spin state, one can fix the pumping
frequencyV=0.1D«, N=4, f=p /2, andd=40, then tune the

FIG. 4. Total current transmission coefficient versusXm for N
=4; (a) V=0.6D« and(b) V=0.1D«. The transmission of the right-
going (left-going) electrons are represented by the solid(dotted)
curve. The parametersa=1/4 andf=p /2.

FIG. 5. Pumped current versusXm. The choices of parameters
are the same as in Fig. 4. The solid and dashed curves correspond,
respectively, toV=0.6D« andV=0.1D«.
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other pumping parametersV0=0.09 anda=0.15 to obtain
QP=0.992 atXm=3.465(not shown here). In this frequency
regime, the pumping would be expected to be adiabatic, ac-
cording to Thouless1 and Niu2 when «gap@V. However, in
our case here, the energy gap is at best only partially opened,
as we can see from the nonzero transmission in Fig. 4(b),
because we have onlyN=4 FG pairs. Thus our result shows
that the condition of occurrence of the AQP is less stringent
than we would have expected originally.2 In other words, the
pumping effect of our FGA configuration is robust.

It is also worth pointing out that the pumped currents are
positive in Fig. 5, showing that the net number flux of the
pumped electrons is from right to left. This is consistent with
the propagation direction of the electrostatic wave in
Vsx,td.10

2. Tuning split-gate

Thus far, we have explored the dependence of the FGA
pair’s QCP characteristics onXm by the use of theback-gate
technique. Another way of tuning the QCP characteristics is
via the modulation of the channel width(or subband level
spacingD«). This can be realized experimentally by the use
of the so-calledsplit-gate technique. Hence we present, in
Fig. 6, the transverse confinement dependence of both the
total current transmission coefficients and the pumped cur-

rent. The transverse confinement is depicted by

Xg =
m

D«
+

1

2
, s10d

which is linearly related to the effective channel width, and
that its integral value corresponds to the number of propa-
gating subbands in the channel. In this mode of tuning the
QCP characteristics,m is kept fixed.

In Fig. 6(a), except form, which is fixed at 0.049, andvy,
which varies withXg, other parameters such asV=0.0084,
f=p /2, anda=1/4 are thesame as in Fig. 4(a). The solid
(dashed) curve is forT→ (T←). Both the QBS and the time-
dependent Bragg reflection features are found. The expected
locations of the QBS, given by the expression

Xg =
1

2
+ Sn +

1

2
D m

m − V
, s11d

are at 1.1, 2.3, and 3.5, and they match the QBS locations in
Fig. 6(a) perfectly. Heren is the subband index. The ex-
pected locations of the valleys, associated with the time-
dependent Bragg reflection, are given by the expression

Xg =
1

2
+ Sn +

1

2
D m

m − k±
2 , s12d

thus they should be atXg51.03,2.1,3.14 forT→sXgd, and at
Xg51.15,2.4,3.73 forT←sXgd. Again, they match the valley
locations in Fig. 6(a) remarkably.

Besides, there are in Fig. 6(a) two additional valley struc-
tures, indicated by arrows, at whichT→sXgd andT←sXgd fall
one on top of the other. These structures do not contribute to
the pumped current, and they are due to the time-dependent
Bragg reflection from the second order Fourier component of
Vsx,td. The second Fourier component ofVsx,td is in the
form of a standing wave, given by coss2KxdfcosVt
+sin Vtg. That both of the additional valleys all appear in
T→sXgd and T←sXgd can be understood from the fact that
more resonant coupling conditions come into play for the
case of standing wave. The resonant coupling conditions are
«k=«k±2K±V, and «k=«k±2K7V. As such, the valley loca-
tions are given by the expression

Xg =
1

2
F1 +

m

m − e±
G s13d

for n=0, and fore±=fKs17V / s2Kd2dg2. Accordingly, these
2K time-dependent Bragg reflection valley locations are ex-
pected to be at 1.36 and 1.73, which coincide with the two
additional valleys in Fig. 6(a), and are indicated by arrows.
We note, in passing, that contributions from higher Fourier
components diminish, as is seen by comparing the valleys
from the first and the second Fourier components ofVsx,td.

The Xg dependence of the pumped current for the case in
Fig. 6(a) is represented by the solid curve in Fig. 6(b). The
peaks have flat tops because the valleys in the corresponding
T→sXgd, T←sXgd are well separated. The pumped current for
V=0.0014, the same frequency as in the case of Fig. 4(b), is
depicted by the dotted curve in Fig. 6(b). The peaks are not
flat-topped and the magnitudes are much smaller because the

FIG. 6. The dependence on subband level spacingD« of (a) the
total current transmission coefficient, and(b) the pumped current.
The abscissa is depicted by Eq.(10) where m=0.049 andN=4.
Pumping frequencyV=0.0084 in all curves except for the dotted
curve in(b), whereV=0.0014. Parametersf=p /2 anda=1/4 for
all curves except for the dashed curve in(b), wherea=1/5. In (a),
the solid(dashed) curve is forT→sXgdfT←sXgdg, and contributions
from the second Fourier component ofVsx,td are indicated by
arrows.
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transmission valleys overlap. For comparison, we also
present the case when parameter values differ slightly from
that of the optimal choice. As is shown by the dashed curve
in Fig. 6(b), where all parameters are the same as for the
solid curve except thata is changed from 1/4 to 1/5, the
basic pumped current peaks in the solid curve remain intact.
This demonstrates the robustness of the QCP against the de-
viation in values of the configuration parameters from the
optimal choice.

Interestingly, there are two additional features in the
dashed curve of Fig. 6(b): namely, an additional pumped
current peak atXg=1.5, and an increase in the peak value for
the pumped current nearXg=3.5. That both of these features
are found to arise from the second Fourier component of
Vsx,td is supported by the outcome of our analysis per-
formed upon the Fourier component ofVsx,td. This method
of analysis has thus far been successful in providing us in-
sights on the pumping characteristics presented in this work.
Them-th Fourier component ofVsx,td, apart from a constant
factor, is given by the form

Vm = hfcossmpad − sinsmpadgcosfmKx8 − Vt − p/4g

+ fcossmpad + sinsmpadgcosfmKx8 + Vt + p/4gj,

s14d

wherex8=x−dx/2. Vm consists, in general, of waves propa-
gating in both left and right directions. But whena=1/4, as
we have discussed before,V1 becomes a pure left-going
wave andV2 becomes a pure standing wave. The case ofa
=1/5, however, have bothV1 andV2 consisting of waves in
opposite propagation directions. Therefore, in contrast with
the a=1/4 result, additional contributions from the 2K
Bragg reflection are expected for the casea=1/5. This ad-
ditional contribution should peak at the mid-point between
two transmission valleys for the 2K Bragg reflections, and
the expression forXg is given by

Xg =
1

2
+ Sn +

1

2
D m

m − eM
, s15d

whereeM =K2+sV /2Kd2. For the case of the dashed curve in
Fig. 6(b), the values ofXg 5 1.54 and 3.6 are shown to
match the locations of the additional features nicely. Finally,
we can extract information of the sensitivity of the pumped
current characteristics toa by looking at the coefficients of
the left-going and right-going waves inVm. For a=1/5, the
coefficients ofV1 for, respectively, the right-going and the

left-going waves are 0.22 and 1.4. This shows thatV1 is still
dominated by the left-going wave and thus explains the tiny
modifications to the pumped current peaks atXg=1.1, and
2.3. But for V2, the coefficients for, respectively, the right-
going and the left-going waves are −0.95 and 1.57. This
shows thatV2 deviates quite significantly from that of a
standing wave, and so explains that the additional peaks
from the 2K Bragg reflections are quite large.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

It is interesting to note in passing that our proposal of the
FGA pair configuration is different, in three aspects, from the
voltage lead pattern proposed earlier by Niu.2 First of all, the
pumping mechanisms to which the configurations are cater-
ing to are different. It is the mechanism of translating the
Wannier functions in a given Bloch band in Ref. 2, while it is
the mechanism of the time-dependent Bragg reflection in this
work. The former mechanism is adiabatic by nature but the
latter mechanism is shown, in this work, to hold in both the
adiabatic and non-adiabatic regimes.

Second, the configurations are different in the number of
sets of voltage leads invoked. A third set of voltage leads was
instituted by Niu to fix the Fermi energy at the middle of the
instantaneous energy gapin order to maintain the adiabatic-
ity of the pumping. Since our interest here is on the general
pumping characteristics, including, in particular, their depen-
dence on the Fermi energy, it suffices us to consider a sim-
pler configuration—the FGA pair configuration. Third, the
number of voltage lead expected, and needed, in a voltage
lead set is different. Our results demonstrate the resonant
nature of the time-dependent Bragg reflection, and that the
pumping characteristic is robust—requiring only a FGA pair
with smallN. Hence the FGA pair configuration proposed in
this work should be more accessible experimentally.

In conclusion, we have proposed a finger-gate array pair
configuration for the generation of quantum charge pumping.
Detail pumping characteristics have been analyzed, the ro-
bustness of the time-dependent Bragg reflection in QCP has
been demonstrated, and the pumping mechanism is under-
stood.
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We predict that in a narrow gap III-V semiconductor quantum well or quantum wire, an observable electron
spin current can be generated with a time-dependent gate to modify the Rashba spin-orbit coupling constant.
Methods to rectify the so generated ac current are discussed. An all-electric method of spin-current detection is
suggested, which measures the voltage on the gate in the vicinity of a two-dimensional electron gas carrying a
time-dependent spin current. Both the generation and detection do not involve any optical or magnetic media-
tor.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.233307 PACS number~s!: 73.63.2b, 71.70.Ej, 72.25.Dc

One key issue in spintronics based on semiconductor is
the efficient control of the spin degrees of freedom. Datta
and Das1 suggested the use of gate voltage to control the
strength of Rashba spin-orbit interaction~SOI!2 which is
strong in narrow gap semiconductor heterostructures. In
InAs-based quantum wells a variation of 50% of the SOI
coupling constant was observed experimentally.3,4 Conse-
quently, much interest has been attracted to the realization of
spin-polarized transistors and other devices based on using
electric gate to control the spin-dependent transport.5

In addition to using a static gate to control the SOI
strength and so control the stationary spin transport, new
physical phenomena can be observed in time-dependent spin
transport under the influence of a fast varying gate voltage.
Along this line, in this article we will consider a mechanism
of ac spin current generation using time-dependent gate. This
mechanism employs a simple fact that the time variation of
Rashba SOI creates a force which acts on opposite spin elec-
trons in opposite directions. Inversely, when a gate is
coupled to a nearby electron gas, the spin current in this
electron gas also induces a variation of the gate voltage, and
hence affects the electric current in the gate circuit. We will
use a simple model to clarify the principle of such a new
detection mechanism without any optical or magnetic media-
tor. The systems to be studied will be 1D electron gas in a
semiconductor quantum wire~QWR! and 2D electron gas in
a semiconductor quantum well~QW!.

We consider a model in which the Rashba SOI is de-
scribed by the time-dependent HamiltonianHSO(t)5\a(t)
3(kW3 n̂)•sW, wherekW is the wave vector of an electron,\sW is
the spin operator, andn̂ is the unit vector. For a QWRn̂ is
perpendicular to the wire axis, and for a QW perpendicular
to the interfaces. The time dependence of the coupling pa-
rametera(t) is caused by a time-dependent gate.6 To explain
clearly the physical mechanisms leading to the spin-current
generation, we will first consider the 1D electron gas in a
QWR, and assumea(t) to be a constanta for t,0, and
a(t)50 for t.0. For the 1D system we choose thex direc-
tion as the QWR axis andy axis parallel ton̂, to write the
SOI coupling in the formHSO(t)5\a(t)kxsz . For t,0 the

spin degeneracy of conduction electrons is lifted by SOI,
producing a splittingD5\akx between sz51/2 and sz
521/2 bands, as shown in Fig. 1 by solid curves together
with the Fermi energyEF . The spin current in this state is
zero, as it should be under thermal equilibrium.

Indeed, the spin current is defined asI s(t)5I ↑(t)
2I ↓(t), whereI ↑(t) @or I ↓(t)] is the partial current associ-
ated with the spin projectionssz51/2 ~or sz521/2). Hence,

I s~ t !5
\

2L (
E(kx),EF

@v↑~kx!2v↓~kx!#, ~1!

whereL is the length of the QWR. Taking the momentum
derivative of the Hamiltonian, we obtain the velocity as

v↑,↓~kx!5\kx /m* 6a~ t !/2. ~2!

The spin current is then readily obtained as

I s~ t !5~\n/4m* !~\k↑2\k↓!1\a~ t !n/4, ~3!

where n is the 1D electron density, andk↑ ~or k↓) is the
average momentum in the↑-spin ~or ↓-spin! band.

For a parabolic band\k↑52m* a/2 and \k↓5m* a/2.
Although\k↑2\k↓ gives a finite contribution toI s(t) in Eq.
~3!, for t,0 wherea(t)5a, this contribution is compen-
sated by the contribution\an/4 due to the SOI. Hence, the
total spin currentI s(t)50 for t,0. However, when the SOI
is switched off att50, a(t)50 and so the spin current is
finite, because the average electron momenta retain the same
as they were att,0. As time goes on, the electron momenta
relax with a relaxation time t. Therefore, I s(t)
52(\an/4)exp(2t/t) for t.0.

It is instructive to make a Fourier transform ofI s(t) to
obtain a Drude-like expression

I s~V!5F t\n

2m* ~ iVt21!
G Fm*

2
iVa~V!G . ~4!

Since the units of our spin current is\/2, the above expres-
sion is a complete analogy to the electric conductivity. In-
stead of an electric driving forceeE, here we have an
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equivalent driving force (m* /2)@da(t)/dt#, the Fourier
component of which is (m* /2)iVa(V). Under this driving
force we have the classic equation of motion

m*
dv↑,↓

dt
56

m*

2

da~ t !

dt
. ~5!

This force acts in opposite directions on electrons with op-
posite spin projections. When such a force creates a spin
current, it does not induce an electric current.

The above conclusion of spin-current generation can be
demonstrated with a rigorous linear response analysis, which
will be performed on a 2D electron gas~2DEG!. The simple
Drude expression~4! will then appear as a general result. Let
the 2DEG be in thexy plane with the unit vectorn̂ along the
z axis, which is the spin-quantization axis. We will use the
equation of motion for the spin-density operator to general-
ize the 1D expressions~1!, ~2! for the spin current. For a
homogeneous system the spin-current density operators can
be expressed in terms of the electron creation operatorckW ,g

†

and destruction operatorckW ,g , whereg labels the spin pro-
jection onto thez axis. This current is then derived as

J j
i 5Jj

i 1Jj ,SOI

i , ~6!

where the superscripti 5x,y,z specifies the direction of spin
polarization, and the subscriptj 5x,y refers to the direction
of the spin-current flow. The partial current

Jj
i 5(

kW
(
gb

\2kj

m*
ckW ,g

†
sgb

i ckW ,b ~7!

is the ordinary kinematic term and

Jj ,SOI

i 5« i jz\an/4 ~8!

is the contribution of SOI.7 Here« i jz denotes the Levy-Civita
symbol. The SOI induced current resembles the diamagnetic
current of electrons under the action of an external electro-
magnetic vector potential.

We note that the SOI Hamiltonian can be conveniently
written in terms of the kinematic current as

HSO~ t !5@m* a~ t !/\#~Jy
x2Jx

y!. ~9!

When an ac bias with frequencyV is applied to the front or
the back gate of a 2DEG,3,4 the Rashba coupling constant
contains two termsa(t)5a01da(t), wherea0 is constant
in time andda(t)5daeiVt. We assume that the only effect
of the ac bias is to add a time-dependent component to the
SOI coupling constant, although in practice it is not simple to
avoid the bias effect on the electron density.4 The SOI
Hamiltonian is separated correspondingly into two parts
HSO(t)5HSO

0 1HSO8 (t). The time-independent partHSO
0 does

not produce a net spin current in the thermodynamically
equilibrium state. However, as pointed out in the above
analysis on the 1DEG system, the time-dependentHSO(t)
can give rise to a spin current.

We will incorporate HSO
0 into our unperturbed Hamil-

tonian and treatHSO8 (t) within the linear response regime.
The so-generated ac spin current^J j

i (t)& has the form

^J j
i ~ t !&5

i

\E2`

t

dt8^@HSO8 ~ t8!,Jj
i ~ t !#&1« i jz\da~ t !n/4.

~10!

In the above equation the first term can be written in the
form da(t)R j

i (V). For zero temperature and withV.0,
the response functionR j

i (V) can be represented as the Fou-
rier transform of the correlator

R j
i ~ t !52 i

\2

m*
(

kW8a8b8
kj8sa8b8

i

3(
kWab

hW kW•sWab^T$ckW8a8
†

~ t !ckWb%&^T$ckW8b8~ t !ckWa
†

%&,

~11!

where hW kW5kW3 n̂. In the above equation, the bar over the
product of two one-particle Green functions means an en-
semble average over impurity positions.

We will use the standard perturbation theory9 to calculate
this ensemble average, which is valid when the elastic scat-
tering timet due to impurities is sufficiently long such that
EFt@\. We will assume that the electron Fermi energyEF
is much larger than both\V and\a0hkW . To the first-order
approximation, we neglect the weak localization corrections
to the correlator~11!, since these corrections simply renor-
malize the spin-diffusion constant.8 Consequently, the con-
figuration average of the pair product of Green functions is
expressed in the so-called ladder series.9 We found that since
hW kW52hW 2kW many of such ladder diagrams vanish after angu-
lar integration in Eq.~11!, similar to suppression of ladders
in the electric current driven by the vector potential.9 At the
same time, some of nondiagonal on spin indice diagrams do
not turn to 0 after the angular integration. Employing the
analysis of similar diagrams done in it can be shown that
they cancel each other.8 Hence, the configuration average in
Eq. ~11! decouples into a product of average Green functions
and Eq.~11! becomes

FIG. 1. The dashed curve is the electron energy band without
SOI. The SOI splits the energy band into the↑-spin and the↓-spin
bands, as shown by the solid curves, with corresponding average
wave vectorsk↑ andk↓ .
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R j
i ~V!52 i

\2

m*
(
l ,n

« lnz(
kW

kjkn

3E dv

2p
Tr@slG~kW ,v!siG~kW ,v1V!#, ~12!

whereG(kW ,v) is the average Green’s function which con-
tains fully the effect ofHSO

0 . This function is represented by
the 232 matrix

G~kW ,v!5@v2EkW /\2a0hW kW•sW1 iG sgn~v!#21, ~13!

whereG51/2t, andEkW is defined with respect toEF . Sub-
stituting Eq.~13! into Eq. ~12!, and then into Eq.~10!, we
obtain the spin current

^J j
i ~V!&5« i jz

\

4
dan

V

V12iG
. ~14!

It is important to point out that the spin density under the
gate area is zero. This is the reason why even in a 2DEG the
D’yakonov-Perel spin relaxation10 does not appear in Eq.
~14! for the generated spin current, although this spin current
is determined by the response function~12! which involves
spin degrees of freedom. Hence, in the homogeneous system
with zero spin density, only electron momentum relaxation
occurs in the process of spin-current generation by a time-
dependent gate.

Unlike the spin current~4! in a 1D system, in a 2DEG the
current given by Eq.~14! has no specific direction. To clarify
the spatial distribution of the spin flux induced by an ac gate,
let us take the chiral componentJchir(t) of the spin current

Jchir~ t !5@^J y
x~ t !&2^J x

y~ t !&#/2. ~15!

It is easily seen that this chiral projection has the same form
as the expression~4! for a 1D system, ifn represents the
electron density of the 2DEG. In Fig. 2 we illustrate the
spin-current distribution for a circular gate which is marked
as the gray area. The spin polarization at any point under the
gate has two components parallel to the 2DEG. For any di-
rection specified by the unit vectorNW , the two spin-polarized
fluxes with polarization directions parallel and antiparallel to
NW will oscillate out of phase by the amount ofp along the
direction perpendicular toNW . Such out of phase oscillation is
schematically plotted in Fig. 2. The amplitude of the spin
density flow in each of the opposite directions, as marked by
the dashed-line arrows, is justJchir(t). In the 2DEG outside
the gate area, the spin current can be supported only by spin
diffusion. Therefore the chiral ac spin polarization is accu-
mulated in the vicinity of the circumference of the gate, and
from where diffuses away from the gate area. It can also
diffuse under the gate. For small gates such back diffusion
can diminish the efficiency of the spin generation. On the
other hand, for large gates with the size larger than the spin-
diffusion length the diffusion counterflow does not reduce
much the total spin current.

The so-generated current amplitude can be easily esti-
mated. With da533106 cm/s,4 for V52p3109 s21, n

51012 cm22, and t51 ps, from ~14! we derive (2e/\)
3^J j

i (V)&.1023 Amp/cm. This ac spin current can be de-
tected by various methods. For example, if holes can tunnel
into the neighborhood of the gate edge, their recombination
with spin-polarized electrons will produce the emission of
circular-polarized light.11

However, here we will discuss a method of direct electric
detection of the dc or the ac spin current. This method is
based on a simple fact that the Rashba SOI couples the spin
current to the gate voltage. We have shown in our above
analysis that due to this coupling, spin current can be in-
duced by a time-dependent gate voltage. In this case the
voltage variation plays the role of a source which drives
electrons out of thermodynamic equilibrium, and the spin
current is the linear response to this perturbation. The reverse
process is to create a spin current in a 2DEG by some source,
and so inducing a voltage shift in a nearby gate. This is also
possible to realize. We thus consider a model where the SOI
constanta(U) is a function of the gate voltageU(t)5U0
1V(t). U0 is the static equilibrium value in the absence of a
spin current, whileV(t) is a dynamic variable. The mean
value^V& of V(t) has to be calculated as a linear response to
the perturbation associated with the presence of the spin-
polarization flow. The explicit form of this perturbation can
be obtained by averaging the Hamiltonian of the system over
an electronic state with the given time-dependent spin cur-
rent.

Let ^•••&J be such type of average. To the lowest order
with respect to SOI, the coupling of the gate voltage to the
spin current is thus determined by the average of the Rashba
interaction in Eq.~9! with a5a(U). The coupling between
the gate voltageU(t) and the spin currentJ j

i is via the
kinetic currentJj

i . To derive the coupling HamiltonianH int ,
we use Eq.~6! to expressJj

i in terms of J j
i , and expand

FIG. 2. Distribution of spin currents induced by a time-
dependent circular gate which is marked as the gray region. Under
the gate, electrons with opposite spins~solid arrows! move in op-
posite directions indicated by the dashed-line arrows. Arrows out-
side the gate area show the accumulated spin polarization during a
half period of ac gate voltage oscillation.
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a(U)5a(U0)1a8V(t) for small V(t). The coupling
Hamiltonian is then derived from Eq.~9! as

H int5
m* a8

\
V@^J y

x&J2^J j
y&J#. ~16!

The charging of the gateQ5CV is related to the gate ca-
pacitance. Hence, Eq.~16! can be expressed in the conve-
nient formH int5QE, where

E5
m* a8

\C
@^J y

x&J2^J j
y&J# ~17!

is the effective electromotive force.
To illustrate our proposed method of direct electric detec-

tion, let us consider a circuit connected to the gate. The prin-
cipal scheme of the spin current detection is shown in Fig. 3.
In it, an additional back gate can be utilized to tune the
electron density~not shown!. The circuit is characterized by
a frequency-dependent impedanceZ(V). The voltage in-
duced on the gate by the electromotive force~17! is then
easily obtained as

^V&5E iVCZ~V!

11 iVCZ~V!
. ~18!

When the spin-current frequency is in resonance with the
circuit eigenmode, the gate voltage becomes very large. In
the limit of high impedance~open circuit!, ^V&5E. Using
the spin current (2e/\)^J j

i (V)&.1023 Amp/cm derived
above, and the fact that^J j

i &J5A^J j
i (V)&, whereA is the

area under the gate, let us estimate the electromotive force
induced in a probe gate by this spin current generated by a
nearby source gate. For the reasonable parameter valuesa8
533107 cm/Vs,4 m* 50.03me , and C5ke0A/ l with k
510 andl 51025 cm, from Eqs.~14! and ~18! we obtainE
.1025 V.

The generated ac spin current can be rectified with vari-
ous methods. For example, one can use a shutter gate which
is p/2 phase shifted with respect to the generation gate. The
shutter gate can be placed in the neighborhood of the gen-
eration gate or between two such gates. The evaluation of the
rectifying efficiency of such a setup requires a thorough
analysis of spin relaxation and diffusion processes caused by
the spin accumulation during the shutter cycle.

We would like to add one relevant piece of information
which we became aware of after we completed this paper.
The preprint of Governaleet al. on the quantum-spin pump-
ing in a 1D wire is also based on the idea of creating spin
current via a time-dependent gate.12 However, our results
involving dissipative transport in 2DEG and 1DEG cannot
be compared directly to those in Ref. 12.
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We have investigated the time-modulated coherent quantum transport phenomenon in a ballistic open quan-
tum dot. ConductanceG and the electron dwell time in the dots are calculated by a time-dependent mode-
matching method. Under high-frequency modulation, the traversing electrons are found to exhibit three types
of resonant scatterings. They are intersideband scatterings into quasibound states in the dots, into true bound
states in the dots, and into quasibound states just beneath the subband threshold in the leads. Dip structures or
fano structures inG are their signatures. Our results show structures due to 2\v intersideband processes. At the
above scattering resonances, we have estimated, according to our dwell time calculation, the number of
round-trip scatterings which the traversing electrons undertake between the two dot openings.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.205324 PACS number~s!: 73.23.2b, 72.30.1q , 72.10.2d

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the quantum transport phenomenon in
open quantum dots has received much attention.1–11 The
open quantum dot, consisting of a submicron sized cavity
connecting via point contact leads to two end-electrodes, has
become an important device for the investigation of phase-
coherent processes and their various mechanisms. The size
of the dot and the width of the leads can be controlled by
split gates. In high electron mobility samples, and at suffi-
cient low temperatures, the phase-coherent length may well
exceed the dimension of the device, allowing electrons to
remain coherent while traversing the dot.

Meanwhile, there has been growing interest in the high-
frequency responses of mesoscopic nanostructures. The
time-modulated fields invoked are either high-frequency
electromagnetic fields12–20or time-modulated potentials.21–25

A number of theoretical approaches have been developed to
explore quantum transport under such time-modulated fields.
The WKB approximation was employed in the study of pho-
tovoltaic effect12 and photon-assisted quantum transport.13 A
mode-matching method was developed ford-profile21 as
well as finite-range-profile time-modulated potentials.22 Ex-
tension of this method to time-dependent field, represented
by a vector potentialAW (t), was carried out by either
neglecting15 or including18 the contribution of theAW (t)2

term. This mode-matching method was further extended to
accommodate spatial inhomogeneity. The time-modulated
field is divided into piecewise potentials connected by either
transfer matrices17 or scattering matrices.23 Recently, this lat-
ter approach has been applied to study a mechanism of nona-
diabatic quantum pumping.25 This pumping mechanism is
due to resonances resulting from coherent inelastic scatter-
ing, which requires simultaneous changes in both the energy
and momentum of the traversing electron, by, respectively,
\V and \K. Here V and K characterize, respectively, the
temporal and the spatial variation of the modulation field.
Encouraged by the success of the time-modulated mode-
matching method, we opt to apply the method to the very
interesting case of time-modulated quantum dots.

In the absence of a time-modulated field, transmission of
electrons through a quantum dot already shows resonance
structures. For the case of a weakly coupled dot—a dot in
which electrons are separated from the connecting leads by
tunneling barriers—the resonance peaks in the transmission
are due to the alignment of the incident electron energy with
the quasi-bound-state~QBS! levels in the dot.26–28 Interest-
ingly, QBS’s of a similar nature still exist in the case of an
open quantum dot—where tunneling barriers between the dot
and the lead are absent. These QBS’s, again, give rise to
resonances in the transmission. However, dip structures,
rather than peaks, become the signatures for the resonances.

When acted upon by a time-modulated potential, the
transmission of a weakly coupled dot was found to exhibit
additional resonance peaks: peaks associated with ac
sidebands.29 This is due to the alignment, albeit shifted by
n\v, of the incident electron energy with the QBS levels in
the dot. Other features found in a time-modulated weakly
coupled dot are photon-assisted tunneling,30 electron
pumps,31 and phase breaking.32

Recently, an open quantum dot, acted upon by a trans-
versely polarized electromagnetic field, and connected adia-
batically to the connecting leads, has been considered.33,34

The adiabatic dot-lead connections allow an electron mode
in the lead to evolve into an electron mode in the dot. Thus,
situations occur when an electron in the lower mode in the
dot can exit the dot without reflection, while an electron at
the same energy, but in a higher mode in the dot, is trapped
inside it. As such, intermode transitions between the above
two modes in the dot, as induced by the transversely polar-
ized electromagnetic field, were found to lead to giant meso-
scopic conductance fluctuations33 and microwave-induced
resonant blocking in a mesoscopic channel.34

The adiabaticity of the dot-lead connection holds for large
quantum dots. But, as the sizes of the open quantum dot
shrink and approach the realm of the Fermi wavelength, the
dot-lead connections can no longer remain adiabatic. More
recent experimental findings in dc transport in open quantum
dots—that transport occurs through individual eigenstates of
the corresponding closed dot;35 and that the conductance os-
cillations correlate to the recurrence of specific groups of
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wave function scars in the dot10—indicate unequivocally that
intermode scattering and backscattering are present, respec-
tively, at the dot-lead connections. The effect of impurity
should play no role here because of the high mobility of the
sample used in these experiments.

Therefore, in this work, we consider a time-modulated
open quantum dot with nonadiabatic dot-lead connections.
We calculate the dc conductanceG of a time-modulated open
quantum dot and the dwell timetd of the traversing electron
in the dot. We have analyzed the resonance structures inG
associated with the time modulation and are able to catego-
rize them according to their respective dynamical processes
involved. Of these three resonance types, one is analogous to
that found in time-modulated weakly coupled dots. It is as-
sociated with the alignment of the incident electron energy
with that of the ac sidebands of the QBS’s inside the open
dot. The second type is associated with the coherent inelastic
scattering of the traversing electron into the true bound state
in the open dot—bound state whose energy is lower than the
threshold energy of the leads. The third type of resonance
structures is most unexpected. It is associated with the co-
herent inelastic scattering of the traversing electron into the
QBS in the lead—with energy just beneath the threshold en-
ergy of the lead. Also, from the dwell timetd , we estimate
the number of scatterings that occur in the dot as the reso-
nance structures establish themselves. In all, our results dem-
onstrate the potential of establishing quantum transport as a
spectroscopic probe for the QBSs and true bound states in
the open dot—and possibly in other mesoscopic structures—
through the coupling of a time-modulated field to the system.

In Sec. II, we present our theoretical method for the cal-
culation of G and td . The numerical results are presented
and discussed in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV, we present our
conclusions.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

The system under investigation is sketched~top view! in
Fig. 1, where the shaded area denotes the region acted upon
by a time-modulated potential. The dot we consider has
physical parameters typical to that in high mobility two-
dimensional electron gas, formed in an AlGaAs-GaAs het-
erostructure. As such, mobilityme;106 cm2/V s, mean free
path l;1 mm at sufficient low temperatures, and dots with
submicron dot sizes would be in the ballistic regime. The
Hamiltonian is given by

H52
\2

2mF ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2G1Vc~x,y!1V~x,t !, ~1!

whereVc(x,y) is the confinement potential, chosen to be of
hard-wall type, that defines the dot and the leads. It is given
by Vc50 if uyu,W1/2 anduxu.L/2; Vc50 if uyu,W2/2 and
uxu,L/2; andVc5` if otherwise. HereW1 ,W2 are, respec-
tively, widths of the lead and the dot. The time-modulated
potential

V~x,t !5V0cos~vt !Q~L/22uxu!

acts only upon the dot.
For the sake of convenience, the physical quantities that

appear in the following equations are dimensionless: with
energy unitE* 5EF5\2kF

2/2m, wave vector unitk* 5kF ,
length unita* 51/kF , time unit t* 5\/EF , and frequency
unit v* 51/t* . The scattering wave function for an electron
incident upon the dot from thel th channel in the left lead is
of the form

c l~x,y,t !5x l~y!eikl (0)xe2 imt1(
n8

(
m8

xn8~y!r n8 l~m8!

3exp@2 ikn8~m8!x2 i ~m1m8v!t#

if x,2L/2,

c l~x,y,t !5(
k8

fk8~y!E de@Ãk8 l~e!eibk8(e)x

1B̃k8 l~e!e2 ibk8(e)x#

3expF2 i et2 i
V0

v
sinvt G if uxu,L/2, ~2!

c l~x,y,t !5(
n8

(
m8

xn8~y!tn8 l~m8!exp@ ikn8~m8!x

2 i ~m1m8v!t# if x.L/2,

where the subscriptsn8 and k8 are the subband indices in,
respectively, the leads and the dot, andm8 is the sideband
index. In addition,kl(m8)5@m1m8v2( lp/W1)2#1/2 and
bk8(m8)5@m1m8v2(k8p/W2)2#1/2 denote, respectively,
the wave vectors in the lead and the dot. The normalized
transverse subband states arex l(y)5(2/W1)1/2sin@lp(y/W1
11/2)# andfk8(y)5(2/W2)1/2sin@k8p(y/W211/2)#.

The matching of the wave functions at the openings of the
dot, and at all times, requires the coefficients in the dot to
have the form

F̃k8 l~e!5(
m8

Fk8 l~m8!d~e2m2m8v!,

whereF̃k8 l(e) refers to eitherÃk8 l(e) or B̃k8 l(e). Performing
the matching, and after some algebra, we obtain

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of an open quantum dot that is
acted upon by a gate-induced time modulation with two leads con-
necting adiabatically to two end electrodes.
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FAkl~m!expS 2 ibk~m!
L

2D1Bkl~m!expS ibk~m!
L

2D G
5(

n8
(
m8

Jm82mS V0

v D Falk expS 2 ik l~m8!
L

2D dn8 ldm80

1an8kr n8 l~m8!expS ikn8~m8!
L

2D G , ~3!

FAkl~m!expS ibk~m!
L

2D1Bkl~m!expS 2 ibk~m!
L

2D G
5(

n8
(
m8

Jm82mS V0

v D Fan8ktn8 l~m8!expS ikn8~m8!
L

2D G ,
~4!

(
k8

ank8bk8~m!FAk8 l~m!expS 2 ibk8~m!
L

2D
2Bk8 l~m!expS ibk8~m!

L

2D G
5(

m8
Jm82mS V0

v D kn~m8!Fdnldm80 expS 2 ik l~m8!
L

2D
2r nl~m8!expS ikn8~m8!

L

2D G , ~5!

and

(
k8

ank8bk8~m!FAk8 l~m!expS ibk8~m!
L

2D
2Bk8 l~m!expS 2 ibk8~m!

L

2D G
5(

m8
Jm82mS V0

v D kn~m8!tnl~m8!expS ikn~m8!
L

2D ,

~6!

where Eqs.~5! and ~6! are obtained from matching the de-
rivatives of the wave functions. The overlapping integralalk
of the transverse subband states is given by

alk5E
2W1/2

W1/2

x l~y!fk~y!dy ~7!

and the identity exp(izsinvt)5(pJp(z)exp(ipvt) has been in-
voked. We have solved Eqs.~3!–~6! for the coefficients
Akl(m), Bkl(m), r n8 l(m8) and tn8 l(m8). Furthermore, we
note that the sole appearance ofV0 in Eqs.~3!–~6! is in the
form V0 /v and as an argument of the Bessel functionsJm .
This shows a general trend that the effect of the time-
modulated potential decreases with the raising of the fre-
quencyv.

In the low drain-source bias regime, the dc conductance is
given by

G5
2e2

h (
l 51

N

Tl , ~8!

whereN denotes the number of propagating channels in the
leads. The current transmission coefficientTl for an electron
incident from thel th channel in the lead is

Tl5(
n8

(
m8

kn8~m8!

kl~0!
utn8 l~m8!u2. ~9!

The current reflection coefficientRl has a similar form and
the current conservation conditionTl1Rl51 is used to
check on our numerical accuracy.

The stationary dwell time within one-dimensional system
was well defined.36 However, in a multichannel system, such
as open quantum dots, we should consider not only the prob-
ability of finding the particle in the dot, but also that due to
evanescent states in the vicinity of the dot. Hence, we define
the dwell time as

td5

E E
A 8

^uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.dxdy

E dy jinc

, ~10!

where j inc denotes the incident electron flux. The subscript
t.a. denotes time average. Here we note that the integral in
the numerator and its region of interestA 8 include not only
the region inside the quantum dot~region II!, but also the
evanescent modes on both the left-hand side~region I! and
the right-hand side~region III! of the dot. Hence, the time-
averaged probability density in the numerator of Eq.~10! can
be separated into three integrals, expressed explicitly as

E E
I
dxdŷ uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.5E

2`

2L/2

dx(
n8

(
m8

ur n8 l~m8!u2e2kn8(m8)x, ~11!

E E
II
dxdŷ uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.5E

2L/2

L/2

dx(
k8

(
m8

$Ak8 l~m8!Ak8 l
* ~m8!exp@ i „bk8~m8!2bk8

* ~m8!…x#

1Bk8 l~m8!Bk8 l
* ~m8!e2 i „bk8(m8)2b

k8
* (m8)…x12Re@Ak8 l~m8!Bk8 l

* ~m8!ei „bk8(m8)1b
k8
* (m8)…x#%,

~12!
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and

E E
III

dxdŷ uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.5E
L/2

`

dx(
n8

(
m8

utn8 l~m8!u2 exp@22kn8~m8!x#, ~13!

where the indicesn8 and m8 in the summation for regions
I and III include only the evanescent waves, andkn8(m)
52 ikn8(m). Substituting Eqs.~11!–~13! into Eq. ~10!, we
obtain the average dwell time of electrons in the open quan-
tum dot system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present our numerical examples for
exploring the time-modulated effects on the quantum trans-
port in open quantum dots—the conductance and the dwell
time versus the incident electron energym. In the following,
we choose energy unitE* 59 meV, length unita* 58 nm,
unit of angular frequencyv* 513.6 T rad/s, and the effec-
tive massm* 50.067me , whereme is the free electron mass
of an electron. The geometric parameters are chosen such
that the widthW1510(>80 nm) for the leads, and the width
W2520(>160 nm) and the lengthL530(>240 nm) for the
open quantum dot, which is typical for current experimental
fabrication. It is convenient to defineX2[m/«1 where «1
5(p/W1)2 is the first transverse subband level in the leads.
Then the integral values ofX stand for the number of occu-
pied subbands in the leads.

In the absence of time modulation, the quantum states of
the open quantum dot associate closely with the bound states
of the corresponding closed dot with the same geometry. For
a closed dot with lengthL and width W2, the bound-state
energyEb.s.5(nxp/L)21(nyp/W2)2 is labeled by a pair of
quantum number (nx ,ny). Then we may obtain the rescaled
bound-state levelsE(nx ,ny)[Eb.s./«15nx

2/91ny
2/4 inside

the closed dot. For an open dot, the energy spectrum consists
of both true bound states and QBS’s corresponding either to
electrons with energym less than or higher than the thresh-
old energy«1 in the lead. As such, there are only two pos-
sible true bound states in the open dot:EB1.E(1,1)
50.361 andEB2.E(2,1)50.694.

In Fig. 2, the conductance characteristic is studied as a
function of incident electron energy:~a! in the absence of
time modulation, as a comparative reference and~b!–~d! in
the presence of time modulation with angular frequencies
v/«150.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively, which also correspond
to frequenciesf 5v/2p.21.4, 64.2, and 107 GHz. This fre-
quency range is typical for current experiments.37 In addi-
tion, the modulation amplitude is chosen to beV050.1«1

(.0.09 meV). There are three dip structures common to all
four plots. These dip structures occur at energiesm/«1

52.364(EQ1), 2.672(EQ2), and 3.208(EQ3). These are as-
sociated with the alignment of the incident electron energy
with that of the QBS levels inside the open dot, as is indi-
cated by the open triangle symbols locating the closed dot
E(1,3)52.361, E(2,3)52.694, and E(3,3)53.250. The
corresponding dwell time of these QBSs are, respectively,
td.73.5, 26.7, and 69.0 ps, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. These
dwell time peak structures confirm the resonant nature of the
states inside the dot.

Another interesting feature in Fig. 2~b! are the side-dip
structures around the QBS’sEQi , which are associated with
electrons at incident energym that are able to make
m-photon intersideband transitions into thei th QBS level.
The condition is

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the quantum dot conductanceG
in the lowest subband as a function of incident electron energym,
in units of «1, for cases of~a! no external modulation,~b!–~d!
modulation amplitudeV050.1«1, with angular frequencies~b! v
50.1«1, ~c! 0.3«1, and~d! 0.5«1.

FIG. 3. The dwell timetd of the traversing electron is plotted as
a function of the incident electron energym in units of «1. The
parameters are the same as in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!.
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m1m\v5EQi , ~14!

where the positivem and negativem indicate, respectively,
the absorption and emission ofm photons. Hencem521
side dips are atm/«152.465, 2.770, 3.309;m511 side
dips are atm/«152.165, 2.574, 3.110; andm512 side dips
are atm/«152.266, 3.008. Them522 process in the vicin-
ity of the EQ3 state is barely identified and is atm/«1
53.411.

Two additional types of intersideband transition mecha-
nisms are found in the low-energy regime in Fig. 2. As is
shown in Fig. 2~d!, where the frequencyv50.5«1 is high
enough, the electrons withm/«151.087 may emit\v and
make transitions intoEB2—the true bound state in the dot.
The electron dwell time of this structure istd>216.6 ps, see
Fig. 3~d!. In addition, electrons may also emit photons to
make transitions into a QBS formed at energy just beneath a
subband threshold in the lead. This mechanism is identified
to be the fano structures atm/«151.028, 1.233, and 1.435,
as shown in Figs. 2~b!–2~d!, respectively, where (m
2v)/«1 is close to 1 from below. Correspondingly, the
dwell times of these structures aretd.23.0, 125.5, and
200.2 ps, see Figs. 3~b!–3~d!. More precisely, these struc-
tures correspond to electrons that emit\v to m/«150.93
and are trapped temporarily to form QBS’s in the lead.

To provide further evidence for the above two transition
mechanisms, we plot, in Fig. 4, the spatial dependence of the
time-averaged probability density. The parameters are cho-
sen to be the same as in Fig. 2~d!. When the electron incident
at energym51.0854«1, as shown in Fig. 4~a!, we see that
the time-averaged electron probability concentrates entirely
within the dot and is like a~2,1! state. This supports the fact
that the electron is trapped in a true bound state in the dot.
Second, when the electron incident at energym51.4353«1,
the electron probability has long exponential tails extending
into the leads. The edges of the dot are atx5615. This
demonstrates that the electron has made an intersideband
transition, by emitting one photon, into a QBS in the lead
whose energy is just below the threshold energy. We have
also checked that a similar process can be found even in a
time-modulated one-dimensional quantum well connecting
to leads. A traversing electron can make intersideband tran-
sitions to QBS’s in the leads or to true bound states in the
well.38

To better appreciate the meaning of the dwell time, we
define the number of round-trip scatterings,Nsc, undertaken
by the traversing electron. It is the ratio of the dwell timetd
to the ballistic timetb the electron takes to go between the
two dot-openings. The ballistic time for electrons traversing
through the quantum dot is simplytb;L/ve , whereve de-
notes the electron velocity and is given byve5\kx /m. We
consider the electron incident in the lowest subband and then
the electron ballistic time is given bytb5L/(m2«1)1/2 in
units of t* . Hence, in Fig. 3~d!, the main peaks atm/«1
51.085, 1.435, 2.365, 2.673, and 3.210 correspond to the
ballistic timestb.24.0, 16.1, 6.01, 5.43, and 4.72 ps, re-
spectively. The correspondingtd’s are, respectively, 216.6,
200.2, 71.8, 21.8, and 67.9. Therefore, we obtain the num-
ber of round-trip scatterings,Nsc[td /2tb;4.5, 6.2, 6.0,

2.0, and 7.2, respectively. In light of the above analysis, we
can see that two round-trip times are already sufficient to
form a significant QBS level inside the open dot. The esti-
mation fortb could be improved by considering the effective
electron velocity in the dot, rather than in the lead. But we
expect Nsc to remain of the same order of magnitude as
shown here. Moreover, theNsc obtained here is the lower
bound to any such improved estimation.

It is known22 that the strength of the time-modulated po-
tential depends on the ratio ofV0 to v. As a result, for a
given amplitudeV0, the sideband dip features are suppressed
with increase in the modulation frequencyv. This is illus-
trated in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!. On the other hand, if we fix
V0 /v51 in Fig. 5, and choose the modulation amplitude to
be V0 /«150.05, 0.1, and 0.2 for Figs. 5~a!–5~c!, respec-
tively, we can see the side dips due to 2\v intersideband
processes in all the figures. This assures us thatV0 /v is an
important index for photon absorption and emission pro-
cesses. Furthermore, the QBS levels that associate with a
fewer number of round-trip scatterings may be merged with
its nearby sidebands, forming a broadened dip structure: such
as the wide-dip structure atm/«152.672 in Fig. 5~a!. In the

FIG. 4. ~color online!. The spatial dependence of the time-
averaged electron probability density:~a! m51.0854«1 and ~b! m
51.4353«1. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2~d!. The
edges of the dot are atL5615.
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low-energy regime, again, electrons are able to undertake
one-photon~or two-photon! emission processes into a sub-
band threshold in the lead. This one-~or two-!photon mecha-
nism is demonstrated by small dip structures inG at m/«1
51.024~or 1.129) in Fig. 5~b! andm/«151.118~or 1.317)
in Fig. 5~c!.

To conclude this section, we note in passing that despite
of wide dot openings, electrons traversing through the dot
are still effectively mediated by just a few bound states of the
corresponding closed dot structure. Our results show that the
conductance spectra for a time-modulated open dot show
more intersideband structures than those associated with the
bound states of the corresponding close dot. We believe that
these mechanisms should find their way of manifestation in
the time-modulated phenomena of other nanostructures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have extended the time-dependent mode
matching approach to the study of quantum transport in open
quantum dot systems. We have calculated the conductance,
the dwell time, and the spatial distribution of the electron
probability and their dependence on the modulation ampli-
tudes and frequencies.

In conclusion, we have shown three types of coherent
inelastic scatterings in a time-modulated open quantum dot.
We have demonstrated the potential of establishing quantum
transport as a spectroscopic probe for the QBS’s and true
bound states in an open dot through the coupling of a time-
modulated field to the system.
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計畫成果自評 

本計畫己於 2005 年 12 月 31 日結束，在三年的計畫中共發表五＋多篇之

論文，其中有三篇為 PRL 文章 (其中一篇被 PRL 列為 Focus of the Journal，另

兩篇正審查中)，十六篇發表於 PRB，另有多篇發表在國外此領域知名期刊。

由於本計畫實際參與人數不多(原來計畫有 3 個子題，但最後評審建議暫不執

行第 3 主題-超導體—半導體奈米結構界面的量子效應，因此最後其實只有兩

個研究群(褚德三及朱仲夏(許世英)研究群在執行兩個子題)實際参與，又因從

事此領域研究的博士後人員甚少，因此三年中只有兩位博士後長期参與研究工

作，在人員不足下，又由於儀器採購時，正值歐元大升值，導致第一、二年之

設備經費不足，無法付足款額而導致延誤實驗儀器的進口，並因而嚴重延誤了

建立完成實驗儀器之時間，目前實驗儀器大致己建立完成，預計完成之實驗測

量正陸陸續續完成，成果亦巳發表於國、內外舉辦之國際會議中，且獲得去年

在中原舉辦之奈米國際會議的優良論文獎。正式論文目前正投稿中。因此考究

此三年之研究內容，與原計畫所建議執行之項目均屬相符程度甚高，且研究成

果亦已達成預期目標，研究成果又均發表於物理領域評價極高之期科中，尤其

有關第一子題目前所得之研究成果已在量子資訊理論上佔有席之地，第 2主題

更發表了一篇被 PRL 當成當期焦點文章的論文，因此，在學術上的價值相當

高，但因本計劃從事的研究問題是基本物理問題，目前之應用價值容或來能顯

著，但如第一子題所發表之 PRL 文章，巳提出一個能達遠距糾纏的機制，國內

若能有元件及材料製作人員參與合作，以作成元件，則可造成單電子偵測器或

單光子發射器來申請專利，未來將很有實際應用之價值。 
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